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At OXO, we believe there is a better way. 

We look at everyday objects and activities and we see ways to make things simpler, 
easier, more thoughtfully designed…better.

We notice things. We notice pain points and pains-in-the-neck. We notice problems 
people don’t realize are problems until we solve them. We see opportunities to 
improve a product or a process, or a part of everyday life, and we make things that 
make things better.

We see the big picture and the small details, and we think through it all: for peelers 
and graters and all kinds of cooks, for coffee makers and coffee drinkers, for dusters 
and compulsive cleaners, for baby strollers and families who stroll. We consider how a 
tool functions—how it fits into hands, how it fits into lives—and we design a better way.

We create a better way for all: With OXO tools, people who love tasks love them 
more; people who hate tasks hate them less. 

We see a better way, and we make it happen: Better quality, better performance, 
better experience, better day.

We’re always searching, we’re always solving, we’re always making tools 

that make everyday better. And if we can’t make it better, we won’t make it. 

Because we keep our promises, by creating, delivering, delighting—every day.



Better. Guaranteed.
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3-Piece Assorted 
Prep Peeler Set
11244100

• 3-Piece Assorted Prep Peeler Set includes straight, serrated 
and julienne Peelers

• Compact, comfortable Y-peeler shape is easy to maneuver 
and works with every grip

• Sharp, durable, Japanese stainless steel blades won’t rust

Prep Y-Peeler
11258900

• Prep Y-Peeler has a straight, all-purpose blade perfect for 
any peeling task

• Compact, comfortable, Y-peeler shape is easy to maneuver 
and works with every grip

• Sharp, durable, Japanese stainless steel blades won’t rust

3-Piece Prep Y 
Peeler Set
11244000

• 3-Piece Prep Peeler Set includes three, straight-blade 
Y-peelers designed for effortless prep -- no matter the fruit 
or vegetable

• Compact, comfortable shape is easy to maneuver and 
works with every grip

• Sharp, durable, Japanese stainless steel blades won’t rust

Julienne  
Prep Peeler
11259100

• Easily peel precise strips of carrots, cucumber, zucchini and 
more with the Julienne Prep Peeler

• Compact, comfortable Y-peeler shape is easy to maneuver 
and works with every grip

• Sharp, durable, Japanese stainless steel blades won’t rust
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Serrated Prep 
Peeler
11259000

• Serrated Prep Peeler is perfect for peeling tomatoes, peaches 
and other soft produce without bruising

• Compact, comfortable Y-peeler shape is easy to maneuver 
and works with every grip

• Sharp, durable, Japanese stainless steel blades won’t rust

Asparagus  
Prep Peeler
11244600

• The Asparagus Prep Peeler makes peeling asparagus a snap

• Specially shaped blade quickly and safely removes only the 
tough, woody layer to reduce waste

• Use the Peeler for raw or cooked asparagus, or to create 
strips for salad

Citrus Prep  
Peeler & Zester
11244200

• Effortlessly peel and zest citrus fruits with the Citrus Prep 
Peeler & Zester

• Compact, comfortable Y-peeler shape is easy to maneuver 
and works with every grip

• Sharp, durable, Japanese stainless steel blades won’t rust

Large Vegetable 
Prep Peeler
11244500

• The Large Vegetable Prep Peeler is perfect for peeling large 
or thick-skinned vegetables like eggplant and butternut 
squash with ease

• Comfortable, Y-shaped peeler prevents bruising and works 
with every grip

• Sharp, durable, Japanese stainless steel blades won’t rust
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Corn Prep Peeler
11244400

• Quickly and safely remove corn kernels from cobs with the 
Corn Prep Peeler

• Compact, comfortable, Y-peeler shape is easy to maneuver 
and works with every grip

• Sharp, durable, Japanese stainless steel blades won’t rust

Swivel Peeler  
- Bulk
20091

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel blade easily peels potatoes, 
carrots and more

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle cushions hand during 
repetitive peeling motion

• Built-in potato eyer

Swivel Peeler
20081

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel blade easily peels potatoes, 
carrots and more

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle cushions hand during 
repetitive peeling motion

• Built-in potato eyer

Pro Swivel Peeler
1057966

• Constructed of sturdy, die-cast zinc; extra-hardened 
stainless-steel blade stays sharp

• Non-slip, contoured handle with extra cushioning for 
ergonomic grip

• Sharp eyer easily removes blemishes
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Pro Swivel Peeler - 
Bulk
1116460

• Constructed of sturdy, die-cast zinc; extra-hardened 
stainless-steel blade stays sharp

• Non-slip, contoured handle with extra cushioning for 
ergonomic grip

• Sharp eyer easily removes blemishes

Y Peeler
21081

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel blade easily peels cucumbers, 
apples and more

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle cushions hand during 
repetitive peeling motion

• Built-in potato eyer

Steel Swivel Peeler
50081

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel blade easily peels apples, 
potatoes, and more

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel handle with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips on sides

• Built-in potato eyer

Serrated Peeler
1061242

• Sharp, serrated, hardened stainless steel blade easily peels 
waxy and slippery fruits and vegetables

• Ideal for peaches, plums, tomatoes and more

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle cushions hand during 
repetitive peeling motion
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Pro Y-Peeler
1057967

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel blade easily peels cucumbers, 
apples and more

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle is contoured for choking 
up or gripping farther back

• Built-in potato eyer

3-Piece Peeler Set 
- Bulk
1140380

• Set includes: Swivel Peeler, Serrated Peeler, and Julienne 
Peeler

• Swivel peeler glides through the toughest peels

• Julienne Peeler easily creates julienne strips

Julienne Peeler
1054751

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel blades easily create julienne 
strips

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle cushions hand during 
repetitive peeling motion

• Clear, flip-top safety cover protects blade

3-Piece Peeler Set
1137680

• Set includes: Swivel Peeler (green), Serrated Peeler (red) and 
Julienne Peeler (orange)

• Swivel peeler glides through the toughest peels

• Julienne Peeler easily creates julienne strips
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Handheld 
Spiralizer
11151300

• Creates uniform, curly noodles from vegetables for  
healthier meals

• Open blade design accommodates both long vegetables like 
zucchini and round vegetables like potatoes

• Food holder keeps hands safe and acts as a cap for storage

Tabletop Spiralizer
11151400

• Make quick work of creating uniform spirals from fruits and 
vegetables for curly fries, salads, garnishes and more

• Three stainless steel blades create spaghetti cut (1/8th inch), 
fettuccine cut (1/4th inch), or ribbon cut noodles

• Removable blade box keeps blades clean, safe and 
organized when not in use and stores onboard

3-Blade Hand  
Held Spiralizer
11194200

• Create three different sizes of vegetable noodles in 
uniform spirals

• Food holder/cap protects Hands when in use and 
during storage

• Non-slip grip for comfortable spiralizing

Apple Divider
32681

• Core and slice apples and pears with one press

• Sharp, stainless steel blades make even slices

• Raised handles keep knuckles away from countertop
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Corer
20181

• Sharp, serrated blade quickly cores apples, pears and more

• Sturdy, stainless steel head

• Fruit core releases from tool with a simple shake

Mango Splitter  
- Orange
1067504

• Removes mango pit and slices fruit in half with one 
simple press

• Raised handles keep hands off countertops

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

Double-Sided 
Melon Baller
39781

• Versatile tool with two scoops of different sizes

• Perfect for fruit salads, garnishes, desserts and more

• Preps fruit and removes seeds

Mango Splitter  
- Bulk
1117360

• Removes mango pit and slices fruit in half with one 
simple press

• Raised handles keep hands off countertops

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips
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Cherry & Olive 
Pitter - Black
1071499

• Generous cup holds Bing, Rainier and other large cherries

• Recessed design also allows you to pit smaller cherries

• Removable splatter shield protects work area and clothing 
from cherry juice

Cherry & Olive 
Pitter - Red - Bulk
1119781

• Generous cup holds Bing, Rainier and other large cherries

• Recessed design also allows you to pit smaller cherries

• Removable splatter shield protects work area and clothing 
from cherry juice

Cherry & Olive 
Pitter - Red
1255180

• Generous cup holds Bing, Rainier and other large cherries

• Recessed design also allows you to pit smaller cherries

• Removable splatter shield protects work area and clothing 
from cherry juice

Strawberry Huller
11111900

• A simple twist and pull removes entire strawberry hull

• Hull is easily released with the push of a button

• Comfortable, non-slip grip
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3-In-1 Avocado 
Slicer - Green
1252180

• All-in-one tool splits, pits and slices avocados

• Removes pit and fruit from avocado—no knife needed

• Patented stainless steel pitter removes pit with one quick twist

3-In-1 Avocado 
Slicer - Tray Pack
1258680

• All in one tool splits, pits and slices avocados

• Stainless steel pitter removes pit with one quick twist

• Slicer lifts fruit from skin in seven perfect pieces

3-in-1 Avocado 
Slicer - Green  
- Bulk
11107600

• All in one tool splits, pits and slices avocados

• Stainless steel pitter removes pit with one quick twist

• Slicer lifts fruit from skin in seven perfect pieces

Ratcheting 
Pineapple Slicer
1127580

• Cores and slices whole pineapples quickly and easily

• Comfortable, non-slip knob ratchets to allow for 
continuous rotations without adjusting your grip

• Measurement markings help prevent piercing the bottom 
of the shell
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Stainless Steel 
Pineapple Slicer
3108300

• Cores and slices whole pineapples quickly and easily

• Comfortable, non-slip knob ratchets to allow for 
continuous rotations without adjusting your grip

• Measurement markings help prevent piercing the bottom 
of the shell

Wooden Reamer
1064758

• Easy-to-use, hand-held Reamer

• Juices citrus fruits efficiently

• Made of solid beech wood

Citrus Zester With 
Channel Knife
11261400

• 2-in-1 tool easily creates citrus zest and garnishes

• Sharp, stainless steel holes easily zest citrus fruits

• Channel knife makes strips or twists for garnishes and cocktails

Citrus Squeezer
1057962

• Squeeze to strains seeds and pulp from lemons and limes 
as you juice

• Perfect for squeezing into water, over salads and fish or 
into pan as you cook

• Constructed of strong, die-cast aluminum
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Corn Holders
11263300

• Pairs conveniently hold corn and snap together for safe storage

• Strong, stainless steel pins keep Holders firmly attached to cob

• Butter barrier helps prevent messy hands

Corn Peeler
1192100

• Safely peels kernels off cob with a quick and easy motion

• Kernels fall directly into bowl or onto cutting board

• Blade position ensures perfectly cut kernels every time

Interlocking  
Corn Holders
11109500

• Corn Holders snap together securely in pairs for safe storage

• Interlocked pairs nest together compactly

• Strong, stainless steel pins keep Holders firmly attached to cob

Easy-Clean 
Compost Bin 
- White - 0.75 
Gal/2.83 L
13295800

• Convenient size and design for everyday counter-top use

• Lid flips up for easy filling and flips down to lock in odors

• Smooth interior walls prevent foods and liquids from 
building up
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Easy-Clean 
Compost Bin - 
Charcoal - 0.75 
Gal/2.83 L
13295900

• Convenient size and design for everyday counter-top use

• Lid flips up for easy filling and flips down to lock in odors

• Smooth interior walls prevent foods and liquids from building up

Easy-Clean 
Compost Bin  
(1.75-gal) - 
Charcoal
13294600

• Unique design keeps bags tucked inside for a neat look

• 1.75-gallon/6.62-liter capacity perfect for busy kitchens

• Smooth interior makes Bin easy to clean

Easy-Clean 
Compost Bin  
(1.75-gal) - White
13273400

• Unique design keeps bags tucked inside for a neat look

• 1.75-gallon/6.62-liter capacity perfect for busy kitchens

• Smooth interior makes Bin easy to clean

2-In-1 Citrus Juicer
11263400

• Snap on the small reamer for lemons and limes, or the large 
reamer for oranges and grapefruit

• Measurement markings up to 1. 5 cups/350 ml

• Drip-free pour spout
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Small Citrus Juicer
11155800

• Sized for measuring citrus juice for cooking and baking

• 2.5 oz cup with convenient measurement markings

• Unique reamer design for easy and efficient juicing

Lettuce Knife With 
Kale Stripper
11256900

• All-in-one tool for prepping lettuce and dark leafy greens

• Clear plastic BPA-free blade helps prevent bruised or 
brown greens

• Four hole sizes strip kale, Collards and Chard leaves off 
Stems with a simple pull

Silicone Lemon 
Squeeze & Store
11155900

• Strains seeds and pulp from lemons and limes as you squeeze

• Silicone flexes to fit various sizes of halved lemons or limes

• Textured material helps prevent slipping, even when wet

Salad Spinner 4.0
32480

• One-handed pump quickly spins lettuce dry

• Storage lock holds pump flush with lid for stacking and 
storing

• Patented brake stops basket immediately with a simple press
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Salad Spinner  
- Green
1155901

• One-handed pump quickly spins lettuce dry

• Storage lock holds pump flush with lid for stacking and storing

• Patented brake stops basket immediately with a simple press

Steel Salad Spinner
1071497

• Easy, one-handed operation; Patented pump mechanism and 
brake button

• Clear lid lets you see inside and comes apart for easy 
cleaning

• Soft, non-slip knob locks down for convenient storage

Little Salad  
& Herb Spinner
1045409

• One-handed pump quickly spins lettuce dry

• Storage lock holds pump flush with lid for stacking and storing

• Patented brake stops basket immediately with a simple press

Salad Chopper 
With Bowl
1128100

• Quickly and easily transforms ingredients into chopped salad

• Stainless steel blades effectively slice lettuce, veggies, 
cheese, fruit and more

• Chopper features a comfortable non-slip handle
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Little Salad 
Dressing Shaker
1268980

• Ideal for mixing, serving and storing dressings, sauces 
and more

• Wide opening accommodates a range of ingredients

• 1.5-cup capacity with measurement markings in cups, 
ounces and milliliters

Salad Dressing 
Shaker - Black
1188500

• Ideal for mixing, serving and storing dressings, sauces 
and more

• Wide opening accommodates a range of ingredients

• 1.5-cup capacity with measurement markings in cups, 
ounces and milliliters

Little Salad 
Dressing Shaker  
- Green - Bulk
11150000

• Ideal for mixing, serving and storing dressings, sauces 
and more

• Wide opening accommodates a range of ingredients

• 1.5-cup capacity with measurement markings in cups, 
ounces and milliliters

Little Salad 
Dressing Shaker  
- Green
1176800

• Ideal for mixing, serving and storing dressings, sauces 
and more

• Wide opening accommodates a range of ingredients

• 1.5-cup capacity with measurement markings in cups, 
ounces and milliliters
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Salad Dressing 
Shaker Green
1105781

• Ideal for mixing, serving and storing dressings, sauces and 
more

• Wide opening accommodates a range of ingredients

• 1.5-cup capacity with measurement markings in cups, ounces 
and milliliters

Oil Stopper  
& Pourer
1151000

• Dual function-- seals for storage and opens for 
drip-free pouring

• Ribs flex to fit most oil or vinegar bottles

• Drizzle or pour oil or vinegar foods

Twist & Pour  
Salad Dressing 
Mixer - Gray
11159500

• Mix, serve and store salad dressing in one convenient 
container

• Leakproof design keeps dressing contained while mixing

• Bi-directional mixing blade for maximum agitation of thin or 
thick dressings

Oil Stopper & 
Pourer - Bulk
1156160

• Dual function-- seals for storage and opens for 
drip-free pouring

• Ribs flex to fit most oil or vinegar bottles

• Drizzle or pour oil or vinegar foods
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Herb & Kale 
Stripping Comb
11256700

• Quickly and efficiently strips herbs from their Stems with a 
simple pull

• Comb shape strips leaves from multiple Stems at one time

• Great for parsley, cilantro, thyme, rosemary, oregano and 
more

Garlic Peeler  
- Green
1062036

• Silicone material removes garlic peel when clove is inserted 
and rolled

• Unique shape keeps cloves inside while peeling

• Hands stay free fo the garlic smell

Garlic Press
11107400

• Large capacity garlic chamber

• Built-in cleaner pushes out garlic peels

• Sturdy, die-cast zinc construction

Garlic Slicer
11178600

• Creates even, thin garlic slices quickly and safely

• Sharp, angled, bi-directional stainless steel blade

• Integrated food chamber keeps garlic contained and protects 
hands while slicing
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Etched Ginger & 
Garlic Grater
11273000

• Grate garlic and ginger into a fine paste with less effort

• High, etched stainless steel teeth are also great for turmeric 
and horseradish

• Snap-on cover scrapes up paste while keeping hands clean

Etched Medium 
Grater
11215900

• Sharp and durable etched surface lets you easily grate and 
zest ingredients for your favorite recipes

• Perfect for use on citrus fruits, chocolate, hard cheeses, 
garlic, ginger, and more

• Comfortable soft handle provides a secure and slip-free grip

Etched Zester
11215400

• Sharp and durable etched surface lets you easily grate and 
zest ingredients for your favorite recipes

• Perfect for use on citrus fruits, chocolate, hard cheeses, 
garlic, ginger, and more

• Comfortable soft handle provides a secure and slip-free grip

Etched Coarse 
Grater
11216100

• Sharp etched surface provides an easy way to grate 
ingredients for your favorite recipes

• Perfect for use on apples, potatoes, semi-soft cheeses, 
zucchini, onions, cabbage, butter, and more

• Comfortable soft handle provides a secure and slip-free grip
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Box Grater With 
Removable Zester
11231700

• Sharp and durable etched surfaces provide an easy way to 
grate ingredients for your favorite recipes

• 4-sided design features a course grating blade and a 
medium grating blade as well as an angled slicing blade

• 4th side has a zester blade that can be used on the grater 
or be detached and used independently over a bowl or a 
cutting board

Handheld Grater
11283000

• Sharp, bi-directional, stainless steel grating surface for fast, 
easy grating

• Non-slip foot provides control while grating

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Etched Two-Fold 
Grater
11216000

• Sharp and durable etched surfaces provide an easy way to 
grate ingredients for your favorite recipes

• Dual-blade design features a course grating blade and a 
medium grating blade

• Comfortable soft handle provides a secure and slip-free grip

Multi Grater
32780

• Fine and coarse stainless steel grating surfaces separate for 
easy use and cleaning

• Use on flat surfaces or over any size bowl

• Non-slip feet for more control
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Box Grater
1057961

• Generous coarse, medium and fine stainless steel grating 
surfaces and slicing surface

• Slim construction conveniently fits into drawers

• Detachable container for catching, measuring, dispensing 
and storing freshly grated ingredients

Non-Stick Cheese 
Plane
11237700

• Effortlessly slice cheese in one smooth motion

• Sharp, blade easily creates thin or thick slices

• Simply angle the plane for different thicknesses

Rotary Grater
1052349

• Large barrel and bi-directional blades for efficient grating

• Silicone seal keeps cheese fresh when stored in the refrigerator

• Adjustable handle accommodates right- and left-handed users

Wire Cheese Slicer 
with Replaceable 
Wires
1071567

• Convenient tension wheel for tightening wires when loose

• Cuts thick or thin cheese slices depending on angle of wrist

• Two additional stainless steel wires included for easy 
replacement
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Wire Cheese Slicer 
Replacement Wires
1060588

• Convenient tension wheel for tightening wires when loose

• Cuts thick or thin cheese slices depending on angle of wrist

• Two additional stainless steel wires included for easy 
replacement

4-in Non-Stick 
Pizza Wheel
1065872

• Durable, plastic wheel is safe for non-stick pans

• Tapered edge easily slices thin and thick crust pizza  
and toppings

• Slick wheel surface prevents cheese from sticking

Black Pizza Wheel
20781

• Sharp, stainless steel blade

• Tapered edge easily slices thin and thick crust pizza  
and toppings

• Built-in thumb guard for safety

4-in Pizza Wheel
26681

• Sharp stainless steel blade accommodates even  
thick-crust pizza

• Safe, die cast zinc thumb guard

• Large, comfortable, non-slip grip
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Steel Pizza Wheel
50781

• Sharp, stainless steel blade

• Tapered edge easily slices thin and thick crust pizza  
and toppings

• Stainless steel thumb guard for safety

Adjustable Hand-
Held Mandoline 
Slicer
11135900

• Non-slip handle for a comfortable grip while slicing

• Wide ramp accommodates a variety of vegetables

• Non-slip dial adjusts to 7 thicknesses in half millimeter 
increments

Handheld 
Mandoline Slicer
1119100

• Three slice thickness settings

• Clear window shows slices below

• Slice on cutting board or plate, or hook over a bowl

Simple Mandoline 
Slicer
1273180

• Tab slides to easily adjust between three slice thickness 
settings, julienne setting and storage setting

• Spring-loaded food holder pushes food for even slicing with 
little to no waste

• Angled stainless steel blade slices even soft foods with ease
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Complete Grate  
& Slice Set
1253580

• Set includes: coarse and medium grating surfaces, and 
straight and julienne slicing surfaces

• Lid doubles as container for collecting and measuring food

• Color-coded surfaces can be used over bowls or plates for 
quick jobs

Spiralize Grate  
& Slice Set
11243900

• Spiralizer, slicer, medium grater and coarse grater in one 
convenient tool

• Spiralizer creates uniform vegetable noodles

• Medium grater creates fluffy shavings of hard cheeses, 
chocolate and more

Mini Grate  
& Slice Set
11223200

• Slicer, medium grater and coarse grater in one 
convenient tool

• Medium grater creates fluffy shavings of hard cheeses, 
chocolate and more

• Coarse grater is perfect for semi-soft cheeses, butter, 
onions and more

V-Blade Mandoline
1155700

• Straight blades for slicing and julienne blades for French fries 
and julienne strips

• Sharp, V-shaped, hardened stainless steel blade easily slices 
firm vegetables like potatoes and soft fruits like tomatoes

• Four slice thickness settings: 1.5, 3.0, 4.5 and 6.0 mm
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Chef’s  
Mandoline 2.0
11194500

• Easily create precise slices for professional-quality results

• Create up to 21 different cuts with thickness settings in 0.5-
mm intervals, straight and crinkle/waffle blades, and built-in 
julienne and French fry blades

• Angled Japanese stainless steel blade

Chopper
1057959

• Chops onions, vegetables, herbs, nuts and more

• Chop in enclosed cup or on cutting board

• Blades rotate for even chopping

Steel Chef’s 
Mandoline 2.0
3114000

• Makes straight, crinkle cut and waffle cut slices in a wide 
range of thicknesses

• Makes thin julienne strips and French fries

• Straight blade easily cuts through firm fruits and vegetables 
like potatoes and apples

Vegetable Chopper 
With Easy-Pour 
Opening
11122600

• Quickly and safely chops fruits, vegetables and more in one 
easy motion

• Convenient opening for easy pouring without lifting lid or 
disassembling

• Removable grid helps clean between Chopper blades and 
snaps back into place
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One Stop Chop 
Manual Food 
Processor
11238000

• Chop, mince or purée with a simple twist - the power is in 
your hands

• Three sharp, stainless steel blades chop fruit, vegetables, 
nuts and more

• Secure suction cup stabilizes Food Processor while in use

Potato Masher
11282900

• Great for mashing potatoes, root vegetables and fruit

• Sturdy, stainless steel construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle absorbs pressure

Egg Slicer
1271080

• Slice or chop hard-boiled eggs

• Holder cradles egg in two directions for round or oblong 
slices

• Raised handle for easy opening and closing

Nylon Potato 
Masher
77891

• Great for mashing potatoes, root vegetables and fruit

• Sturdy nylon is safe for non-stick cookware

• High heat resistant
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Steel Potato 
Masher
56291

• Great for mashing potatoes, root vegetables and fruit

• Sturdy, stainless steel wire head

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel handle with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips on sides

Potato Ricer
26981

• Creates smoothly mashed fruits and vegetables

• Durable, stainless steel construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

Smooth Potato 
Masher
34581

• Fine grid pattern designed for silky smooth mashed potatoes

• Mashes root vegetables and fruit with ease

• Durable stainless steel construction

3-In-1 Adjustable 
Potato Ricer
1129780

• Stainless steel disk rotates easily to change puree consistency 
to fine, medium or coarse

• Fine setting perfect for fluffy mashed potatoes, turnips, 
carrots and gnocchi

• Medium setting ideal for spaetzle and pressing water out of 
cooked greens
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Food Mill
1071478

• Stainless steel bowl with plastic exterior to protect hands  
from heat

• Three stainless steel grinding disks for preparing foods of fine, 
medium and coarse textures

• Spring-loaded lever for easy disk exchange and disassembly

Jar Opener  
with Base Pad
1173600

• Base Pad keeps jar in place, reducing force required to 
open jar

• Accommodates any size jar lid

• Sharp, stainless steel teeth grip lid firmly

Jar Opener
21181

• Accommodates any size jar lid

• Sharp, stainless steel teeth grip lid firmly

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle for better leverage

Soft Handled  
Can Opener
28081

• Large, comfortable handles take the pain out of opening cans

• Cushioned grip won’t slip, even when wet

• Oversized knob turns easily
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Soft Handled Can 
Opener - Bulk
28091

• Large, comfortable handles take the pain out of opening cans

• Cushioned grip won’t slip, even when wet

• Oversized knob turns easily

Locking Can 
Opener with  
Lid Catch
1101780

• Window easily aligns Opener with can

• Magnet arm locks onto lid for no-touch lid removal

• A simple press of the button releases the Can Opener

Locking Can 
Opener
30081

• Snap-Lock feature holds Opener in place

• A simple press of the button releases the Can Opener

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel cutting wheel

Steel Can Opener
58081

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel cutting wheel

• Oversized knob is easy to turn

• Built-in pop top bottle opener
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Steel Can Opener - 
Bulk
3111100

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel cutting wheel

• Oversized knob is easy to turn

• Built-in pop top bottle opener

Smooth Edge Can 
Opener - Bulk
1117560

• Leaves no sharp edges on can or lid

• Easy-to-turn, side-wind grip

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel cutting wheel does not touch 
can contents and stays clean

Smooth Edge  
Can Opener
1049953

• Leaves no sharp edges on can or lid

• Easy-to-turn, side-wind grip

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel cutting wheel does not touch 
can contents and stays clean

Simple Salt 
Shaker/Pourer
1241980

• Hole pattern is ideal for dispensing the perfect amount of salt

• Side spout allows for easy pouring

• Stainless steel accents provide kitcihen-to-table appeal
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Simple Pepper 
Shaker/Pourer
1242080

• Hole pattern is ideal for dispensing the perfect amount 
of pepper

• Side spout allows for easy pouring

• Stainless steel accents provide kitcihen-to-table appeal

Accent Mess-Free 
Salt Grinder
1140600

• Tab rotates to adjust Grinder setting from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinder won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Grinder rests flat when upside down for easy refilling

Simple Salt And 
Pepper Shaker Set
1234780

• Each shaker has different hole patterns for ideal dispensing 
of salt or pepper

• Side spout allows for easy pouring

• Stainless steel accents provide kitchen-to-table appeal

Accent Mess-Free 
Pepper Grinder
1140700

• Tab rotates to adjust Grinder setting from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinder won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Grinder rests flat when upside down for easy refilling
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Accent Mess-Free 
Salt & Pepper 
Grinder Set
1141000

• Tab rotates to adjust Grinder setting from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinders won’t absorb flavors 
or odors

• Grinders rest flat when upside down for easy refilling

Radial Pepper 
Grinder
1188400

• Non-slip, oversized knob is easy to grip and turn

• Long arm makes grinding easy

• Ceramic mechanism is adjustable for coarse or fine grinding

Accent Mess-Free 
Salt & Pepper 
Grinder Set - Black 
Stainless Steel
11254900

• Tab rotates to adjust Grinder setting from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinders won’t absorb flavors 
or odors

• Grinders rest flat when upside down for easy refilling

Wood Mill Set - 
Light
11246800

• Crafted from durable, one-piece beechwood, with an 
elegant, tabletop-friendly design

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinding mechanism won’t absorb 
flavors or odors

• Adjustable from fine to coarse
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Sleek Mess-Free 
Pepper Grinder
1272680

• Tab rotates to adjust Mill setting from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinder won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Mill rests flat when upside down for easy refilling

Sleek Salt Mill - 
Gunmetal
11274000

• Tab rotates to adjust Mill setting from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinder won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Mill rests flat when upside down for easy refilling

Sleek Mess-Free 
Grinder Set
11106900

• Tab rotates to adjust Mill setting from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinder won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Mill rests flat when upside down for easy refilling

Sleek Pepper Mill - 
Gunmetal
11274100

• Tab rotates to adjust Mill setting from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinder won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Mill rests flat when upside down for easy refilling
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Stack Grinder 
Shaker
11187100

• Shake salt from the top and grind pepper from the base with 
one convenient tool

• Salt Shaker acts as a knob for easy pepper grinding

• Grind-selector locks into 5 different settings to easily adjust 
from fine to coarse

Steel 9-in/22.5-cm 
Whisk
1050058

• Narrow shape is perfect for whisking and blending 
ingredients in a bowl or container

• Innovative handle shape in brushed stainless steel fits 
comfortably in the palm of your hand

• Polished stainless steel wires

9-in. Whisk
74091

• Narrow shape is perfect for whisking and blending 
ingredients in a bowl or container

• Innovative handle shape fits comfortably in the palm of your 
hand

• Polished stainless steel wires

9 In Silicone Whisk 
- Red
1253280

• Silicone wires are perfect for whisking, blending  
and deglazing in coated and non-stick cookware  
and bakeware

• Innovative handle shape fits comfortably in the palm of 
your hand

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle ensures a safe grip
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11-in Whisk
74191

• Narrow shape is perfect for whisking and blending 
ingredients in a bowl or container

• Innovative handle shape fits comfortably in the palm of your 
hand

• Polished stainless steel wires

11-in. Silicone 
Balloon Whisk  
- Red
1244780

• Silicone wires are perfect for whisking, blending  
and deglazing in coated and non-stick cookware  
and bakeware

• Innovative handle shape fits comfortably in the palm of 
your hand

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

11-in. Balloon 
Whisk
74291

• Balloon shape is perfect for whipping and aerating 
ingredients

• Innovative handle shape fits comfortably in the palm of your 
hand

• Polished stainless steel wires

Flat Whisk
74391

• Flat shape is perfect for deglazing a pan

• Innovative handle shape fits comfortably in the palm of 
your hand

• Polished stainless steel wires
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Dough Whisk
11278400

• Durable dough whisk blends sticky dough and bread 
batters with ease

• Solid stainless steel wires cut quickly through dense dough 
without sticking

• Coiled shape is optimized for blending wet and dry 
ingredients together

Egg Beater
1126980

• Perfect for eggs, light batters, whipped cream and more

• Smoothly rotating gears are enclosed for protection and easy 
clean up

• Beaters are elevated and continue to work while resting on 
bottom of bowl

Sauce &  
Gravy Whisk
11278500

• Specially designed to efficiently whisk gravy, roux, and sauces

• Innovative handle provides a comfortable grip

• Durable stainless steel wires mix thoroughly with minimal effort

3-in-1 Egg 
Separator
1147780

• Separates egg yolks from whites

• Raised edge is perfect for easily cracking eggs

• Prevents drips from running down the side of bowls and onto 
counters and tables
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Silicone Jar 
Spatula - White
1241581

• Jar Spatula is perfect for reaching into jars of all shapes 
and sizes

• Safe for coated and non-stick cookware and bakeware

• High heat-resistant

Silicone Spatula  
- White
1241781

• Medium Silicone Spatula has rounded edge for scraping 
bowls and square edge for pushing batter into pan corners

• Safe for coated and non-stick cookware and bakeware

• High heat-resistant

Small Silicone 
Spatula - White
1241681

• Small Silicone Spatula is ideal for stirring and scraping in 
small bowls

• Safe for coated and non-stick cookware and bakeware

• High heat-resistant

Silicone Spatula  
- Red
11100902

• Medium Silicone Spatula has rounded edge for scraping 
bowls and square edge for pushing batter into pan corners

• Safe for coated and non-stick cookware and bakeware

• High heat-resistant
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Silicone Spoon 
Spatula - White
1241881

• Medium Silicone Spoon Spatula is ideal for mixing, scooping 
and tasting

• Safe for coated and non-stick cookware and bakeware

• High heat-resistant

2-Piece Spatula Set
11299800

• Set includes: Jar Spatula and Small Spatula

• Small Spatula is ideal for use with saucepans and small 
mixing bowls

• Polished, flexible edge swipes up every bit of sauce or batter  

3-Piece Silicone 
Spatula Set
1238580

• 3-Piece Silicone Set includes: Small Spatula, Medium 
Spatula and Spoon Spatula

• Small Spatula ideal for reaching food in jars and other 
tight spaces

• Medium Spatula features rounded edge for scraping 
bowls and square edge for pushing batter into corners

3-Piece Silicone 
Spatula Set
11299900

• Set includes: Small Spatula, Everyday Spatula and Spoon 
Spatula

• Small Spatula is ideal for use with saucepans and small 
mixing bowls

• Everyday Spatula is the perfect tool for stirring, mixing, 
scraping and more
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Dough Blender 
With Blades
1124200

• Stainless steel blades easily cut butter and shortening into dry 
ingredients

• Broad, soft, non-slip handle absorbs pressure

• Dishwasher safe

Multi-Purpose 
Scraper & Chopper
73281

• Ideal for scraping, chopping and gathering ingredients

• Stainless steel blade features 1” markings for precise 
measuring

• Broad, soft, non-slip handle absorbs pressure

Non-Stick  
Rolling Pin
11249400

• Non-stick ILAG coating for effortless food release

• Metal pin can be chilled to keep dough from softening as 
you work

• Raised, offset handles keep knuckles away from surfaces

Cupcake Icing 
Knife
1248980

• Perfect shape and size for icing and decorating cupcakes

• Sturdy yet flexible stainless steel blade provides control while 
icing

• Angled blade keeps countertops clean
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Cupcake Icing 
Knife - Bulk
11257900

• Perfect shape and size for icing and decorating cupcakes

• Sturdy yet flexible stainless steel blade provides control 
while icing

• Angled blade keeps countertops clean

Bent Icing Knife - 
Bulk
11258000

• Perfect shape and size for icing sheet and layer cakes

• Sturdy yet flexible stainless steel blade provides control 
while icing

• Angled blade keeps handle elevated for a smooth icing 
surface and keeps countertops clean

Bent Icing Knife
73591

• Perfect shape and size for icing sheet and layer cakes

• Sturdy yet flexible stainless steel blade provides control 
while icing

• Angled blade keeps handle elevated for a smooth icing 
surface and keeps countertops clean

8-Piece Baker’s 
Silicone Decorating 
Bottle Kit - Black
11137200

• Set includes two decorating pens and six stainless steel tips

• Includes Small Round, Large Round, Open Star, Closed Star, 
Leaf, and Basket tips

• Set perfect for alternating between colors when decorating 
cookies, cupcakes and more
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Brownie Spatula
1100800

• Perfect size for cutting and serving brownies

• Sharp edge easily slices and portions brownies and other 
baked goods

• Safe for non-stick bakeware

Nylon Cut & Serve 
Turner - Bin
11237400

• Perfectly sized for cutting, serving and cooking

• Great for flipping eggs and sauteing vegetables

• Easily cuts through brownies, lasagna and more

Stainless Steel Cut 
& Serve Turner
1177100

• Perfectly sized for cutting, serving and cooking

• Easily cuts through brownies, lasagna and more

• Beveled stainless steel edge slides under foods to lift and 
serve

Small Cookie 
Scoop
1044083

• Size 70 scoop makes 2-in diameter cookies

• Small scoop holds 1 T of dough

• Stainless steel scoop cuts through dense ingredients
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Small Cookie 
Scoop - Bulk
1189760

• Size 70 scoop makes 2-in diameter cookies

• Small scoop holds 1 T of dough

• Stainless steel scoop cuts through dense ingredients

Medium Cookie 
Scoop - Bulk
1189660

• Medium Scoop holds 1 1/2 Tbsp and yields a 2 3/4” 
diameter cookie

• Wiper cleanly ejects even sticky dough

• Creates uniform cookies

Medium Cookie 
Scoop
1055893

• Medium Scoop holds 1 1/2 Tbsp and yields a 2 3/4” 
diameter cookie

• Wiper cleanly ejects even sticky dough

• Creates uniform cookies

Large Cookie 
Scoop
1044082

• Large Scoop holds 3 Tbsp and yields a 3 1/2”  
diameter cookie

• Wiper cleanly ejects even sticky dough

• Creates uniform cookies
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14-Piece Cookie 
Press Set
1257580

• Creates consistent cookies every time

• Non-slip base keeps Cookie Press steady while dispensing

• Clear cylinder shows how much dough is left

Precision Batter 
Dispenser
11231000

• Precisely dispenses batter for pancakes, cupcakes, crepes 
and more

• Easy-to-squeeze handle and unique, drip-free shut-off valve 
provide total control

• Wide opening for mess-free filling of Batter Dispenser

Cookie Press 
Christmas Disk Set
11177800

• Set includes Santa, Star, Snowman, Joy, Snowflake 
and Bow disks.

• Creates consistent cookies every time

• Durable, stainless steel disks come in 6 classic and 
custom designs

Silicone  
Baking Cups
11211000

• Convenient tabs for removing cupcakes quickly and easily 
(without leaving a thumbprint!)

• Batter fill line ensures all your treats are the same size

• Non-stick interior for smooth releasing
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Silicone Dough 
Rolling Bag
11211100

• Roll perfectly round crusts for Pies, pizzas and more

• Zippered, enclosed bag design keeps rolling pins and 
countertops clean

• Food-safe silicone is non-stick for effortless dough release

Silicone Pastry Mat
11211300

• Protects countertops and provides essential baking information

• Non-slip, food-safe silicone stays in place

• Non-stick surface for effortless food release

Silicone Baking 
Mat
11211200

• Replace parchment paper and cut down on clean up with the 
Silicone Baking Mat

• Made from food-safe silicone, this reusable non-stick baking 
and roasting surface resists grease and residue

• Fiberglass and silicone construction provide structure

Non-Stick Pro Half 
Sheet Pan - 13-in x 
18-in
11160800

• PFOA-free non-stick coating is ceramic-reinforced for 
exceptional release

• Scratch-, stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistant

• Micro-textured pattern improves airflow for even baking
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Non-Stick Pro Jelly 
Roll Pan - 10-in x 
15-in
11160700

• PFOA-free non-stick coating is ceramic-reinforced for 
exceptional release

• Scratch-, stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistant

• Micro-textured pattern improves airflow for even baking

Non-Stick Pro 
Sheet Pan Set Of 2
11160900

• Set includes: one Half Sheet Pan and one Quarter Sheet Pan

• PFOA-free non-stick coating is ceramic-reinforced for 
exceptional release

• Scratch-, stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistant

Non-Stick Pro 
Quarter Sheet Pan 
- 9-in x 13-in
11165000

• PFOA-free non-stick coating is ceramic-reinforced for 
exceptional release

• Scratch-, stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistant

• Micro-textured pattern improves airflow for even baking

Non-Stick Pro 
Cooling & Baking 
Rack
11231100

• Non-stick, two-layer coating is PFOA-free, swiss-engineered 
and ceramic-reinforced

• Optimized wire pattern provides 360° air circulation for 
quick cooling

• Generous handle provides a secure grip for safe transfer
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Non-Stick Pro 
Cookie Sheet
11160600

• PFOA-free non-stick coating is ceramic-reinforced for 
exceptional release

• Scratch-, stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistant

• Micro-textured pattern improves airflow for even baking

Non-Stick Pro 1 Lb 
Loaf Pan
11160300

• Ideal for quick breads, pound cakes and sandwich loaves

• PFOA-free non-stick coating is ceramic-reinforced for 
exceptional release

• Scratch-, stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistant

Non-Stick Pro 12 
Cup Muffin Pan
11160500

• PFOA-free non-stick coating is ceramic-reinforced for 
exceptional release

• Scratch-, stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistant

• Micro-textured pattern improves airflow for even baking

Non-Stick Pro Cake 
Pan - 9-in x 13-in
11160200

• Ideal for cheesecake, coffee cake, lasagna and more

• PFOA-free non-stick coating is ceramic-reinforced for 
exceptional release

• Scratch-, stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistant
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Non-Stick Pro Cake 
Pan - 9-In Round
11160100

• Ideal for cakes, cornbread, deep-dish pizza and more

• PFOA-free non-stick coating is ceramic-reinforced for 
exceptional release

• Scratch-, stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistant

Non-Stick Pro 14-In 
Pizza Pan
11159900

• Ideal for homemade and frozen pizza

• PFOA-free non-stick coating is ceramic-reinforced for 
exceptional release

• Scratch-, stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistant

Non-Stick Pro Cake 
Pan - 9-In Square
11160000

• Ideal for brownies, cakes, cornbread and more

• PFOA-free non-stick coating is ceramic-reinforced for 
exceptional release

• Scratch-, stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistant

Non-Stick Pro 
5-Piece Bakeware 
Set
11167500

• Includes: two 9-Inch Round Cake Pans, one 12-Cup Muffin 
Pan, one 1 Lb Loaf Pan and one Half Sheet Pan (13-in x 18-
in)

• PFOA-free non-stick coating is ceramic-reinforced for 
exceptional release

• Scratch-, stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistant
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Non-Stick Pro 
10-Piece Bakeware 
Set
11249300

• Includes: one Half Sheet Pan, one Loaf Pan, two Jelly Roll 
Pans, one 9 in x 13 in/23 cm x 33 cm Cake Pan, one 12 Cup 
Muffin Pan, two 8 in/20 cm Round Cake Pans, one Cookie 
Sheet, one 15 in/38 cm Pizza Pan

• PFOA-free non-stick coating is ceramic-reinforced for 
exceptional release

• Scratch-, stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistant

Glass 3 Qt Baking 
Dish with Lid
11176400

• Strong, borosilicate glass construction for freezer to oven use 
Withstands extreme temperature changes without the risk of 
cracking or shattering

• Glass won’t stain or absorb odors and is easy to clean

• Generous handles on Dish provide a safe and secure grip

Glass 3 Qt Baking 
Dish
11176300

• Ideal for lasagna, mac and cheese, dinner rolls and more

• Strong, borosilicate glass construction for freezer to oven use 
Withstands extreme temperature changes without the risk of 
cracking or shattering

• Glass won’t stain or absorb odors and is easy to clean

Glass 2 Qt Baking 
Dish
11176100

• Strong, borosilicate glass construction for freezer to oven use 
Withstands extreme temperature changes without the risk of 
cracking or shattering

• Glass won’t stain or absorb odors and is easy to clean

• Generous handles provide a safe and secure grip
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Glass 2 Qt Baking 
Dish with Lid
11176200

• Strong, borosilicate glass construction for freezer to oven use 
Withstands extreme temperature changes without the risk of 
cracking or shattering

• Glass won’t stain or absorb odors and is easy to clean

• Generous handles provide a safe and secure grip

Glass Loaf Pan 
With Lid
11249200

• Thermal-shock-resistant borosilicate glass can go from the 
freezer of fridge to microwave or oven without cracking

• Generous handles offer a safe and comfortable grip

• Easy-read 6-inch x 10-inch dimension marking

Glass 1.6 Qt Loaf 
Baking Dish
11176000

• Thermal-shock-resistant borosilicate glass can go from the 
freezer of fridge to microwave or oven without cracking

• Generous handles offer a safe and comfortable grip

• Easy-read 6-inch x 10-inch dimension marking

Glass Pie Plate 
with Lid
11249100

• Borosilicate glass construction withstands extreme 
temperature changes without the risk of cracking or shattering

• Generous rim offers a safe and comfortable grip

• Easy-read 9” dimension marking
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8 Piece Glass Bake, 
Serve & Store Set
11182300

• 8 Piece Glass Set includes 3 Qt Baking Dish, 2 Qt Baking 
Dish, 1.6 Qt Loaf Baking Dish, 9” Pie Plate, 1 Cup Round 
Smart Seal Container with lid, and 2 Cup Round Smart Seal 
Container with lid

• Thermal-shock-resistant borosilicate glass can go from the 
freezer or fridge to the microwave or oven without cracking

• Generous handles and rims offer comfortable grips

1-in Pastry Brush
11145700

• Natural bristles retain softness and pliability

• Sealed bristle base keeps food and liquid out

• Angled head keeps bristles off the counter and makes it easy 
to reach around a large bird or roast with basting brush

14-Piece Glass 
Bake, Serve & 
Store Set
11182400

• Set includes: 2 qt/1.9 L Baking Dish with Lid, 3 qt/2.8 L 
Baking Dish with Lid, 1.6 Qt/1.5 L Loaf Pan, 9 in/23 cm Pie 
Plate, 1 Cup/237 mL Smart Seal Container with Lid, two 2 
cup /500 mL Smart Seal Containers with Lids, 4 Cup/1 L 
Smart Seal Container with Lid

• Strong borosilicate glass is safe to transfer from freezer to 
preheated oven or microwave

• Glass won’t stain or absorb odors and is easy to clean

1.5-in. Pastry Brush
73881

• Natural boar bristles retain softness and pliability better than 
synthetics

• Sealed bristle base keeps food and liquid out

• Angled head keeps bristles off countertops
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1.5-in. Pastry 
Brush - Bulk
11145800

• Natural boar bristles retain softness and pliability better 
than synthetics

• Sealed bristle base keeps food and liquid out

• Angled head keeps bristles off countertops

Silicone Pastry 
Brush - Bulk
1130100

• Gaps in center bristles hold liquids for easy transport and 
spreading

• Tapered outer bristles glide over foods

• Angled head keeps bristles off the counter and makes it easy 
to reach around a large bird or roast with basting brush

Silicone Pastry 
Brush
1071062

• Gaps in center bristles hold liquids for easy transport and 
spreading

• Tapered outer bristles glide over foods

• Angled head keeps bristles off the counter and makes it easy 
to reach around a large bird or roast with basting brush

Silicone Basting 
Brush
1071061

• Circles in center bristles hold liquids for easy transport 
and spreading

• Tapered outer bristles glide over poultry and roasts for 
easy basting

• Extended length keeps hands safely away from grill; 
Angled head keeps bristles off countertops
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Silicone Basting 
Brush - Bulk
1132900

• Circles in center bristles hold liquids for easy transport 
and spreading

• Tapered outer bristles glide over poultry and roasts for 
easy basting

• Extended length keeps hands safely away from grill; 
Angled head keeps bristles off countertops

1.5Qt/1.4L Mixing 
Bowl
1059703

• Wide grip and spout for easy pouring

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl while mixing

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Large Silicone 
Basting Brush
1118100

• Circles in center bristles hold liquids for easy transport 
and spreading

• Tapered outer bristles glide over poultry and roasts for 
easy basting

• Extended length keeps hands safely away from grill; 
Angled head keeps bristles off countertops

3 Qt/2.85L Mixing 
Bowl
1059702

• Wide grip and spout for easy pouring

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl while mixing

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle
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5 Qt/4.7L Mixing 
Bowl
1059701

• Wide grip and spout for easy pouring

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl while mixing

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

3-Piece Mixing 
Bowl Set - Navy, 
Green, Eggplant 
Handles
1115580

• Set includes 1.5, 3, and 5-qt sizes

• Wide grip and spout for easy pouring

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl while mixing

3-Piece Mixing 
Bowl Set - White
1066421

• Set includes: 1.5, 3.0 and 5.0 qt sizes

• Wide grip and spout for easy pouring

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl while mixing

3-Piece Mixing 
Bowl Set - Assorted 
Colors
1169600

• Set includes: 1.5, 3.0 and 5.0 qt sizes

• Wide grip and spout for easy pouring

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl while mixing
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3-Piece Stainless 
Steel Mixing Bowl 
Set - Blue/Gray
11289200

• Set includes one 1.5-quart, one 3-quart and one 5-quart 
Stainless Steel Mixing Bowls

• Stainless steel interiors won’t retain odors or colors

• Plastic exteriors shield hands from extreme temperatures

Batter Bowl
1144000

• Bright red, permanent measurement markings

• High side walls prevent splatter

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl while mixing

3 Piece Stainless 
Steel Mixing Bowl 
Set - White
1107600

• Set includes one 1.5-quart, one 3-quart and one 5-quart 
Stainless Steel Mixing Bowls

• Stainless steel interior won’t stain or retain odors

• Plastic exterior shields hands from extreme temperatures

10-oz Glass  
Prep Bowl
11205700

• Wide rim provides easy handling while mixing, pouring and 
cleaning

• Stain and odor resistant

• Oven, freezer and microwave safe
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4-Piece Glass  
Prep Bowl Set
11205400

• Set includes four 10-ounce Bowls

• Pressed borosilicate glass is thermal-shock resistant, won’t 
stain or absorb odors

• Wide rimes provide easy handling while mixing, pouring and 
cleaning; carefully calibrated side walls let you mix with minimal 
splatter

6 Piece Measuring 
Cup Set - White
11111102

• Set includes: scraper, 1/4 cup, 1/3 cup, 1/2 cup, 2/3 cup 
and 1 cup

• Unique snapping feature keeps Cups together for storage

• Easily unsnap one Cup at a time while the rest stay connected

8-Piece Glass  
Prep Bowl Set
11205500

• Set includes four 10-ounce Bowls plus four sturdy covers for 
safe stacking in refrigerator or freezer

• Pressed borosilicate glass is thermal-shock resistant, won’t 
stain or absorb odors

• Wide rims provide easy handling while mixing, pouring and 
cleaning; carefully calibrated side walls let you mix with 
minimal splatter

6 Piece Measuring 
Cup Set - Black
11110901

• Set includes: scraper, 1/4 cup, 1/3 cup, 1/2 cup, 2/3 cup 
and 1 cup

• Unique snapping feature keeps Cups together for storage

• Easily unsnap one Cup at a time while the rest stay connected
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7 Piece Measuring 
Spoon Set - White
11111002

• Set includes: scraper, 1/8 tsp, 1/4 tsp, 1/2 tsp, 1 tsp, 
1/2 T, 1 T

• Spoons sit flat on countertop

• Spoons fan out while snapped together to make it easy to 
find the right size

7 Piece Measuring 
Spoon Set - White 
- Bulk
11141902

• Set includes: scraper, 1/8 tsp, 1/4 tsp, 1/2 tsp, 1 tsp, 
1/2 T, 1 T

• Spoons sit flat on countertop

• Spoons fan out while snapped together to make it easy to 
find the right size

7 Piece Measuring 
Spoon Set - Black
11110801

• Set includes: scraper, 1/8 tsp, 1/4 tsp, 1/2 tsp, 1 tsp, 
1/2 T, 1 T

• Spoons sit flat on countertop

• Spoons fan out while snapped together to make it easy to 
find the right size

7 Piece Measuring 
Cup Set with 1.5 
Cup - White - Bulk
11145402

• Set includes: scraper, 1/4 cup, 1/3 cup, 1/2 cup, 2/3 
cup, 1 cup and 1 1/2 cup

• Convenient 1 1/2 cup is perfect for baking and making 
larger recipes

• Each cup features a half-measurement line
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4 Piece Stainless 
Steel Measuring 
Cups Set - Bulk
11241800

• Set includes: 1/4 cup, 1/3 cup, 1/2 cup and 1 cup

• Magnetic handles keep Cups together for storage and allow for 
removing one Cup at a time

• Designed to make leveling ingredients easy for greater accuracy

4 Piece Stainless 
Steel Measuring 
Spoon Set
11132100

• Set includes: 1/4 tsp, 1/2 tsp, 1 tsp and 1 T

• Magnetic handles keep Spoons together for storage and allow 
for removing one Spoon at a time

• Designed to make leveling ingredients easy for greater accuracy

4 Piece Stainless 
Steel Measuring 
Cups Set
11132000

• Set includes: 1/4 cup, 1/3 cup, 1/2 cup and 1 cup

• Magnetic handles keep Cups together for storage and allow for 
removing one Cup at a time

• Designed to make leveling ingredients easy for greater accuracy

4 Piece Stainless 
Steel Measuring 
Spoon Set - Bulk
11241900

• Set includes: 1/4 tsp, 1/2 tsp, 1 tsp and 1 T

• Magnetic handles keep Spoons together for storage and allow 
for removing one Spoon at a time

• Designed to make leveling ingredients easy for greater accuracy
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8 Piece Stainless 
Steel Measuring 
Cups And Spoons 
Set
11180500

• Set includes: 1/4 tsp, 1/2 tsp, 1 tsp and 1 T Spoons, and 
1/4 cup, 1/3 cup, 1/2 cup and 1 cup Cups

• Magnetic handles keep Cups and Spoons together for 
storage and allow for removing one Cups or Spoons at a time

• Designed to make leveling ingredients easy for greater 
accuracy

2 Cup Adjustable 
Measuring Cup
1250080

• Cup is adjustable for easy, convenient measurement of 
various volumes

• Smooth, rotating body and comfortable turning knob is 
perfect for measuring and dispensing peanut butter, honey 
and other sticky ingredients

• Internal track easily guides plunger to desired 
measurement marking

Flexible Scoop
1067686

• Perfect for scooping and pouring ice, cereal, flour, pet food 
and more

• Flexible sides easily bend to pass through tight spots in 
containers

• Squeezable scoop forms a spout for pouring ingredients into 
narrow bottles

4 Piece Mini 
Measuring  
Beakers Set
1263680

• Set includes 2-oz, 1-oz, 1-Tsp and 1-tsp Beakers

• Ideal for measuring small amounts of liquids such as food 
coloring, extracts, lemon juice and more

• Funnel shaped top and spout for easy filling and pouring
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7 Piece Mini 
Measuring Beaker 
Set
11124400

• Set includes: 1 tsp, 1 T, 1 oz, 2 oz, 1/2 cup, 2/3 cup and 
1 cup Beakers

• Ideal for measuring liquids such as water, milk, oil, vinegar, 
stock and more

• Beakers nest for compact storage

Mini Angled 
Measuring Cup 
Tray Pack
1109880

• Patented angled surface allows measurements to be read 
from above

• Eliminates the need to fill, check and adjust

• Standard and metric measurement markings

Mini Angled 
Measuring Cup
1102640

• Patented angled surface allows measurements to be read 
from above

• Eliminates the need to fill, check and adjust

• Standard and metric measurement markings

1 Cup Angled 
Measuring Cup
70881

• Patented angled surface lets you read measurements 
from above

• Eliminates the need to fill, check and adjust

• Soft, non-slip handle
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2 Cup Angled 
Measuring Cup
70981

• Patented angled surface lets you read measurements from above

• Eliminates the need to fill, check and adjust

• Soft, non-slip handle

3-Piece Angled 
Measuring Cup Set
1056988

• Set includes: 1, 2 and 4 cup Angled Measuring Cups

• Patented angled surface allows measurements to be read 
from above

• Eliminates the need to fill, check and adjust

4 Cup Angled 
Measuring Cup
1050030

• Patented angled surface lets you read measurements from above

• Eliminates the need to fill, check and adjust

• Soft, non-slip handle

Mini Squeeze 
& Pour Silicone 
Measuring Cup
11161200

• Flexible silicone Cup is microwave safe and ideal for melting 
butter, chocolate and more

• Honeycomb pattern dissipates heat and keeps hands protected

• Body and spout are flexible for easy, precise pouring
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1 Cup Squeeze 
& Pour Silicone 
Measuring Cup
11161100

• Flexible silicone Cup is microwave safe and ideal for melting 
butter, chocolate and more

• Honeycomb pattern dissipates heat and keeps hands protected

• Body and spout are flexible for easy, precise pouring

4 Cup Squeeze 
& Pour Silicone 
Measuring Cup
11166400

• Flexible silicone Cup is microwave safe and ideal for melting 
butter, chocolate and more

• Honeycomb pattern dissipates heat and keeps hands protected

• Body and spout are flexible for easy, precise pouring

2 Cup Squeeze 
& Pour Silicone 
Measuring Cup
11161000

• Flexible silicone Cup is microwave safe and ideal for melting 
butter, chocolate and more

• Honeycomb pattern dissipates heat and keeps hands protected

• Body and spout are flexible for easy, precise pouring

3 Piece Squeeze 
& Pour Silicone 
Measuring Cup Set
11172700

• Set includes one 2-Cup, one 1-Cup and one 1/2 Cup Silicone 
Measuring Cup

• Honeycomb pattern dissipates heat and keeps hands protected

• Body and spout are flexible for easy, precise pouring
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1-lb Healthy 
Portions Scale
1271680

• Perfect for portioning at home or on the go

• Add-and-weigh feature for zeroing the scale to add 
additional ingredients

• Slim, compact shape fits into bags or purses

6-lb Precision Scale 
With Timer
11212400

• 6 lb Precision Scale with Timer measures from 0.5 g up in 
0.1-gram intervals for maximum accuracy

• Weigh ingredients in grams, ounces, pounds and kilograms 
up to 6 lb/3 kg

• The integrated timer and optional auto shut-off are perfect for 
pour-over coffee

5-lb Food Scale 
With Pull-Out 
Display
11238300

• 5-pound-capacity Food Scale measures in 1/8-ounce and 
1-gram increments

• Display pulls away from base to avoid shadowing from 
plates or bowls

• Zero function tares Scale before adding additional 
ingredients

11-lb Stainless 
Steel Food Scale
11214800

• 11-pound-capacity Scale measures in 1/8-ounce and 
1-gram increments

• Display pulls away from base to avoid shadowing from plates 
or bowls

• Zero function tares Scale before adding additional 
ingredients
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22-lb Stainless 
Steel Food Scale 
with Pull-Out 
Display
1128380

• Pull-out display and optional backlight for easy reading

• Tare function allows for zeroing Scale before adding 
additional ingredients

• Measures volume in cups and mL for water based ingredients

Analog Instant 
Read Thermometer
11133300

• Large face allows easy temperature reading

• Probe cover clearly displays chef- and USDA-recommended 
temperatures

• Shaded area on probe acts as a guide for proper insertion 
depth

Punctual Egg Timer 
With Piercer
11243500

• Convenient settings and built-in piercer for boiled eggs 
your way

• Seven doneness levels from soft- to hard-boiled

• Progress bar, blinking lights and beeping let you know 
when your eggs are done

Analog Leave-In 
Meat Thermometer
11133400

• Quickly and accurately displays internal temperature of 
cooked meats

• Clear analog face shows temperature in Fahrenheit and 
Celsius

• Probe cover includes both chef-recommended and USDA-
recommended temperatures
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Oven Thermometer
11133600

• Large, easy-to-read numbers engineered for accurate 
measurements

• Stays securely in place during active oven use

• Unique hook design for quick installation either hanging or 
standing

Chef’s Precision 
Digital Instant 
Read Thermometer
11168300

• Head pivots 90° for easy viewing at any angle

• Ultra-thin tip for quick, accurate readouts

• Digital display features large, easy-to-read numbers in F° 
and C°

Glass Candy 
& Deep Fry 
Thermometer
1242180

• Glass thermometer is offset to allow for large,  
easy-to-read graphics

• Measurement markings indicate temperature within two 
degrees in F and C

• Convenient clip is extra long to make it easy to attach, 
remove or adjust

Chef’s Precision 
Digital Leave-In 
Thermometer
11231300

• Set target temp, use the 24-hour timer or choose from preset 
USDA and chef-recommended temperatures for nine types of 
meat, poultry and fish

• Simple button interface to easily scroll through menu options

• Large, easy-to-read LCD screen plus leave-in Stainless Steel 
probe continuously monitors internal temperature
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Thermocouple 
Thermometer
11204300

• Provides temperature readings in 2-3 seconds with an 
accuracy of ±0.9°F

• Thin tip provides accurate readings with minimal insertion

• Full rotation allows for comfortable use at any angle for left- 
or right-handed use

Silicone Pot  
Holder - Red
11220800

• Non-slip silicone pattern designed for dexterity and improved 
grip

• Heat-safe; flame, stain & steam resistant silicone body, that 
can dual as a trivet

• Pocket on the back to easily put on and take off the pot 
holder

Triple Timer
1071501

• Three 100-hour digital timers

• Distinctive alarm sounds for each timer

• Reverts to clock mode when not in use

Silicone Pot  
Holder - Navy
11220700

• Non-slip silicone pattern designed for dexterity and improved 
grip

• Heat-safe; flame, stain & steam resistant silicone body, that 
can dual as a trivet

• Pocket on the back to easily put on and take off the pot 
holder
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Silicone Pot  
Holder - Black
11220500

• Non-slip silicone pattern designed for dexterity and improved 
grip

• Heat-safe; flame, stain & steam resistant silicone body, that 
can dual as a trivet

• Pocket on the back to easily put on and take off the pot 
holder

Silicone Oven  
Mitt - Red
11220100

• Tapered silicone Oven Mitt offers snug fit, 13-inch length 
protects forearm

• Flexible diamond pattern provides non-slip grip and is flame, 
stain and steam resistant

• Soft fabric liner gives extra insulation and comfort

Silicone Pot  
Holder - Gray
11220200

• Non-slip silicone pattern designed for dexterity and improved 
grip

• Heat-safe; flame, stain & steam resistant silicone body, that 
can dual as a trivet

• Pocket on the back to easily put on and take off the pot 
holder

Silicone Oven  
Mitt - Navy
11220000

• Tapered silicone Oven Mitt offers snug fit, 13-inch length 
protects forearm

• Flexible diamond pattern provides non-slip grip and is flame, 
stain and steam resistant

• Soft fabric liner gives extra insulation and comfort
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Silicone Oven  
Mitt - Black
11219800

• Tapered silicone Oven Mitt offers snug fit, 13-inch length 
protects forearm

• Flexible diamond pattern provides non-slip grip and is flame, 
stain and steam resistant

• Soft fabric liner gives extra insulation and comfort

Silicone Oven  
Mitt - Gray
11219500

• Tapered silicone Oven Mitt offers snug fit, 13-inch length 
protects forearm

• Flexible diamond pattern provides non-slip grip and is flame, 
stain and steam resistant

• Soft fabric liner gives extra insulation and comfort

Nylon Flexible 
Turner - Black
65191

• Flexible head slides easily beneath delicate food

• High heat-resistant

• Safe for non-stick cookware

2-Piece Nylon 
Flexible Turner Set
11143100

• Flexible head slides easily beneath delicate food

• High heat-resistant

• Safe for non-stick cookware
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Large Nylon 
Flexible Turner
1058984

• Large nylon head is ideal for turning fish filets, 
omelets and more

• High heat-resistant

• Safe for non-stick cookware

Stainless Steel 
Flexible Turner
34491

• Perfect for sauteing or lifting cookies from a cookie sheet

• Flexible, thin, stainless steel head slides gentle under foods

• Sturdy, double-rod stainless steel construction

Nylon Flexible  
Pie Server
1064984

• Serrated on both sides for right- and left-handed use

• High heat resistant

• Safe for non-stick bakeware

Large Stainless 
Steel Flexible 
Turner
1050062

• Large head accommodates fish filets and omelets

• Flexible, spring-steel head for easy turning and flipping

• Sturdy, double-rod stainless steel construction
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Cookie Spatula  
- Gray
1147100

• Spatula is ideal size for lifting cookies from a cookie sheet

• Rounded corner is great for scraping sticky dough out of spoons

• Angled handle keeps hands safely away from hot pan and food

Cookie Spatula  
- Bin (24 Pc)
1110580

• Ideal size for lifting cookies from a crowded cookie sheet

• Rounded corner is great for scraping sticky dough out of spoons

• Angled handle keeps hands safely away from hot pan and food

Cookie Spatula  
- Gray - Bulk
11258100

• Ideal size for lifting cookies from a crowded cookie sheet

• Rounded corner is great for scraping sticky dough out of spoons

• Angled handle keeps hands safely away from hot pan and food

Stainless Steel Fork
11283500

• Sturdy stainless steel carving fork spears, holds and  
serves roasts

• Compact head features sharp tines to hold meat in place  
for cutting

• Optimized design makes it easy to transport food to plates
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Stainless  
Steel Turner
11283300

• Sturdy stainless steel turner effortlessly lifts, flips, chops 
and drains

• Broad head has extra surface area to flip large patties, 
pancakes and more

• Perforated head drains away cooking fat and keeps 
food from sticking

Stainless  
Steel Spoon
11283100

• Sturdy stainless steel spoon stirs, scoops and serves

• Ideally sized for cooking large batches of soup, sauce, pasta 
and more

• Optimized head moves easily through thick, dense 
ingredients

Stainless  
Steel Ladle
11283400

• Sturdy stainless steel ladle neatly scoops soups, sauces 
and gravy

• Dual-sided pour spouts make serving easy for right-and 
left-handed users

• Angled design keeps liquid in the ladle when scooping

Stainless Steel 
Slotted Spoon
11283200

• Slotted spoon stirs, strains and serves for efficient meal prep

• Ideally sized for straining vegetables, pasta and more

• Sturdy stainless steel design is built to last
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Silicone  
Flexible Turner
1071536

• A necessary tool when cooking with non-stick cookware and 
bakeware; will not scratch pots and pans

• Thin flexible edge glides easily beneath foods; perfect for 
flipping fragile foods

• High heat resistant

Silicone Flexible 
Pancake Turner
1071533

• Perfect for flipping pancakes, burgers and more

• Thin, flexible edge glides easily beneath foods

• High heat Resistant

Large Silicone 
Flexible Turner
1071534

• Ideal for flipping eggs, burgers, crepes and more

• Thin, flexible edge glides easily beneath foods

• High heat Resistant Silicone head

Silicone Flexible 
Omelet Turner
1071532

• Perfect for flipping longer foods like omelets and fish filets

• Thin, flexible edge glides easily beneath foods

• High heat Resistant Silicone head
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Small Flip & Fold 
Omelet Turner
11140800

• Ideal shape and size for making omelets or quesadillas

• Small version works best with 8” or other small pans

• Flexible head and edges conform to rounded pans and easily 
glide under food

Nylon Spoon
1190600

• Perfect for stirring soups, sauces and stews

• Sturdy nylon is safe for non-stick cookware

• High heat resistant

Flip & Fold  
Omelet Turner
1255680

• Ideal shape and size for making omelets or quesadillas

• Flexible edges conform to rounded pan edges

• Flexible head easily glides under entire omelet and wide 
shape allows for easy flipping and folding

Nylon Slotted 
Spoon
1191300

• Great for stirring and straining pasta or vegetables

• Sturdy nylon is safe for non-stick cookware

• High heat resistant
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Nylon Spaghetti 
Server
1190900

• Ideal for lifting, portioning and serving pasta

• Sturdy nylon is safe for non-stick cookware

• High heat resistant

Nylon Round 
Turner
1190200

• Great for flipping pancakes, omelets, burgers and more

• Sturdy nylon is safe for non-stick cookware

• High heat resistant

Nylon Ladle
1190800

• Perfect for portioning and serving soups, stews and chilis

• Sturdy nylon is safe for non-stick cookware

• High heat resistant

Nylon Square 
Turner
1190300

• Ideal for flipping eggs grilled cheese and more

• Sturdy nylon is safe for non-stick cookware

• High heat resistant
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Nylon Lasagna 
Turner
1190400

• Great for lifting and serving out of a pan

• Sturdy nylon is safe for non-stick cookware

• High heat resistant

3-Piece Utensil Set 
For Non-Stick
1063494

• Set includes 9’’ Tongs with Nylon Heads, Nylon Flexible 
Turner and Spatula

• Tongs and Turner have nylon heads that are heat resistant

• Silicone Spatula is heat resistant and won’t discolor, warp or 
melt

Nylon Fork
1190700

• Perfect for turning meat in a pan, or holding poultry 
for slicing

• Sturdy nylon is safe for non-stick cookware

• High heat resistant

4-Piece Nylon  
Tool Set
1127080

• Set includes: Spoon, Slotted Spoon, Square Turner, and 
Spaghetti Server

• Safe for non-stick cookware

• High heat-resistant
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6-Piece Kitchen 
Essentials Set
76781

• This set includes 6 of the most important tools for preparing 
and serving food: Swivel Peeler, Can Opener, Grater, 9” 
Locking Tongs, Ice Cream Scoop and 11” Balloon Whisk

• Each tool has been specially designed for ease of use and 
comfort, with durable stainless steel heads

• Soft, comfortable non-slip handles

15-Piece Everyday 
Kitchen Tool Set
1069228

• Stainless steel holder with detachable drip tray stores 14 
essential kitchen tools

• Set includes Grater, Swivel Peeler, Ice Cream Scoop 
and Potato Masher, Can Opener, Balloon Whisk, Meat 
Tenderizer and Pizza Wheel

• Nylon tools include Flexible Turner, Square Turner, Spoon, 
Slotted Spoon and Tongs

10-Piece Kitchen 
Starter Set
1129400

• The perfect set for registries, housewarming or upgrading 
your collection

• Set includes: Nylon Turner, Nylon Spoon, Nylon Slotted 
Spoon, Silicone Spatula, Swivel Peeler, Pizza Wheel, Ice 
Cream Scoop, 9-in Tongs, Nylon Flex Turner and Stainless 
Steel Utensil Holder

• Soft, comfortable non-slip handles

18-Piece Kitchen 
Utensil Set
11259200

• The perfect set for prepping and serving (or gifting!)

• Durable, stainless steel construction

• Set includes: nylon Spoon, nylon square turner, nylon slotted 
Spoon, nylon Ladle, nylon solid Spoon, 12-in nylon tongs, 
medium silicone spatula, 11-in balloon whisk, nylon flexible 
turner, wire potato masher, small silicone spatula, grater, 
silicone cookie spatula, ice cream scoop, pizza wheel, soft-
handled can opener, garlic press, and swivel peeler
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Small Silicone 
Cooking Spoon  
- Peppercorn
11281800

• Versatile kitchen spoon for stirring and serving sauces, stews, 
chili and more

• High heat-resistant silicone is gentle on non-stick surfaces

• Rounded design and flexible edges hug the curved sides of 
pots and pans

Silicone Slotted 
Spoon - Peppercorn
11281600

• Slotted spoon stirs and drains veggies, pasta, beans and 
more

• High heat-resistant silicone is gentle on non-stick surfaces

• Rounded design and flexible edges hug the curved sides of 
pots and pans

Silicone Spoon  
- Peppercorn
11281400

• Versatile kitchen spoon for stirring and serving sauces, stews, 
chili and more

• High heat-resistant silicone is gentle on non-stick surfaces

• Rounded design and flexible edges hug the curved sides of 
pots and pans

Silicone Small  
Turner - Peppercorn
11282600

• Friendly with non-stick cookware and bakeware; will not 
scratch pots and pans

• Has a thin, flexible edge that glides easily beneath foods; 
perfect for flipping fragile foods and keeping them intact

• Outer silicone layer bonded to flexible stainless-steel core
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Silicone Turner  
- Peppercorn
11282400

• Friendly with non-stick cookware and bakeware; will not 
scratch pots and pans

• Has a thin, flexible edge that glides easily beneath foods; 
perfect for flipping fragile foods and keeping them intact

• Outer silicone layer bonded to flexible stainless-steel core

Silicone Everyday 
Ladle - Peppercorn
11282200

• Flexible ladle conforms to curves to scrape up every bit of 
sauce and stew

• High heat-resistant silicone is gentle on non-stick surfaces

• Squared edges provide cleaner pouring to eliminate mess

Small Silicone 
Ladle - Peppercorn
11282000

• Flexible ladle conforms to curves to scrape up every bit of 
sauce for serving

• High heat-resistant silicone is gentle on non-stick surfaces

• Squared edges provide cleaner pouring to eliminate mess

2-Piece Silicone 
Utensil Set
11303100

• Durable, heat-safe construction and flexible, home cook-
inspired design make the 2-Piece Silicone Utensil Set the 
perfect pair for everyday cooking tasks

• Flexible edges get every drop from pans and bowls and is 
ideal for non-scratch cookware

• Cooking Spoon shaped for chopping and stirring
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3-Piece Silicone 
Utensil Set
11303200

• The 3-Piece Silicone Utensil Set has flexible edges and 
sturdy construction for better chopping, sautéing, flipping 
and serving

• Flexible edges get every last drop from pans and bowls

• Ladle designed for easy scooping and serving

Steel Slotted Spoon
59291

• Ideal for stirring and straining pasta or vegetables

• Sturdy stainless steel

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel handle features flexible fins 
for comfort

Steel Spoon
59191

• Perfect for stirring soups, sauces and stews

• Sturdy stainless steel

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel handle features flexible fins 
for comfort

Steel Turner
59091

• Great for flipping burgers, omelets, grilled cheese and more

• Sturdy stainless steel

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel handle features flexible fins  
for comfort
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Steel Ladle
59491

• Perfect for portioning and serving soups, sauces and stews

• Sturdy stainless steel

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel handle features flexible fins 
for comfort

Steel Spaghetti 
Server
59791

• Perfect for lifting, portioning and serving pastas

• Sturdy stainless steel

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel handle features flexible fins 
for comfort

Steel Lasagna 
Turner
59891

• Ideal for lifting and serving out of a pan

• Sturdy stainless steel

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel handle features flexible fins 
for comfort

Steel Serving 
Spoon
53381

• Perfect for rice, vegetables and more

• Sturdy stainless steel

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel handle features flexible fins 
for comfort
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Steel Slotted 
Serving Spoon
53481

• Great for stirring, draining and serving

• Sturdy stainless steel

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel handle features flexible fins 
for comfort

Steel Tool Rack
59981

• Convenient storage for Steel and other tools

• Holds six tools

• Easy to install with included hardware

Steel Pie Server
53081

• Perfect for slicing and serving pies and cakes

• Sturdy stainless steel

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel handle features flexible fins 
for comfort

Steel 15-Piece 
Utensil Set
3114600

• The perfect set for prepping and serving (or gifting!)

• Set includes: Spoon, Slotted Spoon, Serving Spoon, Turner, 
Lasagna Turner, Spaghetti Server, 12 in Tongs, Stainless Fish 
Turner, Stainless Steel Flex Turner, Whisk, Pie Server, Pizza 
Wheel, Swivel Peeler, Can Opener and Utensil Holder

• Durable, stainless steel construction
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Restaurant Turner
11186700

• Professional-quality stainless steel turner easily flips and 
serves food

• Wide head with beveled edge slides under pancakes, 
omelets, scrambled eggs and hash browns to flip easily and 
ensure uniform cooking

• Great for flipping fish fillets and hamburgers, and roasting 
nuts and vegetables in the oven

Fish Turner
1130900

• Great for lifting, turning and transferring whole fish, filets, 
seafood cakes and more

• Sturdy, oversized, stainless steel head

• Beveled edge helps slide beneath foods

Little Fish Turner
11240800

• Ideal for lifting, turning and transferring whole fish filets 
and more

• Beveled edge slides beneath food

• Slots in head allow grease to drain

Brushed Stainless 
Steel Spoon
1057954

• Perfect for stirring soups, sauces and stews

• Durable brushed stainless steel

• Soft, comfortable non-slip handle
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Brushed Stainless 
Steel Slotted Spoon
1057955

• Ideal for stirring and straining pasta or vegetables

• Durable brushed stainless steel

• Soft, comfortable non-slip handle

Brushed Stainless 
Steel Ladle
1057952

• Perfect for portioning and serving soups, sauces and stews

• Durable brushed stainless steel

• Soft, comfortable non-slip handle

Brushed Stainless 
Steel Turner
1057953

• Great for flipping burgers, omelets, grilled cheese and more

• Durable brushed stainless steel

• Soft, comfortable non-slip handle

Small Wooden 
Spoon
1130680

• Ideal for tasting, stirring in small pots and letting kids assist

• Solid, one-piece beechwood

• Safe for non-stick cookware
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Wooden  
Medium Spoon
1058023

• Great for stirring soups, sauces and stew

• Made of solid beechwood

• Safe for non-stick cookware

Wooden  
Slotted Spoon
1058021

• Perfect for stirring and straining

• Made of solid beechwood

• Safe for non-stick cookware

Wooden  
Large Spoon
1058024

• Ideal for stirring and serving

• Solid, one-piece beechwood

• Safe for non-stick cookware

Wooden  
Corner Spoon
1130880

• Great for scraping hard to reach bits out of pots or bowl of 
food processor

• Made of solid beechwood

• Safe for non-stick cookware
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Wooden  
Saute Paddle
1130980

• Perfect for sauteing vegetables and stir-frying

• Made of solid beechwood

• Safe for non-stick cookware

3-Piece Wooden 
Spoon Set
1130780

• Set includes: Small Spoon, Medium Spoon and Large Spoon

• Solid, one-piece beechwood construction

• Safe for non-stick cookware

Wooden Turner
1058020

• Ideal for flipping burgers, eggs, fish and more

• Solid, one-piece beechwood

• Safe for non-stick cookware

3-Piece Wooden 
Turner Set
11157300

• Set Includes: Slotted Turner, Turner and Sauté Paddle

• Solid, one-piece beechwood construction

• Safe for non-stick cookware
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3-Piece Wooden 
Utensil Set
1256080

• Set includes: Large Spoon, Slotted Spoon, Turner

• Made of solid beechwood

• Safe for non-stick cookware

9-in Tongs
28481

• Versatile for cooking, tossing and transferring food

• Tongs lock closed for convenient storage

• Sturdy, brushed stainless steel construction

Mini Tongs
11305500

• 7-in length is perfect for small batch cooking, turning bacon, 
extracting food from jars, air fryers, toaster ovens, and for 
serving meats, cheeses, and fruits

• Tongs lock closed for convenient storage

• Sturdy, brushed stainless steel construction

12-in Tongs
28581

• Great for turning and lifting vegetables

• Versatile for cooking, tossing and transferring food

• Tongs lock closed for convenient storage
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16-in Tongs
39681

• Ideal for grilling and turning large cuts of meat

• Versatile for cooking, tossing and transferring food

• Tongs lock closed for convenient storage

12-in Tongs with 
Nylon Heads
1054628

• Great for turning and lifting vegetables

• Scalloped edges securely hold food

• Nylon heads are high heat resistant and safe for non-stick 
cookware

9-in Tongs with 
Nylon Heads
1054627

• Scalloped edges securely hold food

• Nylon heads are high heat resistant and safe for non-stick 
cookware

• Perfect for transferring food

9-in Tongs with 
Silicone Heads
1101880

• Scalloped edges securely hold food

• Silicone heads are high heat resistant and safe for 
non-stick cookware

• Perfect for transferring food
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12-in Tongs with 
Silicone Heads
1101980

• Great for turning and lifting vegetables

• Versatile for cooking, tossing and transferring food

• Tongs lock closed for convenient storage

5-qt Colander  
- Sea Glass
11282800

• Comfortable handles provide a non-slip grip while straining 
large amounts of food

• Wave-shaped base provides optimal water flow and stability

• Sturdy construction for draining heavy food like pasta

14-in Silicone 
Flexible Tongs
1071504

• Perfect for preparing delicate foods like fish, asparagus  
and scallops

• Flat head with thin, flexible edges easily glides beneath foods

• Perforated head for draining grease and oil

9-Piece Nesting 
Bowls & Colanders 
Set - Sea Glass
11116550

• Set includes:  Small Bowl (1.5 qt/1.4 L), Small Colander 
 (1 qt/0.9 L), Small Lid, Medium Bowl (3 qt/2.8 L),  
Medium Colander (3 qt\2.8 L), Medium Lid, Large Bowl 
(5.5 qt/5.2 L), Large Colander (5 qt/4.7 L) and Large Lid

• All pieces nest for convenient storage

• Colanders fit perfectly in bowls for no-mess straining
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Colander
38281

• Elongated holes for efficient draining

• Sturdy feet for stability in the sink or on the countertop

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

5 Qt Stainless 
Steel Colander
1134700

• Perforated design for fast and thorough straining

• Nests in mixing bowls for easy straining and storage

• Five feet for stability in the sink and on the countertop

3 Qt Stainless  
Steel Colander
1134600

• Perforated design for fast and thorough straining

• Nests in mixing bowls for easy straining and storage

• Five feet for stability in the sink and on the countertop

Rice & Grains 
Washing Colander
11166900

• Designed to allow water to strain at the ideal rate to wash 
impurities and starch from rice, quinoa, buckwheat, barley 
and more

• Water pools to show when water is clear and grains are clean

• Small, square holes help prevent tiny grains from falling 
through
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2 Qt Collapsible 
Strainer
11208300

• Small holes contain pasta but are spaced for quick draining

• Flexible silicone opens easily and closes flat for storage

• Silicone and nylon construction makes the colander heat-
resistant

3 In. Mini Fine 
Mesh Strainer
1136000

• Fine mesh for straining citrus juice, dusting powdered sugar, 
steeping loose leaf tea and more

• Extra-sturdy stainless steel double rod construction

• Secure loop keeps Strainer stable on pots or bowls

3.5 Qt Collapsible 
Colander
11208200

• Small holes contain pasta but are spaced for quick draining

• Flexible silicone opens easily and closes flat for storage

• Silicone and nylon construction makes the Colander heat-
resistant

6-in Double  
Rod Strainer
38891

• Fine mesh helps rinse and strain stock, sauces, vegetables, 
berries, pasta and more

• Extra-sturdy stainless steel double rod construction

• Secure loop keeps Strainer stable on pots or bowls
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8-in Double Rod 
Strainer
38991

• Fine mesh helps rinse and strain vegetables, berries, pasta, 
stock and more

• Extra-sturdy stainless steel double rod construction

• Secure loop keeps Strainer stable on pots or bowls

Splatter Screen
1064468

• Handle folds in for compact storage

• Fits frying pans up to 13” wide

• Perforated stainless steel will not bow or warp

3-Piece Multi-
Purpose Funnel Set
1047091

• Set includes: 4 oz Funnel, 16 oz Funnel and Strainer

• Strainer fits in both Funnels

• Soft ribs on funnel necks for a secure fit in all size bottle openings

Silicone Steamer
1142380

• High walls keep food contained and away from boiling water

• Steamer flexes to accommodate pots that have a 7” diameter 
or greater

• Generous capacity with flat bottom fits larger items such as 
fish filets
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Silicone Pressure 
Cooker Steamer
11263100

• Ideal for use in pressure cookers

• High walls keep contents contained and out of boiling water

• Flexible, stay-cool handles fold inward and lock in place to 
make room for lid

Microwave  
Egg Cooker
11185500

• Make scrambled or fried eggs for breakfast sandwiches in a 
minute or less Curved bottom helps center yolk for fried eggs

• Base is removable for easy transfer directly to bread or plate

• Wide opening allows for whisking directly in Cooker

Stainless Steel 
Steamer with 
Extendable Handle
1067247

• Telescoping handle extends and locks into position for filling 
and transporting

• Handle retracts to accommodate pot lids while steaming

• 1¾” feet elevate Steamer above water and fold for storage

Turkey & Roast 
Lifters (Set of 2)
11268800

• Turkey & Roast Lifters let you easily transfer food to 
serving dishes

• Sturdy, stainless steel tines keep poultry and roasts secure

• Soft, non-slip handles are comfortable even when lifting 
items up to 25 lbs
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Baster with 
Cleaning Brush  
- Black
11165900

• Unique bulb shape and collar for two comfortable 
grip options

• Flat bulb prevents rolling on countertop

• Sturdy, high-heat resistant tube

Angled Baster with 
Cleaning Brush
11111800

• Angled tip for safely and easily drawing in basting juices

• Stand prevents rolling and drips

• Round, silicone bulb is comfortable to hold from any angle

Baster with 
Cleaning Brush  
- Red
11142200

• Unique bulb shape and collar for two comfortable 
grip options

• Flat bulb prevents rolling

• Sturdy, high-heat resistant tube

Meat Tenderizer  
- Plastic
11285000

• Two-in-one tool for pounding and tenderizing poultry,  
pork and beef

• Textured side has pyramid-shaped teeth ideal for 
tenderizing meat

• Smooth side maximizes surface area to flatten meat quickly
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Meat Tenderizer
26191

• Flat side for pounding

• Pyramid-shaped teeth on textured side for tenderizing

• Solid aluminum construction

Bladed Meat 
Tenderizer
1269580

• 50 sharp tenderizing blades reduce marinating and 
cooking time

• Helps meat retain juices and promotes uniform cooking

• Clear base and straight edges serve as a guide for even 
tenderization

Steel Meat 
Tenderizer
56191

• Flat side for pounding

• Pyramid-shaped teeth on textured side for tenderizing

• Solid aluminum construction with non-stick coating for easy 
clean-up

Ground Meat 
Chopper
11153900

• Easily breaks up ground meat in pans for even cooking

• Three wide blades are perfect for stirring and safe for non-
stick cookware

• Silicone blade is great for scraping edges and transferring 
food out of pans
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Meat Shredding 
Claws
11164700

• Shreds meat quickly and efficiently for pulled pork, chicken, 
beef, brisket, turkey and roasts

• Long handles keep hands away from food while in use

• Teeth interlock in two different positions for maximum 
shredding

2 Cup Fat 
Separator
11273100

• Stopper keeps flavor in and fat out while making gravy

• Strainer catches unwanted bits

• Raised shield helps prevent spilling and splashing while pouring

Twine
11135800

• Perfect for tying meat for roasting, wrapping packages, 
crafting and many other household projects

• 100% natural cotton twine

• 300 total feet of twine

4 Cup Fat 
Separator
11273200

• Stopper keeps flavor in and fat out while making gravy

• Strainer catches unwanted bits

• Raised shield helps prevent spilling and splashing while pouring
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Good Gravy Fat 
Separator - 4 Cup
11198900

• Easily separates fat for healthier gravies, soups and sauces

• Squeeze the built-in trigger on the handle to release cooking 
liquid from the bottom and leave fat behind

• Silicone shut-off valve seals snugly to prevent leaking

2-Piece Silicone 
Roasting Rack Set
11210100

• Elevate food above fat and liquid for healthier cooking

• Open design allows air to circulate around food for fast, even 
roasting and easy cleaning

• Drains grease and fat into the pan, away from food

Flavor Injector
11197700

• Injects marinades, brines and other flavorings into meat and 
poultry for more flavor in less time

• Large, open handle is comfortable to pull and push at any angle

• Stainless steel needles, designed for thick or thin marinades, 
store inside injector tube when not in use

Silicone Air Fryer 
Cups - Set Of 6
11286200

• Set of six Silicone Cups

• Convenient tabs for easy removal

• Fill line ensures all your treats are the same size
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Air Fryer 
Accessories Set
11285900

• Set includes: Silicone Brush, 9-in/23-cm Tongs with Nylon 
Heads, and four Silicone Baking Cups.

• Silicone Brush evenly spreads oil and sauce

• Brush’s angled head keeps bristles off countertops

Grilling Skewers  
- Set of 6
11308000

• Sharp, stainless steel skewers hold meat, veggies and fruit 
for grilling

• Flat design is more stable, so there’s no rolling when you 
flip them over

• Comfortable handles are easy to grip with hands or tongs

2-Piece Grilling Set
1177200

• 2-Piece Grilling Utensil Set is ideal for any cookout

• Grilling turner has a wide head with a beveled edge for 
sliding under foods, and is also great for scraping off the grill

• One side of the turner head is serrated for cutting into meat to 
test for doneness

Pressure Cooker 
Silicone Roasting 
Rack
11237600

• Perfect for elevating food in pressure cookers, slow cookers, 
bakeware, and more

• Drains grease and fat into cooker and away from food

• Open design prevents sticking
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Silicone  
Pressure Cooker 
Bakeware Sling
11249500

• Durable, reusable sling lets you easily lift bakeware, 
baking cups and more Out of 6- and 8-Quart pressure 
and multi-cookers

• Handles interlock to fit under pressure cooker lids while 
staying above food

• Designed to keep bakeware above water while cooking

2-Piece Silicone 
Egg Poacher Set
11207000

• Quickly and easily make perfectly poached eggs

• Designed to mimic traditional water bath poaching method

• Shape keeps egg contained for perfect poaching with a 
funnel shape that guides egg into water to prevent yolk 
from breaking

Silicone Egg Rack
11244700

• Designed to fit in pressure and multi-cookers, this Egg Rack 
holds up to 9 eggs upright for consistent soft or hard boiling

• Keeps eggs steady while boiling in pressure cookers

• Food-grade silicone construction and simple shape make 
clean-up a breeze.

Shrimp Cleaner
35881

• Serrated edge splits shell and removes vein in one motion

• Works on all size shrimp

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip for secure handling even 
when wet
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Oyster Knife
35681

• Sturdy, stainless steel blade

• Bent tip makes prying open oyster shells easy

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip for secure handling even 
when wet

Prep Cutting Board
11272600

• Compact 7.23-in x 10.75-in Prep Board is ideal for smaller 
slicing tasks

• Double-sided, non-porous surfaces resist odors and won’t 
dull knife blades

• Soft, tapered edges form comfortable handles for carrying

Nut & Seafood 
Cracker
39881

• Grooved opening grabs any size nut securely

• Center pinches crab legs, lobster tails and more

• Solid zinc construction

Everyday  
Cutting Board
11272700

• 8.93-in x 12.89-in Everyday Cutting Board is ideal for 
everyday recipes

• Double-sided, non-porous construction resist odors and 
won’t dull knife blades

• Soft, tapered edges form comfortable handles for carrying
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Utility Cutting 
Board
11272800

• Large 10.39-in x 14.78-in Utility Cutting Board is ideal for 
big meals

• Double-sided, non-porous surfaces resist odors and won’t 
dull knife blades

• Soft, tapered edges form comfortable handles for carrying

2-Piece Cutting 
Board Set
11284600

• One 7.25-in x 10.75-in Prep Board and one 9-in x 12.9-in 
Everyday Board

• Double-sided, non-porous surfaces resist odors and won’t 
dull knife blades

• Soft, tapered edges form comfortable handles for carrying

Carving &  
Cutting Board
11272900

• 14.34-in x 21.11-in Carving & Cutting Board holds roasts 
and poultry

• Double-sided, non-porous surfaces resist odors and won’t 
dull knife blades

• Soft, tapered edges form comfortable handles for carrying

3-Piece Everyday 
Cutting Board Set
11284700

• Three 9-in x 12.9-in color-coded boards help prevent  
cross-contamination

• Non-porous surface resists odors and won’t dull knife blades

• Soft, tapered edges form a comfortable handle for carrying
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3.5-in Paring Knife
22081

• Sturdy, stainless steel blade

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle ensures a safe grip

• Hand wash with warm, soapy water and promptly dry

5-in Serrated 
Utility Knife
22181

• Serrated blade slices tomatoes and soft fruits without crushing

• Sturdy, stainless steel blade

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle ensures a safe grip

4-in Mini  
Santoku Knife
23081

• A mini Asian chef’s knife for mincing, chopping and scooping

• Sturdy, stainless steel blade

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle ensures a safe grip

8-in Bread Knife
22481

• Serrated blade slices bread, bagels and large melons 
with ease

• Sturdy, stainless steel blade

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle ensures a safe grip
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8-in Chef’s Knife
22581

• Ideal for chopping, mincing, dicing and scooping vegetables 
and herbs

• Sturdy, stainless steel blade

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle ensures a safe grip

Poultry Shears
1072292

• Notched blade for cutting through poultry bones

• Spring-loaded handle prevents hand strain

• Handle lock keeps blades closed for safe storage

Kitchen & Herb 
Scissors
1072121

• Stainless steel design slices through cardboard, twine, meat, 
vegetables and more

• Micro-serrated blades grip items securely and prevent slipping

• Herb stripper effectively removes fresh herbs from tough stems

Poultry Shears  
- Bulk
1116660

• Notched blade for cutting through poultry bones

• Spring-loaded handle prevents hand strain

• Handle lock keeps blades closed for safe storage
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Ice Cream  
Scoop Point
21381

• Pointed tip easily scoops hard ice cream

• Flat edges reach into corners of ice cream containers

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Steel Ice  
Cream Scoop
51481

• Easy-to-use pop-up lever releases ice cream

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel handle with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips on sides

• Dishwasher safe

Ice Cream Scoop  
- Lever
21481

• Easy-to-use pop-up lever releases ice cream

• Sturdy, stainless steel construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Trigger Ice  
Cream Scoop
21291

• Easy-to-use swing trigger

• Makes large, perfect scoops

• Finger guard protects hands from gears during use
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Stainless Steel Ice 
Cream Scoop
1191000

• Solid stainless steel Scoop won’t chip or discolor

• Pointed tip easily scoops hard ice cream

• Flat edges reach into corners of ice cream containers

Ice Cream Scoop  
- Squeeze
11163100

• Easily creates large, round scoops of hard or soft ice cream

• Swiper cleanly releases ice cream scoops with a simple squeeze

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip absorbs pressure while squeezing

Ice Cream Spade
11294900

• Flat, wide blade scoops ice cream with ease

• Streamlined construction is sturdy enough for your hardest 
ice cream

• Rounded scoop helps pack ice cream and is ideal for  
at-home ice cream makers

Waiter’s Corkscrew
31681

• Perfect for picnics or travel

• Opens all cork-topped bottles with ease

• Stainless steel screw, foil cutter and bottle opener
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Winged Corkscrew 
with Bottle Opener
11245400

• Opens wine and pop-top bottles with ease

• Comfortable, contoured turning knob has built-in 
bottle opener

• Durable, die-cast zinc wings are curved to fit hands

Ice Cube Tray
11284400

• Unique lid slides to release as many ice cubes as you choose

• Sturdy lid for efficient stacking

• Cover prevents ice cubes from absorbing freezer odors

Steel Winged 
Corkscrew With 
Removable Foil 
Cutter
3113400

• Smoothly removes corks without pulling

• Removable foil cutter conveniently snaps into base 
for storage

• Extended body for better stabilization while opening

Ice Cube Tray  
- 2 Pack
11284500

• Unique lid slides to release as many ice cubes as you choose

• Sturdy lid for efficient stacking

• Cover prevents ice cubes from absorbing freezer odors
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No-Spill Ice  
Cube Tray
1132080

• Silicone lid seals securely to prevent spills and for angled 
storage in freezer

• Silicone lid is removable for easy cleaning

• Comfortable handle for a firm grip while filling or carrying

Silicone Small Ice 
Cube Tray with Lid
11154300

• Flexible Silicone Ice Tray makes uniform, easy-to-remove ice 
cubes

• Base supports silicone tray during filling, transport and 
storage

• Cover helps keep ice from absorbing freezer odors and 
allows for stacking multiple Trays

No-Spill Ice  
Stick Tray
11147700

• Makes 12 narrow ice sticks, perfect for water bottles 
and other containers with small openings

• Silicone lid seals water into Tray before freezing and 
keeps ice sticks from absorbing freezer odors

• Sealed lid allows for stacking and angled storage in 
the freezer

Silicone Large Ice 
Cube Tray with Lid
11154200

• Flexible Silicone Ice Tray makes uniform, easy-to-remove ice 
cubes

• Base supports silicone Tray during filling, transport and 
storage

• Cover helps keep ice from absorbing freezer odors and 
allows for stacking multiple Trays
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Steel Single Wall 
Cocktail Shaker
3117300

• Single-wall Stainless Steel cocktail Shaker features two 
silicone gaskets to create a leak-proof seal

• Parts are easy to separate without excessive force or fear 
of sticking

• Cap also functions as a jigger with printed Measurement 
markings ½ oz ¾ oz 1 oz and 1 ½ oz

3-Piece Ice  
Bucket Set
11169200

• Removable garnish tray rests inside Bucket to keep garnishes 
chilled and protected

• Convenient carrying handle stays out of the way when not in 
use

• Nylon tongs with sharp teeth easily scoop and grab ice

Plastic Cocktail 
Shaker
11171500

• 16 oz Shaker includes a jigger cap and built-in strainer

• Double wall construction for insulation

• ¾, 1 and 1½ oz jigger measurement markings

Steel Double Lever 
Waiter’s Corkscrew
3110200

• Double-lever design allows for smooth cork removal in two 
easy motions

• Features non-stick screw, built-in bottle opener and stainless 
steel foil cutter

• Professional-quality, durable stainless steel construction
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Steel Corkscrew
1058011

• Sturdy, die-cast zinc construction for durability

• Wings curved to fit hands

• Non-stick screw glides smoothly into cork

Steel Bottle Opener
1058015

• Perfect for picnics or travel

• Dual function – opens bottles and pierces cans

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip

Steel Vertical  
Lever Corkscrew
11147600

• Lever removes cork in seconds with two easy motions

• Die-cast zinc handle with soft, non-slip grip provides 
leverage for comfortable use

• Removable foil cutter stores on the Corkscrew for quick 
access and convenient storage

Steel Die-Cast 
Bottle Opener
3112700

• Double-sided beer bottle opener has one side for pop-off 
metal bottle caps and another for metal twist-off tops

• Strong, durable die-cast construction

• Soft, comfortable non-slip underside
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Steel Vacuum Wine 
Preserver And 2 
Stoppers
3110800

• Pump extracts air from bottle to preserve wine’s flavor

• Keeps wine fresh longer than cork alone

• Easy-to-hold, contoured neck prevents pinching while pumping

Steel Wine  
Stopper & Pourer
11136400

• Dual function — seals for short-term storage and opens for 
drip-free pouring

• Fits all size wine bottles

• Allows for even, consistent wine flow

Steel Spillproof 
Wine Stopper Set
3113600

• Silicone stopper expands outward within bottles to seal 
in freshness

• Seal automatically contracts when top is pulled up

• Compact profile for storing bottles on the top shelf of 
your refrigerator

Steel Wine Stopper 
& Pourer Tray Pack
1109780

• Dual function: seals for short-term storage and opens for 
drip-free pouring

• Fits all cork-topped wine bottles

• Soft, comfortable lever
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Steel Cocktail 
Strainer
1058016

• Fits in cocktail shakers or glasses

• Short handle for easy storage

• Raised lip prevents liquids from dripping

Steel Shot Pourer
3105100

• Ensures precise pouring for mixing and measuring cocktails

• Prevents drips and spills

• Ribs flex to fit most liquor bottles

Steel Fine Mesh 
Conical Strainer
3112000

• Stainless steel fine mesh efficiently strains fruit pulp and ice 
chips for a crisp, clean drink

• Conical shape provides large capacity for straining

• Durable, double-welded construction withstands regular use

Steel Angled  
Jigger - Bulk
1233080

• Patented angled surface allows measurements to be read 
from above

• Eliminates the need to fill, check and adjust

• Elegant, stainless steel construction
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Steel Double Jigger
3105000

• Two-sided Jigger flips over for different measurements

• One side measures ¹/3 oz, ¾ oz and 1½ oz jigger

• Opposite side measures ¼ oz, ½ oz and 1 oz

Steel Muddler
3104900

• Crushes mint and citrus fruits for mojitos, mint juleps, sidecars 
and more

• Bottom rib design releases aromas and natural oils from mint 
leaves and other herbs

• Sturdy, stainless steel construction with a nylon head to 
protect glasses

Steel Double  
Jigger - Bulk
3108860

• Two-sided Jigger flips over for different measurements

• One side measures ¹/3 oz, ¾ oz and 1½ oz jigger

• Opposite side measures ¼ oz, ½ oz and 1 oz

Steel Muddler  
- Bulk
3108760

• Crushes mint and citrus fruits for mojitos, mint juleps, sidecars 
and more

• Bottom rib design releases aromas and natural oils from mint 
leaves and other herbs

• Sturdy, stainless steel construction with a nylon head to 
protect glasses
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Steel Ice Bucket  
& Tong Set
3107300

• Set includes: 4 qt stainless steel Bucket and Tongs

• Double-wall construction keeps cold inside and prevents 
outer condensation

• Bottom channels catch melted ice, keeping it away from 
remaining whole cubes

3-Piece Reusable 
Straw Set  
- Storm/Mist
11300100

• 3-piece set includes one 8-in straw, one 10. 5-inch straw and 
a cleaning brush

• Durable, reusable stainless steel straws reduce plastic waste

• Soft silicone tips are comfortable for sipping and come apart 
for thorough cleaning

3-Piece Reusable 
Straw Set  
- Red/Gray
11297800

• 3-piece set includes one 8-in straw, one 10. 5-inch straw and 
a cleaning brush

• Durable, reusable stainless steel straws reduce plastic waste

• Soft silicone tips are comfortable for sipping and come apart 
for thorough cleaning

5-Piece Reusable 
Straw Set  
- Red/Gray
11294800

• 5-piece set includes two 8-in straws, two 10. 5-inch straws 
and a cleaning brush

• Durable stainless steel straws last for years and reduce plastic 
waste

• Soft silicone tips are comfortable in the mouth and come 
apart for thorough cleaning
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5-Piece Reusable 
Straw Set 
- Storm/Mist
11300000

• 5-piece set includes two 8-in straws, two 10. 5-inch straws 
and a cleaning brush

• Durable stainless steel straws last for years and reduce 
plastic waste

• Soft silicone tips are comfortable in the mouth and come 
apart for thorough cleaning

4-Piece Reusable 
Straw and Brush 
Set with Case  
- Storm/Mist
11300200

• 4-piece set with two 10.5-inch straws, cleaning brush and 
handy carrying case

• Durable stainless steel straws last for years and reduce 
plastic waste

• Adjustable silicone tips are comfortable on the lips and 
come apart for cleaning

4-Piece Reusable 
Straw and Brush 
Set with Case  
- Red/Gray
11294700

• 4-piece set with two 10.5-inch straws, cleaning brush and 
handy carrying case

• Durable stainless steel straws last for years and reduce 
plastic waste

• Adjustable silicone tips are comfortable on the lips and 
come apart for cleaning

6-Piece Reusable 
Straw and Brush 
Set with Case  
- Red/Gray
11297900

• 6-piece set with four 10.5-inch straws, cleaning brush 
and handy carrying case

• Adjustable silicone tips are comfortable on the lips and 
come apart for cleaning

• Includes long, bristled brush to reach every inch of 
straw’s interior
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6-Piece Reusable 
Straw and Brush 
Set with Case  
- Storm/Mist
11300300

• 6-piece set with four 10.5-inch straws, cleaning brush and 
handy carrying case

• Adjustable silicone tips are comfortable on the lips and come 
apart for cleaning

• Includes long, bristled brush to reach every inch of straw’s 
interior

OXO Brew Tea 
Infuser Basket
11213300

• The OXO Brew Tea Infuser Basket optimizes the flavor of your 
favorite loose leaf teas

• Stainless steel construction and fine, etched hole pattern 
keeps fine tea leaf particles contained

• Large basket size allows tea leaves to expand and fits nicely 
in mugs

OXO Brew Tea 
Steeper with Mug 
-Top Dispensing
11279400

• 20 oz/650 mL Steeper gives tea space to bloom for 
maximum flavor extraction

• Leakproof countertop brewing for up to two cups of tea 
at a time

• Silicone handle stays cool to the touch

OXO Brew Twisting 
Tea Ball
1410280

• Twisting feature makes filling with a large amount loose leaf 
tea a breeze

• Extra small etched holes prevent particles from getting into 
your mug

• Long, stainless steel neck accommodates most cups and mugs
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OXO Brew Twisting 
Tea Ball - Bulk
1261280

• Twisting feature makes filling with a large amount loose leaf 
tea a breeze

• Extra small etched holes prevent particles from getting into 
your mug

• Long, stainless steel neck accommodates most cups and mugs

OXO Brew Uplift 
Tea Kettle - 
Brushed Stainless 
Steel
71190

• Spout opens when Kettle is lifted

• Soft, heat-resistant, non-slip handle and durable stainless 
steel finish

• Large lid opening for easy cleaning

OXO Brew Classic 
Tea Kettle- Brushed
1479500

• Easy-open, one-touch spout cap

• Soft, angled handle for comfortable pouring

• Handle rotates out of the way for pouring or storing

OXO Brew 
Uplift Tea Kettle 
Anniversary 
Edition - Brushed
1466009

• Natural cork handles help to resist heat

• Spout opens automatically when Kettle is lifted

• Loud whistle signals when water is ready
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OXO Brew Cold 
Brew Coffee 
Maker
1272880

• Brews low-acid coffee concentrate to prepare hot or cold coffee

• Rainmaker feature evenly distributes water

• Easy-to-access switch activates filtration process

OXO Brew Cold 
Brew Coffee 
Maker Carafe With 
Stopper
11169900

• Replacement Carafe for use with OXO Cold Brew 
Coffee Maker

• Made of durable borosilicate glass

• Features measurement markings for portioning

OXO Brew Cold 
Brew Coffee 
Maker Paper 
Filters
11147200

• For use with OXO Cold Brew Coffee Maker

• Provides an extra layer of filtration in addition to stainless 
steel filter

• Includes 50 filters

OXO Brew 
Compact Cold 
Brew Coffee 
Maker
11237500

• Brew low-acid coffee concentrate for hot or iced coffee

• 24-oz brewing container makes enough concentrate for up 
to seven coffee drinks

• Compact size is ideal for brewing on countertops or in 
refrigerators
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OXO Brew Pour 
Over Coffee Maker 
With Water Tank
11180100

• Creates consistent, flavorful cups of pour-over coffee with 
minimal effort

• Water Tank features precise hole pattern to distribute water 
evenly over coffee grounds

• Tank automatically regulates water distribution for ideal 
brew time

OXO Brew 8 Cup 
French Press with 
Grounds Lifter
11294500

• Stainless steel housing protects carafe while carafe keeps 
coffee hot

• Soft, non-slip grips on handle and plunger

• Stainless steel and silicone GroundsLifter offers quick cleaning

OXO Brew Venture 
French Press - 8 
Cup
11181100

• Durable, clear Tritan carafe is shatter resistant, and perfect 
for taking on the go while traveling or camping

• Convenient windows clearly show coffee levels

• Plunger with silicone gasket filters coffee for a delicious brew, 
and comes apart for easy cleaning

OXO Brew 8 Cup 
Coffee Maker
8718800

• Brews gold-standard coffee whether you’re making one cup 
or a full pot

• BetterBrew™ precision controls temperature and brew cycles 
to meet an SCA-certified cup of coffee

• Single-serve capability with optional brew basket insert to 
optimize flavor
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OXO Brew 9 Cup 
Coffee Maker
8710100

• Microprocessor-controlled brew cycle replicates the pour-
over method to produce 2-9 cups of SCAA-certified perfect 
coffee

• Water is heated and held at the perfect temperature for 
coffee (197.6-204.8 Degrees F)

• Rainmaker shower head evenly disperses water over coffee 
grounds for uniform saturation and full flavor extraction

OXO Brew Conical 
Burr Coffee 
Grinder with 
Integrated Scale
8710200

• OXO Brew Conical Burr Coffee Grinder’s built-in scale 
measures grounds by weight instead of time, eliminating the 
need for a separate scale; automatic shutoff ensures a precise 
amount of ground coffee every time

• Durable, 40 mm stainless steel conical burrs create uniform 
grounds for up to 38 settings -- from fine for espresso to 
coarse for French press or cold brew

• High torque/low speed motor won’t overheat beans, 
preserving flavor and generating minimal static for less mess. 
Built-in overheating detection protects motor for long life

OXO Brew Conical 
Burr Coffee 
Grinder
8717000

• Durable 40mm stainless steel conical burrs create uniform 
grounds for optimal flavor extraction

• 15 settings (plus micro settings) let you adjust your grind to suit 
your taste

• One-touch start timer keeps your last setting, just push to grind

OXO Brew  
Electric Kettle
8710300

• Durable borosilicate glass provides thermal shock protection 
and a pure, clean taste

• Illuminated LED power switch lights up when Kettle is on and 
automatically turns off when water has reached a rolling boil 
Lid opens slowly to control the release of steam and prevent 
hot water splatter

• Kettle is cord-free when removed from the 360 Degree swivel 
base and has an insulated bottom for easy transport Non-
slip, comfortable handle provides a secure grip and remains 
cool to the touch Cord wraps neatly around the base for 
compact, tidy storage
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OXO Brew 
Adjustable 
Temperature Kettle
8716900

• Kettle boils up to 1.75 L of water faster than the microwave 
and safer than the stovetop, and water is heated and held for 
30 minutes at your preferred temperature for tea or coffee 
(170-212)

• The backlit screen and one-dial interface allow you to 
easily choose the exact temperature in Degree Fahrenheit 
or Celsius, and let you know when chosen temperature is 
reached

• Durable, BPA-free borosilicate glass for thermal shock 
protection and water level visibility

OXO Brew 
Descaling Solution 
14 fl. oz
8713900

• Helps keep your coffee makers and kettles working efficiently 
and using less energy

• All-natural solution breaks down scale better than vinegar 
and without the smell

• Phosphate-free, non-toxic and biodegradable

OXO Brew 
Adjustable 
Temperature Pour-
Over Kettle
8717100

• Water is heated and held at your preferred temperature 
for coffee or tea in one-degree increments from 140-212 
Degrees F/40- 100 Degrees C

• Precise-pour gooseneck spout features unique curved 
opening and elongated spout provide a steady flow for 
precision and control

• Designed to provide comfortable balance for effortless 
pouring. Kettle is cord-free for easy transport when removed 
from 360° swivel base for easy pouring

POP Container  
- Big Square  
Tall 6.0 Qt
11233400

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks
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POP Container 
- Big Square 
Medium 4.4 Qt
11233500

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your pantry organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks

POP Container  
- Big Square  
Mini 1.1 Qt
11233700

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks

POP Container  
- Big Square  
Short 2.8 Qt
11233600

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks

POP Container  
- Small Square  
Tall 2.3 Qt
11233800

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks
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POP Containter 
- Small Square 
Medium 1.7 Qt
11233900

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks

POP Container  
- Small Square  
Mini 0.4 Qt
11236700

• Ideal for storing spices, dried herbs and chiles

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your pantry organized

• New shapes, sizes and dishwasher-safe construction 
fit perfectly with the original POP Containers and can be 
customized to fit any space

POP Container  
- Small Square 
Short 1.1-Qt
11234000

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks

POP Container 
- Mini Square 
Medium 0.8 Qt
11234100

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks
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POP Container  
- Mini Square  
Short 0.5 Qt
11234200

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks

POP Container  
- Rectangle  
Tall 3.7 Qt
11234400

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks

POP Container  
- Mini Square  
Mini 0.2 Qt
11234300

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks

POP Container  
- Rectangle 
Medium 2.7 Qt
11234500

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks
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POP Container  
- Rectangle Short 
1.7 Qt
11234600

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks

POP Container 
- Slim Rectangle 
Medium 1.9 Qt
11234800

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks

POP Container  
- Rectangle Mini 
0.6 Qt
11234700

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks

POP Container 
- Slim Rectangle 
Short 1.2 Qt
11234900

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks
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POP Container 
- Slim Rectangle 
Mini 0.4 Qt
11235000

• POP Containers’ airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry 
foods fresh and your cupboards organized

• New shapes, sizes and BPA free, dishwasher-safe 
construction stack perfectly with all POP Containers and can 
be customized to fit any space

• Convenient fill line makes it easy to store staples like cereal, 
flour, sugar, pasta, rice, coffee, nuts and snacks

POP Container 
Coffee Scoop
11235500

• Make the most of POP Containers with all-new POP 
Accessories; seven solution-based tools that attach neatly to 
the underside of Container lids

• The OXO POP Coffee Scoop’s 2 T / 30 mL capacity is perfect 
for scooping coffee beans and measuring ground coffee

• Recommended for use with the 1. 7 Qt / 1. 6 L OXO POP 
Container, sized for 1 lb of coffee; also fits POP Containers 
with lid type: A, B, C, D

POP Container Half 
Cup Scoop
11235200

• Make the most of POP Containers with all-new POP 
Accessories; seven solution-based tools that attach neatly to 
the underside of Container lids

• This 1/2 cup / 120 mL capacity OXO POP Accessories 
Scoop is perfect for measuring or portioning flour, rice, granola 
and more

• Recommended for use with the 4. 4 Qt / 4. 2 L OXO POP 
Container, sized for 5 lb bags of flour or sugar; also fits all 
POP Containers with lid type A, B, D.

POP Container 
Leveler
11235600

• Make the most of POP Containers with all-new POP 
Accessories; seven, solution-based tools that attach neatly to 
the underside of Container lids

• The OXO POP Leveler is ideal for leveling dry ingredients for 
precise measurements or for use as a bench scraper to portion 
dough, scoop ingredients or clean up work surfaces

• The easy-to-handle grip is designed for comfort
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POP Container 
Date Dial
11235800

• Make the most of POP Containers with all-new POP 
Accessories; seven solution-based tools that attach neatly to 
the underside of container lids

• The OXO POP Date Dial is perfect for tracking purchase or 
expiration dates of pantry staples like beans, grains, coffee or 
snacks

• Track by month and year or month and day

POP Container 
Brown Sugar 
Keeper
11235700

• Make the most of POP Containers with all-new POP 
Accessories; seven solution-based tools that attach neatly to 
the underside of Container lids

• The OXO POP Brown Sugar Saver is a food-safe terracotta 
disk that keeps brown sugar soft and fresh

• The Brown Sugar Saver can be reused as needed, simply 
soak disk again when brown sugar begins to harden, do not 
wash with soap

POP Container 
Duster
11235400

• Make the most of POP Containers with all-new POP 
Accessories; seven solution-based tools that attach neatly to 
the underside of Container lids

• The OXO POP Dusting Scoop is ideal for evenly dusting 
powdered sugar, flour or cinnamon on work surfaces and for 
decorating treats

• Recommended for use with the 1. 1 Qt / 1. 0 L POP 
Container, sized for 1 lb of confectioner’s sugar; also fits POP 
Containers with lid type: A, B, C, D

POP Container  
Rice Cup
11241000

• Make the most of POP Containers with all-new POP 
Accessories; seven solution-based tools that attach neatly to 
the underside of Container lids

• The POP Rice Measuring Cup helps you perfectly portion 1 
standard rice cup / 180 mL for pressure, slow or rice cookers

• Recommended for use with the 4.4 Qt / 4.2 L POP 
Container, sized for 5 lbs. of rice; also fits POP Containers 
with lid type: A and B.
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New POP 
Removable Labels
11235300

• Perfect for labeling contents or adding date codes

• Durable labels stay in place over time without peeling and 
are removable without leaving a sticky residue behind

• Labels are water-resistant and safe to use on microwave- and 
freezer-safe containers

3-Piece Small 
Square Short POP 
Container Set
11236200

• The 3-Piece POP Container Value Set is airtight, stackable, 
space-efficient and now dishwasher safe, making it easy 
to keep your dry foods fresh and your countertops (and 
cabinets) clutter free

• Set includes: Three 1.1 Qt Containers ideal for 1 lb of brown 
or confectioner’s sugar, tea and snacks

• Push the button to engage the airtight seal. The button 
doubles as a handle for the lid

4-Piece Mini POP 
Container Set
11236100

• The OXO 4-Piece Mini POP Container Set includes four, 0.2 
Qt Containers, perfect for keeping dried herbs and spices 
fresh and organized

• Dishwasher-safe construction and space-efficient design 
stacks perfectly with all POP Containers and can be customized 
to fit any space

• Push the button to engage the airtight seal. The button 
doubles as a handle for the lid.

3-Piece Slim 
Rectangle POP 
Container Set
11236300

• 3-Piece POP Container Variety Set is airtight, stackable, 
space-efficient and now dishwasher safe, making it easy 
to keep your dry foods fresh and your countertops (and 
cabinets) clutter free

• Set includes One 1.9 Qt Container, ideal for storing sugar, 
coffee, tea and snacks, one 1.2 Qt Container, perfect for 
storing 12 oz of coffee, 1 lb of pasta, 2 lbs of rice and one 
0.4 Qt Container sized for storing 8 oz of baking powder

• Push the button to engage the airtight seal. The button 
doubles as a handle for the lid.
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6-Piece Bulk 
Storage POP 
Container Set
11236400

• 6-Piece POP Container Bulk Set is airtight, stackable, space-
efficient and now dishwasher safe, making it easy to keep 
your dry foods fresh and your pantry organized

• Set includes: Three 4.4 Qt Containers ideal for storing 5 lb 
bags of flour, sugar and other economy-sized staples, and 
three handy ½ cup scoops that neatly attach to the underside 
of POP Container lids

• Push the button to engage the airtight seal. The button 
doubles as a handle for the lid

8-Piece Baking 
Essentials POP 
Container Set
11236500

• Keep baking ingredients fresh and organized with this must-
have set

• Set includes: 5 POP Containers: (2) 0.4 qt, (1) 1.1. qt and 
(2) 4.4 qt; 3 POP Accessories: (2) ½ cup Scoops, (1) Brown 
Sugar Saver

• Sized to fit baking essentials including 1 lb boxes of brown 
sugar, 5 lb bags of flour and sugar, baking soda, baking 
powder, chocolate chips, coconut flakes and more

5-Piece POP 
Container Set
11235900

• 5-Piece POP Container Set is airtight, stackable, space-
efficient and now dishwasher safe, making it easy to keep 
your dry foods fresh and your pantry organized

• Set includes: one 2.1-qt Container, one 1.5-qt Container, two 
0.9-qt Containers, and one 0.3-qt Container

• Push the button to engage the airtight seal. The button 
doubles as a handle for the lid

10 Piece POP 
Container Set
11236000

• 10-Piece POP Container Set is airtight, stackable, space-
efficient and now dishwasher safe, making it easy to keep 
your dry foods fresh and your pantry organized

• Set includes: One 2.8 Qt Container, One 2.7 Qt Container, 
One 2.2 Qt Container, One 4.4 Qt Container, Two 1.1 
Qt Containers, Two 0.6 Qt Containers and Two 0.4 Qt 
Containers

• Push the button to engage the airtight seal. The button 
doubles as a handle for the lid
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POP Accessories 
3-Piece Starter Set
11261500

• Label, measure and keep brown sugar fresh with the OXO 
POP Accessories 3-Piece Starter Set

• Durable, PVC-free and water-resistant Removable Labels 
won’t leave a sticky residue

• Set of 36 includes 6 large, 12 medium and 18 corner labels

POP Accessories 
4-Piece Baking Set
11261600

• Scoop, prep, measure, level and decorate with the OXO 
POP Accessories 4-Piece Baking Set

• The Scoop’s ½ cup/125 mL capacity is perfect for 
measuring dry ingredients like flour, sugar, oats, dried 
beans, grains and snacks

• Keep brown sugar soft and fresh with the Brown Sugar 
Saver, a reusable terracotta disk that secures to all POP 
Container lids

20-Piece POP 
Container Set
11236600

• 20-Piece POP Container Set’s airtight, stackable, space-
efficient and now dishwasher safe design, makes it easy to 
keep your dry foods fresh and your pantry organized

• Set includes: Two 0.2 Qt Containers, One 0.4 Qt Rectangle 
Container, One 0.4 Qt Square Container, One 0.5 Qt 
Container, One 0.6 Qt Container, Two 1.1 Qt Containers, 
Two 1.2 Qt Containers, Two 1.7 Qt Rectangle Containers, 
One 1.7 Square Container, One 2.2 Qt Container, One 2.7 
Qt Container, Two 2.8 Qt Containers, One 4.4 Qt Container, 
Two 6.0 Qt Containers

• Push the button to engage the airtight seal. The button 
doubles as a handle for the lid

POP Accessories 
3-Piece Scoop Set
11261700

• The 3-Piece Scoop Set includes ½ cup/125 mL scoops 
perfect for measuring or portioning pantry staples like 
flour, sugar, rice, grains, beans, granola, oatmeal, snacks 
and more

• Recommended for use with the 4.4 Qt/4.2 L OXO POP 
Container, sized for 5 lb bags of flour or sugar; also fits 
all POP Containers with lid type A, B and D

• BPA free. Dishwasher safe
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POP Medium  
aJar - 3 Qt
1128580

• Airtight seal keeps snacks fresh

• Press button once to seal canister and again to open

• Pop-up button serves as handle to easily remove lid

POP Round 
Canister Mini (0.6 
Qt/0.6 L)
11283900

• Designed for smart storage on countertops and in cabinets

• Airtight silicone seal keeps dry food fresh

• Pop-up lid provides easy one-handed opening and closing, 
doubles as a handle

POP Large Jar - 5 
Qt
1247580

• Airtight seal keeps snacks fresh

• Press button once to seal canister and again to open

• Pop-up button serves as handle to easily remove lid

POP Round 
Canister Short (1.5 
Qt/1.4 L)
11283800

• Airtight seal keeps dry foods fresh

• Convenient fill line makes it a cinch to store pantry staples

• POP accessories easily attach to the underside of POP 
Container lids
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POP Round 
Canister Medium 
(3.3 Qt/3.1 L)
11283700

• Airtight seal keeps dry foods fresh

• Convenient fill line makes it a cinch to store pantry staples

• POP accessories easily attach to the underside of POP 
Container lids

3-Piece POP Round 
Canister Set
11284000

• Airtight seal keeps dry foods fresh

• Convenient fill line makes it a cinch to store pantry staples

• POP accessories easily attach to the underside of POP 
Container lids

POP Round 
Canister Tall (5.2 
Qt/4.9 L)
11283600

• Airtight seal keeps dry foods fresh

• Convenient fill line makes it a cinch to store pantry staples

• POP accessories easily attach to the underside of POP 
Container lids

POP Small Cereal 
Dispenser - 2.5 Qt
11113900

• Airtight seal with a single press

• Two silicone seals keep cereal, granola and snacks fresh

• Contoured container is comfortable to hold, even when 
Dispenser is full
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POP Medium 
Cereal Dispenser - 
3.4 Qt
11114000

• Airtight seal with a single press

• Two silicone seals keep cereal, granola and snacks fresh

• Contoured container is comfortable to hold, even when 
Dispenser is full

3-Piece POP Cereal 
Dispenser Set
11180800

• Set includes: three 3.4 qt/3.2 L POP Cereal Dispensers

• Airtight seal with a single press

• Two silicone seals keep cereal, granola and snacks fresh

POP Large Cereal 
Dispenser - 4.5 Qt
11114100

• Airtight seal with a single press

• Two silicone seals keep cereal, granola and snacks fresh

• Contoured container is comfortable to hold, even when 
Dispenser is full

All Purpose 
Dispenser- Small  
- 0.8 Qt
11247300

• Airtight seal with a single press

• Two silicone seals keep grains, granola and snacks fresh

• Pop-open lid for easy, one-handed opening and closing
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All Purpose 
Dispenser 
- Medium - 1.2 Qt
11247400

• Airtight seal with a single press

• Two silicone seals keep grains, granola and snacks fresh

• Pop-open lid for easy, one-handed opening and closing

All Purpose 
Dispenser 3-Piece 
Set
11247700

• Airtight seal with a single press

• Two silicone seals keep grains, granola and snacks fresh

• Pop-open lid for easy, one-handed opening and closing

All Purpose 
Dispenser 
- Large - 1.6 Qt
11247600

• Airtight seal with a single press

• Two silicone seals keep grains, granola and snacks fresh

• Pop-open lid for easy, one-handed opening and closing

Countertop Cereal 
Dispenser
11125700

• Trap-door opening designed to keeps cereal whole while 
dispensing

• Easy-to-use, spring-loaded levers allow for easy, controlled 
dispensing

• Canister lid features an air-tight seal to keep cereal fresh
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Steel Coffee POP 
Container (1.7 
Qt/1.6 L) with 
Scoop
3119200

• Container’s tinted body protects coffee or tea from light

• Airtight design keeps dry foods fresh

• 1.7 Qt Container is perfect for 1 lb bag of coffee bean or 
grounds

Steel POP 
Container Small 
Square Mini (0.4 
Qt/0.4 L)
3118500

• Elegant countertop solution

• Airtight space-efficient design keeps dry foods fresh and your 
pantry organized

• Ideal for storing spices, dried herbs and chiles

Steel POP 
Container Mini 
Square Mini (0.2 
Qt/0.2 L)
3118600

• Elegant countertop solution

• Airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry foods fresh and 
your pantry organized

• Ideal size for storing spices and dried herbs

Steel POP 
Container Small 
Square Short (1.1 
Qt/1 L)
3118400

• Elegant countertop solution

• Airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry foods fresh and 
your pantry organized

• Ideal size for 1 lb of brown or confectioner’s sugar or tea
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Steel POP 
Container Big 
Square Short (2.8 
Qt/2.6 L)
3118300

• Elegant countertop solution

• Airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry foods fresh and 
your pantry organized

• Ideal size for storing cookies, crackers or 5 lbs of rice

Steel POP 
Container 
Rectangle Medium 
(2.7 Qt/2.6 L)
3118700

• Elegant countertop solution

• Airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry foods fresh and 
your pantry organized

• Ideal size for storing rice, pasta and lentils

Steel POP 
Container Big 
Square Medium 
(4.4 Qt/4.2 L)
3118200

• Elegant countertop solution

• Airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry foods fresh and 
your pantry organized

• Ideal size for storing 5 lbs of flour or sugar

Steel POP 
Container 
Rectangle Short 
(1.7 Qt/1.6 L)
3118800

• Elegant countertop solution

• Airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry foods fresh and 
your pantry organized

• Ideal size for storing 1 lb of coffee, 2 lbs of brown sugar, 16 
oz of dried beans or 2 lbs of rice
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Steel 6-Piece POP 
Container Set
3119400

• Set includes: One 0.4 Qt Container, One 0.6 Qt Container, 
One 1.1 Qt Container, One 1.7 Qt Container, One 2.7 Qt 
Container, One 4.4 Qt Container

• Elegant countertop solution

• Airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry food fresh and your 
pantry organized

Steel 3-Piece 
Graduated Glass 
POP Canister Set
3118100

• Set includes: one 0.6 Qt/0.6 L, one 1.5 Qt/1.4 L, one 3.3 
Qt/3.1 L Canister

• Brand new Steel POP Glass Canisters pair the best features of 
POP – modern look, airtight seal, easy to open and close – 
with shatter-resistant borosilicate glass construction

• POP accessories easily attach to the underside of POP 
Container lids

Steel 12-Piece POP 
Container Set
3119500

• Includes: Two 0.2 Qt Container, One 0.4 Qt Small  
Square Container, One 0.4 Qt Slim Rectangle Container, 
One 0.6 Qt Container, One 1.1 Qt Container, One 1.2 Qt 
Container, One 1.7 Qt Container, One 2.8 Qt Container, 
One 4.4 Qt Container, One Half Cup Scoop, 36 Removable 
Labels (6 Sheets)

• Elegant countertop solution

• Airtight, space-efficient design keeps dry food fresh and your 
pantry organized

Greensaver 
Produce Keeper  
- 1.6 Qt
11139900

• Reduce food waste with an all-in-one system to extend the 
life of produce

• Replaceable enhanced carbon filter slows the aging process

• Elevated inner basket promotes airflow to keep food dry  
and fresh
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Greensaver 
Produce Keeper  
- 4.3 Qt
11140000

• Reduce food waste with an all-in-one system to extend the life 
of produce

• Enhanced carbon filter slows the aging process

• Elevated inner basket promotes airflow to keep food dry and 
fresh

Greensaver Crisper 
Insert - 1 Pc
11154100

• GreenSaver Crisper inserts are designed to keep your produce 
fresher for longer by slowing down the aging process

• Easy to use – just mount to your crisper drawer

• The enhanced carbon filter absorbs ethylene gas, which causes 
produce to rot

Greensaver 
Produce Keeper  
- 5 Qt
11140100

• Reduce food waste with an all-in-one system to extend the life 
of produce

• Enhanced carbon filter slows the aging process

• Elevated inner basket promotes airflow to keep food dry and 
fresh

Greensaver Crisper 
Insert - 2 Pc
11146100

• GreenSaver Crisper inserts are designed to keep your produce 
fresher for longer by slowing down the aging process

• Easy to use – just mount to your crisper drawer

• The enhanced carbon filter absorbs ethylene gas, which causes 
produce to rot
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Greensaver 
Carbon Filter Refills 
- 4 Pack
11145300

• For use with OXO GreenSaver Produce Keepers and 
OXO GreenSaver Crisper Inserts

• Activated carbon filter traps and absorbs ethylene gas, 
slowing down the aging process and keeping produce 
fresh longer.

• Filter lasts up to 90 days

Greensaver Herb 
Keeper - 2.8 Qt
11212300

• Hydrates and protects herbs to keep them fresh longer

• Basket promotes 360° air circulation while the lid maintains 
humidity for freshness

• Hinged basket opens wide for easy access to herbs and 
protects delicate leaves

Greensaver Herb 
Keeper - 1.8 Qt
11212200

• Hydrates and protects herbs to keep them fresh longer

• Basket promotes 360° air circulation while the lid maintains 
humidity for freshness

• Hinged basket opens wide for easy access to herbs and 
protects delicate leaves

Greensaver Crisper 
Drawer Insert - 1Pc
11212800

• Enhanced carbon filter absorbs ethylene gas to keep 
produce fresh longer

• 360° hole pattern provides proper air circulation from 
all sides

• Pyramid shape ensures exposure and airflow, even in 
crowded crisper drawers
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Greensaver Crisper 
Drawer Insert  
- 2 Pc
11212900

• Enhanced carbon filter absorbs ethylene gas to keep produce 
fresh longer

• 360° hole pattern provides proper air circulation from all 
sides

• Pyramid shape ensures exposure and airflow, even in 
crowded crisper drawers

On-The-Go  
Snack Container
11257300

• Spill-proof, worry-free container made for snacking on 
the go

• Leak-proof locking tabs create a secure seal

• Two separate compartments keep food fresh until it’s time 
to eat

On-The-Go 
Condiment  
Keeper - 3 Pc
11257400

• Airtight and leak-proof for taking dressings, dips and snacks 
on the go

• 2 oz. capacity also great for peanut butter, nuts, Salad 
toppings and more

• Tucks easily into lunch or sports bags

On-The-Go  
Lunch Container
11139800

• Two leakproof compartments separate wet and dry food

• Center tray removes to make one large compartment

• Four locking tabs on lid create an airtight seal
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On-The-Go Salad 
Container
11139700

• Three leakproof compartments keep wet and dry salad 
ingredients separate

• Includes 2-ounce airtight dressing container

• Center tray removes to create one large compartment

On-The-Go Silicone 
Squeeze Bottle  
- 2 Pack
11159800

• Leakproof dispenser for taking salad dressing or other liquids 
on the go

• Silicone body flips inside out for easy cleaning and features a 
wide mouth and stable base for easy filling

• No-drip pour spout accommodates even thick dressing

On-The-Go Silicone 
Squeeze Bottle
11152900

• Leakproof dispenser for taking salad dressing or other liquids 
on the go

• Silicone body flips inside out for easy cleaning and features a 
wide mouth and stable base for easy filling

• No-drip pour spout accommodates even thick dressing

On-The-Go Silicone 
Squeeze Bottle - 
Tray Pack
11170200

• Leakproof dispenser for taking salad dressing or other liquids 
on the go

• Silicone body flips inside out for easy cleaning and features a 
wide mouth and stable base for easy filling

• No-drip pour spout accommodates even thick dressing
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Reusable Lid - 
Medium 8 In - Blue
11277400

• Reusable silicone lids securely cover any bowl or container to 
keep food protected

• Simply placing the lid flat across the container instantly 
creates a seal

• Works on plastic, ceramic, steel or glass bowls and 
containers

3-Piece Reusable 
Lid Set - Blue
11277100

• Reusable silicone lids securely cover any bowl or container to 
keep food protected

• Simply placing the lid flat across the container instantly 
creates a seal

• Works on plastic, ceramic, steel or glass bowls and 
containers

Reusable Lid - 
Large 11 In - Blue
11277200

• Reusable silicone lids securely cover any bowl or container to 
keep food protected

• Simply placing the lid flat across the container instantly 
creates a seal

• Works on plastic, ceramic, steel or glass bowls and 
containers

Reusable Lid - 
Small 6 In
11242300

• Reusable silicone lids securely cover any bowl or container to 
keep food protected

• Simply placing the lid flat across the container instantly 
creates a seal

• Works on plastic, ceramic, steel or glass bowls and 
containers
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Reusable Lid - 
Medium 8 In
11242400

• Reusable silicone lids securely cover any bowl or container to 
keep food protected

• Simply placing the lid flat across the container instantly 
creates a seal

• Works on plastic, ceramic, steel or glass bowls and 
containers

3-Piece Reusable 
Lid Set
11242700

• Reusable silicone lids securely cover any bowl or container to 
keep food protected

• Simply placing the lid flat across the container instantly 
creates a seal

• Works on plastic, ceramic, steel or glass bowls and 
containers

Reusable Lid - 
Large 11 In
11242500

• Reusable silicone lids securely cover any bowl or container to 
keep food protected

• Simply placing the lid flat across the container instantly 
creates a seal

• Works on plastic, ceramic, steel or glass bowls and 
containers

1.6 Cup Smart Seal 
Container
11175400

• Containers are nestable and stackable for convenient 
compact storage

• Lid features four locking tabs for a leak-proof seal to keep 
food fresh and liquids contained

• Lids are interchangeable between Smart Seal Containers and 
Smart Seal Glass Containers of the same size
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3 Cup Smart Seal 
Container
11175300

• Containers are nestable and stackable for convenient 
compact storage

• Lid features four locking tabs for a leak-proof seal to keep 
food fresh and liquids contained

• Lids are interchangeable between Smart Seal Containers and 
Smart Seal Glass Containers of the same size

1 Cup Smart Seal 
Glass Round 
Container
11174700

• Four locking tabs secure the foolproof, leakproof lids

• Durable borosilicate glass containers designed to go from 
freezer to oven

• Smart Seal glass containers nest and stack for convenient and 
compact storage

5.1 Cup Smart Seal 
Container
11175100

• Containers are nestable and stackable for convenient 
compact storage

• Lid features four locking tabs for a leak-proof seal to keep 
food fresh and liquids contained

• Lids are interchangeable between Smart Seal Containers and 
Smart Seal Glass Containers of the same size

2 Cup Smart Seal 
Glass Round 
Container
11174600

• Four locking tabs secure the foolproof, leakproof lids

• Durable borosilicate glass containers designed to go from 
freezer to oven

• Smart Seal glass containers nest and stack for convenient and 
compact storage
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4 Cup Smart Seal 
Glass Round 
Container
11174500

• Four locking tabs secure the foolproof, leakproof lids

• Durable borosilicate glass containers designed to go from 
freezer to oven

• Smart Seal glass containers nest and stack for convenient and 
compact storage

4 Oz Smart Seal 
Glass Rectangle 
Container
11174300

• Four locking tabs secure the foolproof, leakproof lids

• Durable borosilicate glass containers designed to go from 
freezer to oven

• Smart Seal glass containers nest and stack for convenient and 
compact storage

7 Cup Smart Seal 
Glass Round 
Container
11174400

• Four locking tabs secure the foolproof, leakproof lids

• Durable borosilicate glass containers designed to go from 
freezer to oven

• Smart Seal glass containers nest and stack for convenient and 
compact storage

1.6 Cup Smart Seal 
Glass Rectangle 
Container
11174200

• Four locking tabs secure the foolproof, leakproof lids

• Durable borosilicate glass containers designed to go from 
freezer to oven

• Smart Seal glass containers nest and stack for convenient and 
compact storage
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3.5 Cup Smart Seal 
Glass Rectangle 
Container
11174100

• Four locking tabs secure the foolproof, leakproof lids

• Durable borosilicate glass containers designed to go from 
freezer to oven

• Smart Seal glass containers nest and stack for convenient and 
compact storage

Smart Seal 
Container 4 Pc Mini 
Square Glass Set
11230300

• Set includes: (2) 4 oz Rectangle glass containers

• Four locking tabs secure the foolproof, leak-proof lids

• Durable borosilicate glass containers designed to go from 
freezer to oven

8 Cup Smart Seal 
Glass Rectangle 
Container
11174000

• Four locking tabs secure the foolproof, leakproof lids

• Durable borosilicate glass containers designed to go from 
freezer to oven

• Smart Seal glass containers nest and stack for convenient and 
compact storage

8-Piece Smart 
Seal Glass Round 
Container Set
11179500

• Set includes one 7 cup glass container and lid, one 4 cup 
glass container and lid, one 2 cup glass container and lid, 
one 1 cup glass container and lid

• Smart Seal Glass Containers are made from shock resistant 
pressed borosilicate glass that is oven, freezer and 
microwave safe

• Containers are nestable and stackable for convenient 
compact storage
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8-Piece Smart Seal 
Glass Rectangular 
Container Set
11179400

• Set includes one 8 cup glass container with lid, one 3.5 cup 
glass container with lid, one 1.6 cup glass container with lid 
and one 4 oz container with lid

• Four locking tabs secure the foolproof, leakproof lids

• Durable borosilicate glass containers designed to go from 
freezer to oven

16-Piece Smart 
Seal Glass 
Container Set
11179600

• Set includes one 7 cup, one 4 cup, one 2 cup & one 1 cup 
round glass containers and lids. One 8 cup, one 3.5 cup, one 
1.6 cup & one 4 oz rectangular glass containers and lids.

• Four locking tabs secure the foolproof, leakproof lids

• Durable borosilicate glass containers designed to go from 
freezer to oven

Smart Seal 
12-Piece Glass 
Container Set
11230200

• Set includes: 7 cup, 4 cup, 2 cup & 1 cup Round glass 
containers. 8 cup, 3.5 cup, 1.6 cup & 4 oz Rectangle glass 
containers.

• Four locking tabs secure the foolproof, leak-proof lids

• Durable borosilicate glass containers designed to go from 
freezer to oven

30-Piece Smart 
Seal Glass & Plastic 
Container Set
11179900

• Set includes four round glass containers with lids, four 
rectangular glass containers with lids, and seven plastic 
containers with lids

• Four locking tabs secure the foolproof, leakproof lids

• Lids are interchangeable between the same size glass and 
plastic Smart Seal containers
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Precision Pour 
Glass Dispenser (5 
oz/150 mL)
11278600

• Two flow speeds let you drizzle or pour oil or vinegar with 
precision

• Controlled drizzle if you tip a little, steady pour if you tip 
more

• Drip-free spout for less mess

Precision Pour 
Glass Dispenser 
Set (12 oz/355 mL)
11289100

• Two flow speeds let you drizzle or pour oil or vinegar with 
precision

• Controlled drizzle if you tip a little, steady pour if you tip 
more

• Drip-free spout for less mess

Precision Pour 
Glass Oil Dispenser 
(12 oz / 355 mL)
11247900

• Two flow speeds let you drizzle or pour oil or vinegar with 
precision

• Controlled drizzle if you tip a little, steady pour if you tip 
more

• Drip-free spout for less mess

Sugar Dispenser
1272380

• Perfect for keeping sugar close at hand for coffee, cereal, 
fruit and more.

• Side spout allows for easy, controlled pouring and minimizes 
moisture to help prevent sugar from clumping.

• Stainless steel accents provide kitchen-to-table appeal.
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Sugar Dispenser 
Tray Pack
11147300

• Perfect for keeping sugar close at hand for coffee, cereal, 
fruit and more.

• Side spout allows for easy, controlled pouring and minimizes 
moisture to help prevent sugar from clumping.

• Stainless steel accents provide kitchen-to-table appeal

Glass Creamer
11212500

• Drip-free spout for a clean, controlled pour

• Two silicone seals keep cream or milk fresh

• 12 oz. capacity

Glass Sugar 
Dispenser
11212600

• Easy-open spout for controlled pouring

• 12 oz capacity

• Hand wash only

Adjustable Shaker
11247200

• Two settings for easily shaking fine or coarse toppings

• Adjustable with a simple twist

• Small holes for powdered sugar, cinnamon, garlic powder 
and more
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Butter Dish
11122500

• Stoppers on either side of dish keep butter in place while cutting

• Convenient tablespoon measurement markings

• Clear lid rests on Dish without sliding off during transport and is 
easy to remove

Stainless Steel 
Butter Dish
11122400

• Stoppers on either side of dish keep butter in place while 
cutting

• Convenient tablespoon measurement markings

• Clear lid rests on Dish without sliding off during transport and 
is easy to remove

Butter Dish Tray 
Pack
11147400

• Stoppers on either side of dish keep butter in place while cutting

• Convenient tablespoon measurement markings

• Clear lid rests on Dish without sliding off during transport and is 
easy to remove

Wide Butter Dish
11198400

• Holds European-style wide sticks of butter, 8 oz cream cheese 
or two 4 oz sticks of butter

• Stoppers on either side of dish keep butter in place while 
cutting

• Clear lid rests on dish without sliding off
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Chef’s Squeeze 
Bottle - Small
11219200

• Unique attached cap stays open while you squeeze for a 
precise pour

• Cap snaps closed for Shaking and convenient storage

• Durable, reusable bottle is perfect for oil, vinegar, dressing, 
condiments, syrups and drizzling dessert toppings

Chef’s Squeeze 
Bottle - Large
11219400

• Unique attached cap stays open while you squeeze for a 
precise pour

• Cap snaps closed for Shaking and convenient storage

• Durable, reusable bottle is perfect for oil, vinegar, dressing, 
condiments, syrups and drizzling dessert toppings

Chef’s Squeeze 
Bottle - Medium
11219300

• Unique attached cap stays open while you squeeze for a 
precise pour

• Cap snaps closed for Shaking and convenient storage

• Durable, reusable bottle is perfect for oil, vinegar, dressing, 
condiments, syrups and drizzling dessert toppings

2-Piece Chef’s 
Squeeze Bottle Set
11227300

• Set consists of medium bottle and large bottle with one Thick 
tip and one thin tip

• Unique attached cap stays open while you squeeze for a 
precise pour

• Cap snaps closed for Shaking and convenient storage
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Cut & Keep Silicone 
Lemon Saver
11249800

• Keeps halved produce fresh and protected to reduce waste

• Reusable design replaces single-use plastic bags, foil and 
plastic wrap

• Place cut side down on hard base and stretch silicone lid over 
to keep produce fresh

Cut & Keep Silicone 
Onion Saver
11250100

• Keeps halved produce fresh and protected to reduce waste

• Reusable design replaces single-use plastic bags, foil and 
plastic wrap

• Place cut side down on hard base and stretch silicone lid over 
to keep produce fresh

Cut & Keep Silicone 
Lime Saver
11249900

• Keeps halved produce fresh and protected to reduce waste

• Reusable design replaces single-use plastic bags, foil and 
plastic wrap

• Place cut side down on hard base and stretch silicone lid over 
to keep produce fresh

Cut & Keep Silicone 
Tomato Saver
11250000

• Keeps halved produce fresh and protected to reduce waste

• Reusable design replaces single-use plastic bags, foil and 
plastic wrap

• Place cut side down on hard base and stretch silicone lid over 
to keep produce fresh
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Cut & Keep Silicone 
Citrus Saver Set
11289000

• Set includes one Silicone Lime Saver and one Silicone Lemon 
Saver

• Flexible silicone stretches to fit produce, no matter how you 
slice it

• Reusable design replaces single-use plastic bags, foil and 
plastic wrap

Vegetable Brush
33781

• Nylon bristles clean thoroughly

• Perfect for potatoes, carrots and more

• Flexible, non-slip grip

Cut & Keep Silicone 
Produce Saver Set
11288900

• Set includes one Silicone Onion Saver and one Silicone 
Lemon Saver

• Flexible silicone stretches to fit produce, no matter how you 
slice it

• Reusable design replaces single-use plastic bags, foil and 
plastic wrap

Electric Grill & 
Panini Press Brush
1312480

• Ideal for cleaning panini presses, electric indoor grills, stove 
top griddles and waffle makers

• Soft, flexible bristles are safe for non-stick cookware

• Soft, comfortable handle is non-slip, even when wet
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Cast Iron Pan Brush 
with Scraper
1312580

• Ideal for cleaning flat and ridged grill pans and griddles

• Effectively cleans cast iron pans without soap or detergent to 
preserve seasoning

• Short, stiff bristles remove cooked on foods without 
damaging surface

Dish Brush  
with Scraper
21691

• Durable nylon bristles easily scrub away messes and are safe 
for non-stick surfaces

• Flared brush shape gets into corners of pots and pans

• Built-in scraper removes stuck-on food

Kitchen Appliance 
Cleaning Set
12155000

• Perfect set for giving your kitchen and appliances a Deep, 
detailed cleaning

• Durable bristles and scraper heads provide a Deep clean in 
hard-to-reach spaces

• Loop brush is great for blender blades, Mesh Screens and 
juicer parts

Steel Dish Brush
3203300

• Durable nylon bristles easily scrub away food, stains and dirt

• Safe for use on non-stick surfaces

• Built-in scraper removes baked-on spots
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Bottle Brush
36391

• Long, durable neck gives for easy reach inside bottles, 
pitchers, carafes, blenders, electric kettles, travel mugs and 
mason jars

• Stiff blue bristles give hard-to-reach corners a serious scrub, 
while white bristles are gentle enough to clean wine glasses and 
crystal without scratching

• Soft, non-slip handle provides a comfortable grip, even when 
wet

Water Bottle 
Cleaning Set
1329080

• Set includes long bottle brush, straw brush and detail cleaner.

• Long bottle brush is perfect for cleaning the inside of bottles.

• A straw brush, which easily gets inside sports bottle straws.

Steel Bottle Brush
3203200

• Long, durable neck flexes for easy reach inside bottles, 
pitchers and carafes

• Stiff blue bristles give hard-to-reach corners a serious scrub, 
while white bristles are ---gentle enough to clean wine 
glasses and crystal without scratching

• Soft, non-slip handle provides a comfortable grip, even 
when wet

Palm Brush  
- Bulk Assorted
12121400

• All-purpose brush for dishes, pots, pans, and more

• Durable nylon bristles are safe for non-stick or ceramic cookware 
and bakeware

• Rounded handle fits in your palm and is easy to hold at any angle
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Soap Dispensing 
Palm Brush
36481

• Dispenses soap on demand with the light push of a button

• Durable nylon bristles easily clean baked-on food and are 
safe for non-stick cookware

• Contoured shape provides optimal comfort and scrubbing 
power

Soap Dispensing 
Palm Brush 
Storage Set
1312280

• Brush dispenses soap with the light push of a button

• Brush has durable nylon bristles that easily scrub away 
baked-on food and is safe for non-stick cookware

• Holder neatly catches water drips

Soap Dispensing 
Palm Brush Refills
1256500

• Durable nylon bristles easily cleans baked-on food and are 
safe for non-stick cookware

• Dispenses soap on demand

• Simply twist off brush to replace bristles

Steel Soap 
Dispensing  
Palm Brush
1068588

• Dispenses soap on demand with the light push of a button

• Durable nylon bristles easily clean baked-on food and are safe 
for non-stick cookware

• Contoured shape provides optimal comfort and scrubbing power
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Steel Soap 
Dispensing Palm 
Brush Refills
1071812

• Two-pack of refills fit Soap Dispensing Mesh or Palm body

• Twist off Brush for easy replacement

• Durable plastic scrub easily cleans baked-on food and is safe 
for non-stick cookware

Soap Dispensing 
Dish Brush Refills
1062326

• Durable nylon bristles

• Scraper on backside of Brush easily removes baked-on food

• Bristles and scraper are safe for non-stick cookware

Soap Dispensing 
Dish Brush
1067529

• Squirts soap with the light push of a button

• Durable nylon bristles

• Scraper on backside of Brush easily removes baked-on food

Soap Dispensing 
Dish Brush  
Storage Set
1314480

• Includes a Soap Dispensing Dish Brush and companion holder, 
which stores the Brush upright and catches excess water

• Holder features a removable drip tray and built-in pour spout; 
Soft non-slip grip

• A non-skid base keeps the holder in place; Keeps counters tidy 
in between dish washings
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Steel Soap 
Dispensing Dish 
Brush
1068584

• No-leak, no-mess soap dispensing

• Durable nylon bristles easily scrub away baked-on food and 
are safe for non-stick cookware

• Can be replaced with brush, sponge or scrub heads

Soap Dispensing 
Dish Sponge
1062327

• No-leak, no-mess soap dispensing

• Antibacterial FreshCel scrub is safe for non-stick cookware

• Can be replaced with sponge, scrub or brush heads

Steel Soap 
Dispensing Dish 
Brush Refill
1071817

• Two-pack of refills fit Soap Squirting Sponge, Scrub and Brush

• Brush head features durable nylon bristles that easily scrub 
away baked-on food and are safe for non-stick cookware

• Built-in scraper

Soap Dispensing 
Dish Sponge  
Refills (2Pk)
1062328

• Durable antimicrobial Sponge

• Scraper on backside of Sponge easily removes baked-on food

• Sponge and scraper are safe for non-stick cookware
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Soap Dispensing 
Dish Scrub
1062330

• Squirts soap with the light push of a button

• Durable antimicrobial sponge with Scrub

• Scraper on backside of Scrub easily removes baked-on food

Dish Squeegee
12237300

• Flexible squeegee edge efficiently clears leftover food from 
plates and bowls

• Reduces the amount of water needed for washing dishes

• Sturdy grip and soft edge combine for control and thorough 
cleaning

Soap Dispensing 
Dish Scrub Refill
1062329

• Durable antimicrobial sponge

• Scraper on backside of Sponge easily removes baked-on food

• Scrub and scraper are safe for non-stick cookware

2-In-1 Sink  
Strainer & Stopper
13259500

• The 2-in-1 Sink Strainer & Stopper works as a strainer to trap 
food scraps, and as a stopper to fill sinks with water

• Twist the tab to engage the stopper for hand washing dishes, 
twist again to quickly drain your sink

• Tough stainless steel withstands loads of dishes without 
staining, while the soft silicone underside won’t scratch sinks
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2-In-1 Sink  
Strainer & Stopper 
Tray Pack
13268300

• The 2-in-1 Sink Strainer & Stopper works as a strainer to trap 
food scraps, and as a stopper to fill sinks with water

• Twist the tab to engage the stopper for hand washing dishes, 
twist again to quickly drain your sink

• Tough stainless steel withstands loads of dishes without 
staining, while the soft silicone underside won’t scratch sinks

Silicone Sink 
Strainer Tray Pack
13181500

• Easy to clean silicone can invert to empty

• Effectively traps debris

• Stain resistant

Sink Strainer
1308200

• Easy to clean silicone can invert to empty

• Effectively traps debris

• Stain resistant

Sponge Holder
13113100

• Holds two sponges, scrubbies or steel wool pads

• Compact footprint is perfect for keeping sponges close at hand

• Open sides and ventilation holes allow for maximum aeration
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Stainless Steel Sink 
Organizer with 
Brush Holder
1068659

• Separate areas for palm brushes, pump dispensers, 
sponges & more

• Long handled tools store upright for easy access

• Perforated base keeps sponges and tools dry

Stainless Steel 
Sinkware Caddy
13192100

• Keeps sponges and dish brushes organized and close 
at Hand

• Divider keeps cleaning tools apart and features 
ventilation holes for quick drying

• Drip tray catches water and features a pour spout for 
easy draining

Stainless Steel 
Sink Organizer
13209200

• Holds two sponges, scrubbies or steel wool pads

• Open Area stores soap dispensers, Mesh scrubbers or 
Palm brushes

• Removable drip tray features pour spout for easy draining

Sinkware Caddy
13199900

• Crock-style organizer for storing a variety of cleaning tools

• Separate compartments for brushes and sponges

• Long-handled tools store upright for convenient access
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Steel Suction 
Sponge Holder
1258000

• Fixes securely to sink walls

• Rust-proof anodized aluminum

• Accommodates a wide variety of sponges and scrubbies

StrongHold Suction 
Sponge Holder
13273500

• The StrongHold™ Suction Sponge Holder secures sponges, 
scrubbers or brushes inside sinks to keep counters neat

• Phthalate-free StrongHold™ suction cup activates with a push 
of a lever

• Removable holder comes off suction base to make room for 
washing large items like pots, pans, serving dishes and more

Steel Suction  
Sink Basket
1258100

• Fixes securely to sink walls

• Rust-proof anodized aluminum

• Accommodates a wide variety of sponges and scrubbies

Stronghold 
Suction Sinkware 
Organizer
13273600

• The StrongHold™ Suction Sink Caddy secures inside sinks to 
keep counters neat

• Phthalate-free StrongHold™ suction cup activates with a push 
of a lever

• Large-capacity basket holds oversized sponges, dish 
brushes, steel wool, scrubbers and other dishwashing tools
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Stainless Steel 
Soap Dispensing 
Sponge Holder
12246400

• Dispenses soap directly onto sponges

• One-handed design for easy cleaning

• Drip tray catches water and Holder keeps sponges elevated 
for quick drying

Soap Dispenser - 
Charcoal
13145900

• Simple design complements any bathroom or kitchen decor

• Wide opening for easy filling

• Large button for easy dispensing of soap or lotion

Soap Dispenser - 
White
13146600

• Simple design complements any bathroom or kitchen decor

• Wide opening for easy filling

• Large button for easy dispensing of soap or lotion

Stainless Steel 
Soap Dispenser
13144000

• Easy one- or two-handed dispensing of hand soap, dish soap 
or lotion

• Spout is ideal for dispensing onto sponge or directly into sink

• 15-ounce capacity with wide opening for easy filling
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Stainless Steel 
Soap Dispenser
13273700

• Clear window lets you view contents.

• Wide-mouth body for easy refills

• Spout is ideal for dispensing onto sponge or directly into sink 
15-ounce capacity with wide opening for easy filling

Sink Mat - Large
13190530

• Silicone surface provides cushion to protect sink surfaces and 
dishware from chipping and scratching

• Rigid Mat with non-slip silicone feet stays securely at bottom 
of sink

• Feet elevate Mat for water flow and quick drying

Sink Mat - Small
13190610

• Silicone surfaces provides cushion to protect sink surfaces 
and dishware from chipping and scratching

• Rigid Mat with non-slip silicone feet stays securely at 
bottom of sink

•Feet elevate Mat for water flow and quick drying 

Silicone Sink Mat - 
Small
13138100

• Soft silicone is PVC-free and provides cushion to protect sink, 
glasses and dishes from scratching and chipping

• Feet elevate mat to allow for water flow and aeration

• Pattern allows for cutting a hole to accommodate most drain 
openings
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Silicone Sink  
Mat - Large
13138200

• Soft silicone is PVC-free and provides cushion to protect sink, 
glasses and dishes from scratching and chipping

• Feet elevate mat to allow for water flow and aeration

• Pattern allows for cutting a hole to accommodate most drain 
openings

Large Silicone 
Drying Mat
1410880

• Sized to fit large items such as 12″ frying pans, platters, salad 
bowls and more

• Unique ribbed design helps dry items by maximizing 
drainage and aeration

• Soft, non-slip surface protects delicate items like stemware 
and is easy-to-clean

Silicone Wine Glass 
Drying Mat
1372100

• Rectangular shape accommodates 8 to 10 white wine or 6 to 
8 red wine glasses

• Space-saving, elongated shape sits perfectly alongside sink

• Unique rib design helps dry items by maximizing drainage 
and aeration

Silicone Drying Mat 
- Large - Compact 
Packaging
13265200

• Sized to fit large items such as 12″ frying pans, platters, salad 
bowls and more

• Unique ribbed design helps dry items by maximizing 
drainage and aeration

• Soft, non-slip surface protects delicate items like stemware 
and is easy-to-clean
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Dish Rack
1440480

• Perfect for plates, glasses, mugs and more

• Deep walls contain water and corners are shaped to easily 
pour out excess water

• Open area with raised ribs provides space for small parts and 
keep items away from water at the bottom of the tray

Stainless Steel 
Folding Dishrack
1069916

• Large capacity basket fits up to 12 plates with room for 
bowls, cookware, cooking tools and more

• Pan and Bowl Waves hold pans and bowls upright to 
conserve space

• Cup Fingers protect and secure delicate glassware

Foldaway  
Dish Rack
1473480

• Dimensions closed: 19.4 inches x 12.5 inches x 3.875 inches. 
Pvc not present

• Plate rack folds down to make room for large bowls, 
cookware and more

• Legs fold out to elevate Dish Rack and spout opens to drain 
directly into sink. Open dimensions is 19.4 x 15.5 x 5.125 in 
inches. Closed dimensions is 19.4 x 12.5 x 3.87 in inches

Aluminum  
Dish Rack
13229100

• Rust-proof aluminum frame contains items and complements 
any kitchen decor

• Unique plate holders hold plates and bowls upright

• Divided utensil cup accommodates long-handled tools and is 
removable for easy unloading
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Steady Mounted 
Paper Towel 
Holder
13245200

• Stylish paper tower holder will stylishly accent your kitchen

• One-handed design for quick cleanup

• Smooth rotation for effortless ripping

Neat Napkin 
Holder
13245100

• Tidy design lets you grab one at a time

• Stainless steel construction with finger-proof coating

• One-at-a-time design allows for taking single napkins, even 
when the holder is almost empty

Steady Paper 
Towel Holder
13245000

• Convenient carrying knob for easy transport

• Smooth rotation for effortless ripping

• One-handed design for quick cleanup

SimplyPull  
Napkin Holder
1449680

• Holder arm is weighted to keep napkins secure

• Arm opens wide and stays open for one-handed refilling

• Arm folds flat into base for compact storage
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SimplyTear Paper 
Towel Holder
1066736

• Tear a single piece of paper towel single handedly, paper 
towel edge is always accessible and does not unravel

• Spring-activated arm locks open for loading, weighted, non-
slip base for stability

• Freestanding paper towel holder accommodates any size or 
brand of paper towels

Stainless Steel 
Rotating Utensil 
Holder
1386400

• Holder rotates to make tools easy to locate

• Large capacity holds over 15 large-handled tools

• Tall body and contoured bottom keep tools upright

Stainless Steel 
Utensil Holder  
- Brushed
1066734

• Space-efficient elliptical shape can be placed in a narrow 
area or flush with a wall

• Large capacity holds over 16 large-handled tools

• Contoured bottom keeps tools upright

Non-Slip  
Spoon Rest
13245300

• Heat-resistant silicone base helps Spoon Rest stay cool to 
the touch

• Non-slip construction keeps Spoon Rest steady while in use

• Silicone feet will not scratch surfaces
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Not-So-Lazy Susan 
11-in Turntable
1071352

• Soft, non-slip lip for easy turning

• Larger base prevents interference with surrounding items 
and walls

• Deep ledge on platform helps keep items upright

Not-So-Lazy Susan 
16-in Turntable
1071353

• Soft, non-slip lip for easy turning

• Larger base prevents interference with surrounding items 
and walls

• Deep ledge on platform helps keep items upright

Not-So-Lazy Susan 
11-in Turntable 
Tray Pack
1463380

• Soft, non-slip lip for easy turning

• Larger base prevents interference with surrounding items 
and walls

• Deep ledge on platform helps keep items upright

Not-So-Lazy Susan 
16-in. Turntable  
- Tray Pack
13140700

• Soft, non-slip lip for easy turning

• Larger base prevents interference with surrounding items 
and walls

• Deep ledge on platform helps keep items upright
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Expandable 
Dresser Drawer 
Divider -2 Pk
13227200

• Patented design perfect for organizing and customizing drawers

• Unique lever creates tension for a secure fit, no tools required

• Expands to 17” and foam pads protect and grip drawer walls

Expandable Utensil 
Organizer - Gray
13170410

• Dividers adjust to accommodate all utensil shapes and sizes

• Organize more utensils in one compartment

• Multiple utensils stay neatly stacked even when drawers are 
opening and closing

Expandable Utensil 
Organizer - White
1314600

• Dividers adjust to accommodate all utensil shapes and sizes

• Organize more utensils in one compartment

• Multiple utensils stay neatly stacked even when drawers are 
opening and closing

Large Expandable 
Utensil Organizer  
- White
13153400

• Dividers adjust to accommodate all utensil shapes 
and sizes

• Expands from 15 1/2 inches to 22 inches to fit 
kitchen drawers

• Designed to allow two sets of utensils to be stored in 
each compartment
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Large Expandable 
Utensil Organizer - 
Gray
13170520

• Dividers adjust to accommodate all utensil shapes and sizes

• Expands from 15 1/2 inches to 22 inches to fit kitchen drawers

• Designed to allow two sets of utensils to be stored in each 
compartment

Magnetic Mini Clips 
- 8 Pc Assorted
13173202

• Ideal for posting pictures, notes, shopping lists and more

• Easily organize mail, papers or file folders

• Non-slip mouth offers secure grip, won’t mark photos

Magnetic Mini Clips 
- 8 Pc White
13173101

• Ideal for posting pictures, notes, shopping lists and more

• Easily organize mail, papers or file folders

• Non-slip mouth offers secure grip, won’t mark photos

All-Purpose 
Magnetic Clips - 4 
Pc White
13173400

• Securely close bags of snacks, frozen foods and more

• Hang dish towels, notepads or a calendar

• Non-slip mouth for secure grip
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All-Purpose 
Magnetic Clips - 4 
Pc Assorted
13141700

• Securely close bags of snacks, frozen foods and more

• Hang dish towels, notepads or a calendar

• Non-slip mouth for secure grip

Bag Clips - 2 Pk - 
Red
13141600

• Wide Clips keep large- and bulk-size bags closed

• Non-slip Clip mouth offers secure grip

• Strong enough to hold books open for hands-free reading

Bag Clips - 2 Pk - 
White
13173300

• Wide Clips keep large- and bulk-size bags closed

• Non-slip Clip mouth offers secure grip

• Strong enough to hold books open for hands-free reading

Bag Cinch - 3 Piece
13141500

• Replace difficult-to-use bread tags and twist ties

• Great for sealing bags of bread, rice, nuts, beans, dried fruit, 
frozen foods and more

• Bright colors are easy to find
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8-Piece Clip Set
13173700

• Set includes: 4 all-purpose clips, 3 bag cinches and 1 large 
bag clip

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip touchpoints and openings hold 
items securely

• Magnet on back

ClipHanger - 
3-Pack
13286900

• Hanging clips for organizing kitchens, closets, bathrooms, 
laundry and more

• Swivel hooks hang from any angle to maximize space and 
keep items visible

• Extra-strong clips have non-slip grips to hold even heavy 
items in place

9-Piece Clip Set
13141800

• Includes: three all-purpose clips for sealing bags, organizing 
papers and more; three magnetic mini clips for displaying 
photos, recipes and the like; two bag cinches for replacing 
awkward, easy-to-lose bread tags and twist ties; one large 
bag clip with an extra-wide mouth for sealing oversized bulk 
items like chips and pet food

• All-purpose clips and bag clip feature hanging holes for 
mounting on hooks, nails and strings

• All clips and cinches boast sturdy plastic construction and 
soft, comfortable, non-slip touch-points

Electronics 
Cleaning Brush - 
Blue
1313180

• Soft bristles gently sweep away dust

• Slim silicone wiper grabs dirt from small, hard-to-reach places

• Ideal for keyboards, computer screens, cell phones, camera 
lenses and more
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Electronics 
Cleaning Brush - 
Gray
12274200

• Soft bristles gently sweep away dust

• Slim silicone wiper grabs dirt from small, hard-to-reach places

• Ideal for keyboards, computer screens, cell phones, camera 
lenses and more

Keyboard & Screen 
Deep Cleaning Set
12246300

• Microfiber cloth removes fingerprints and smudges from 
screens or glasses

• Cloth tucks neatly into pouch when not in use

• Bristled brush tackles tough, stuck-on messes

Sweep & Swipe 
Laptop Cleaner
12246100

• Double-sided tool deep cleans laptops, tablets and 
smartphones

• Microfiber pad removes fingerprints and smudges from 
screens and surfaces

• Soft brush sweeps away dust and dirt

On-The-Wall 
Expandable 
Organizer
1226700

• Great for organizing closets, mudrooms, laundry rooms, 
garages and more

• Extends from 12” to 20” and holds up to 12 products

• Simply push pole into non-slip CamLock to store and lift 
to release
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Toilet Brush with 
Rim Cleaner
12241600

• Canister stays open until Brush is replaced for hassle-
free cleaning

• Tapered head and angled bristles for thorough cleaning

• Drip tray features ventilation slots for quick drying

Toilet Plunger
12241700

• Canister pops open when you lift the Plunger; closes 
when replaced

• Drip tray with ventilation slots allows water to evaporate

• Flat-top handle provides a secure, comfortable grip

Toilet Brush with 
Rim Cleaner 
Replacement Head 
Refill
12256800

• Replacement head extends the life of your Toilet Brush with 
Rim Cleaner

• Bristle configuration accommodates even low-flush toilets

• Tapered head and angled bristles for thorough cleaning

Toilet Plunger - 
Gray
13289500

• Canister pops open when you lift the Plunger; closes 
when replaced

• Drip tray with ventilation slots allows water to evaporate

• Flat-top handle provides a secure, comfortable grip
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Compact Toilet 
Brush & Canister
1281600

• Canister door opens automatically when Toilet Brush is lifted 
and neatly stores Brush when not in use

• Toilet Brush features tapered Brush head and sturdy blue 
bristles for deep cleaning under the rim and other hard-to-
reach places

• Shape of handle is designed for a secure, comfortable grip

Compact Toilet 
Brush & Canister - 
Black
1349480

• Canister door opens automatically when Toilet Brush is lifted 
and neatly stores Brush when not in use

• Toilet Brush features tapered Brush head and sturdy blue 
bristles for deep cleaning under the rim and other hard-to-
reach places

• Shape of handle is designed for a secure, comfortable grip

Compact Toilet 
Brush & Canister - 
Biscuit
1459180

• Canister door opens automatically when Toilet Brush is lifted 
and neatly stores Brush when not in use

• Toilet Brush features tapered Brush head and sturdy blue 
bristles for deep cleaning under the rim and other hard-to-
reach places

• Shape of handle is designed for a secure, comfortable grip

Compact Toilet 
Brush & Canister - 
Gray
12225900

• Canister door opens automatically when Toilet Brush is lifted 
and neatly stores Brush when not in use

• Toilet Brush features tapered Brush head and sturdy blue 
bristles for deep cleaning under the rim and other hard-to-
reach places

• Shape of handle is designed for a secure, comfortable grip
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Stainless Steel 
Toilet Brush & 
Canister
1286100

• Canister automatically springs open when Toilet Brush is lifted

• Sleek Canister neatly and discreetly stores Brush within easy 
reach

• Canister’s built-in drip tray catches excess water

Toilet Brush & 
Plunger Combo
1373580

• Set stores Toilet Brush and Plunger in one convenient canister 
with a compact footprint ideal for narrow spaces

• Canister doors pop open and stay open when Brush or 
Plunger are removed; doors close automatically when Brush 
or Plunger are returned

• Brush features tapered head with durable bristles for 
thorough cleaning

Stainless Steel 
Toilet Plunger & 
Canister
1286200

• Simply lift the Plunger and the canister automatically springs 
open

• The Plunger head is designed to work on all toilets, including 
low-flush

• After use, simply replace the Plunger in the canister for neat 
and sanitary storage

Flex Neck Toilet 
Brush
1105380

• Single Brush fits all OXO Toilet Brush Canisters

• Flexible neck allows for easy cleaning under the rim and in 
other hard-to-reach places

• Bristle configuration accommodates even low-flush toilets
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Toilet Brush 
Replacement Head
1043632

• Replacement Head extends the life of your Toilet Brush

• Bristle configuration accommodates even low-flush toilets

• Handle won’t spin in your hand

Shower Stall Drain 
Protector
1288100

• Fits over shower stall drains without getting in the way

• Effectively catches hair without blocking water drainage

• Soft, non-slip, silicone rim keep Drain Protector in place

Silicone Shower & 
Tub Drain Protector
13140900

• Catches hair without blocking water drainage and prevents 
toys from escaping down the drain

• Tall, dome shape accommodates both flat and pop-up drains

• Drain protector is weighted to keep it in place

Bathtub Drain 
Protector
1395500

• Dimension(inches):2.75 x 2.75 x 0.25

• Scaled to fit over bathtub drains

• Effectively catches hair while allowing water to drain
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Silicone Tub 
Stopper
1256400

• Effectively seals drain to fill tub with water

• Suction cup secures Stopper to tub floor

• Suction cup can be used to store Stopper when not in use

Household 
Squeegee
36081

• Durable, flexible blade for fast, streak-free drying on any 
household surface

• Egg-shaped handle provides comfortable grip

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

All-Purpose 
Squeegee
1062122

• Durable, flexible blade for fast, streak-free drying

• Slim profile and lightweight construction

• Suction hook provides easy, convenient storage

Wiper Blade 
Squeegee
13117300

• Windshield wiper blade design provides a smooth, 
resistance-free swipe

• Durable, silicone blade with precision edge for consistent, 
streak-free drying

• Flexible, rotating hook for storage on shower heads, caddies, 
towel bars and more
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Stainless Steel 
Squeegee
1060619

• Wipes off tiles, mirrors, shower doors and windows

• Flexible blade works on rippled surfaces

• Soft, contoured non-slip grip

Stronghold Suction 
Grip Bar - Brushed 
Nickel
1465780

• Powerful suction and comfortable grip provide stability and 
support in the shower

• Generous, soft gripping surface for comfort and control, 
underside of bar is non-slip for a secure grip, even when wet

• Size and distance between suction cups designed to 
accommodate a variety of tile patterns

Stronghold Suction 
Grip Bar - White
1436280

• Powerful suction and comfortable grip provide stability and 
support in the shower

• Generous, soft gripping surface for comfort and control, 
underside of bar is non-slip for a secure grip, even when wet

• Size and distance between suction cups designed to 
accommodate a variety of tile patterns

Fogless Mirror - 
Chrome
13183700

• Rustproof chrome finish and hidden suction cup provide a 
professionally installed look

• Secures to walls using sturdy, phthalate-free Stronghold 
suction cup

• Suction cup is hidden for a permanent look with tool-free 
installation
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Suction Razor 
Holder
1377400

• Compact razor storage to reduce bathroom clutter

• Holder stretches to accommodate shaving cream cans

• Hook flexes to fit a wide range of razor handle sizes

Suction Hook Set - 
3 Pieces
13268600

• Keeps loofahs, washcloths and more close at hand

• Secure shape helps keep items from slipping

• Strong, PVC-free suction cup for a secure hold on smooth, 
non-porous surfaces

3-Piece Bath 
Suction Set
13268700

• Organize your bathroom and keep everything close at hand 

• Includes: Razor holder that flexes to fit a wide range of razor 
handle sizes , Toothbrush holder that keeps 2 toothbrushes 
secure, and a Hook that grips washcloths, loofahs, and more

• Securely holds on smooth, non-porous surfaces 

Press-Sure Corner 
Caddy
1323280

• Mounts on a variety of surfaces with the push of a button

• Non-slip press-sure pads grip walls securely

• Drainage slots keep water from pooling and small holes in 
the bottom of the Caddy provide the perfect resting place for 
your upside down shampoo bottles
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2 Tier Aluminum 
Caddy
13248000

• Non-slip hook securely grips shower head

• Anodized aluminum provides structure and will never rusts

• Large-capacity basket remains sturdy even when full

3 Tier Aluminum 
Shower Caddy
13208800

• Rust-proof anodized aluminum frame and shelves keep your 
shower clean and organized. Fully clean and dry surface 
before application

• Non-slip hook securely grips shower head and can be 
installed tool-free from below. No climbing necessary!

• Large-capacity baskets feature wide, flat wires that remain 
sturdy even when full of heavy bottles.For best results, use on 
smooth glazed surfaces, mirrors or glass. Not recommended 
for use with textured or porous surfaces including some stone, 
acrylic or metal

Stainless Steel 3 
Tier Shower Caddy
13136500

• StrongHold hook securely grips shower head

• Trays are removable for easy cleaning

• Pvc-free suction cups for added stability

Hose Keeper 
Shower Caddy
13168600

• Hose-keeper design with center opening and built-in notches 
keeps shower hose out of the way

• Split design perfect for keeping toiletries organized in shared 
bathrooms

• StrongHold hook securely grips shower head for quick, tool-
free setup
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Aluminum Hose 
Keeper Caddy
13297000

• Anodized aluminum will never rust

• Shelves and center channel keep hand-held shower 
hoses out of the way

• Non-slip hook securely grips shower head for quick, 
tool-free setup

StrongHold Suction 
Shower Accessory 
Cup
13266400

• Hold hard-to-store shower accessories like razors, 
combs, facial cleansing brushes, toothbrushes, toiletry 
tubes with the StrongHold™ Shower Accessory Cup

• Pthalate-free StrongHold™ suction cup activates with a 
push of a lever

• The ventilated base prevents pooling and promotes 
quick drying

Quick-Extend 
Aluminum Pole 
Caddy
13241500

• Rust-proof anodized aluminum pole and shelving are 
designed for durability and stability

• Simple, tool-free installation plus one-piece construction 
expands from 5’2 -9 feet to fit your space

• Four adjustable shelves (including a soap tray) have 
holes for storing bottles upside down, a razor holder and 
hook for shower essentials; shelf trays are removable for 
thorough cleaning

StrongHold Suction 
Hook
13206300

• Securely holds loofahs, hand towels, razors and more

• Silicone coating on hooks grip items to prevent them 
from falling

• Secures to walls using a sturdy, phthalate-free 
StrongHold™ suction cup
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StrongHold Suction 
Soap Dish
13206500

• Secures to walls using sturdy, phthalate-free 
StrongHold™ suction cup

• Keeps bars of soap close at hand in the shower

• Draining slots prevent pooling and keep soap dry 
between uses

StrongHold Suction 
Corner Basket
13206100

• Secures to walls using sturdy, phthalate-free StrongHold™ 
suction cups

• Basket fits neatly in shower corners and keeps multiple bottles 
close at hand

• Features holes for storing shampoo, conditioner and liquid 
soap bottles upside down

StrongHold Suction 
Large Basket
13206200

• Large-capacity Basket keeps multiple bottles close at hand

• Secures to walls using sturdy, phthalate-free StrongHold™ 
suction cups

• Features holes for storing shampoo, conditioner and liquid 
soap bottles upside down

StrongHold Suction 
Fogless Mirror
13206400

• PVC-free suction cup for a secure hold on smooth, non-
porous surfaces

• Press suction cup button and listen for ‘click’ to know suction 
is activated

• Pull release tab to quickly deactivate suction for repositioning 
or removal
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Hot Styling  
Tool Pocket - Gray
13175701

• Heat-resistant Silicone Travel Pouch provides safe storage for 
hot hair tools immediately after use

• Perfect for use with styling tools including curling irons and 
flat irons

• Textured material keeps outside of Pouch cool

Hot Styling  
Tool Mat - Gray
13167900

• Heat-safe silicone protects surfaces from hot hair tools

• Mat wraps around curling irons and straighteners; secures 
with corner loop

• Textured Mat surface stays cool and won’t slip during use

Hot Styling  
Tool Mat - Pink
13167800

• Heat-safe silicone protects surfaces from hot hair tools

• Mat wraps around curling irons and straighteners; secures 
with corner loop

• Textured Mat surface stays cool and won’t slip during use

Hot Styling Tool 
Mat - Orchid  
- Tray Pack
13279100

• Heat-safe silicone protects surfaces from hot hair tools

• Mat wraps around curling irons and straighteners; secures 
with corner loop

• Textured Mat surface stays cool and won’t slip during use
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Hot Styling  
Tool Mat - Black  
- Tray Pack
13279200

• Heat-safe silicone protects surfaces from hot hair tools

• Mat wraps around curling irons and straighteners; secures 
with corner loop

• Textured Mat surface stays cool and won’t slip during use

PerfectPull 
Flushable Wipes 
Dispenser
13117100

• Silicone gasket in lid keeps wipes fresh and prevents 
drying out

• Dispenser lid opens with a simple, one-handed push

• Weighted plate dispenses one wipe at a time

Stainless Steel 
Toothbrush 
Organizer
1286600

• Fits up to 4 toothbrushes and a full tube of tooth paste

• Angled opening for easy access

• Top and bottom slots provide ventilation

Paper Rinse  
Cup Dispenser
13117200

• Silicone fins release one cup at a time for easy one-handed 
dispensing of disposable rinse cups

• Weighted base provides stability while dispensing

• Brushed nickel finish complements bathroom decor
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Clip-On Dustpan
1337380

• The Clip-On Dustpan can secure to any standard sized 
broom or mop pole.

• The dustpan has a wide span to allow for easy sweeping 
and cleaning.

• The flexible lip conforms to the floor so dust is not swept 
under the dustpan.

Dustpan & Brush 
Set
1334480

• Whisk-broom brush shape makes it easy to sweep from 
above and reach in corners

• Soft, flexible lip covers the entire Dustpan width and conforms 
to surfaces for efficient cleaning

• Brush snaps into Dustpan for storage

Compact Dustpan 
& Brush Set
1334280

• Slim shape allow for convenient storage

• Brush snaps into Dust Pan and stores with the bristles covered

• Soft rubber lip conforms to surfaces for efficient cleaning

Any-Angle Broom
1336580

• Broom head clicks into place at different angles with a tap of 
your foot

• Great for ergonomic sweeping, accessing tight spaces and 
reaching into ceiling corners

• Lightweight, aluminum pole for easy sweeping and 
maneuvering
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Upright Sweep Set
1335280

• Stands upright for comfortable sweeping

• Dustpan locks in open position for easy emptying

• Broom snaps to Dustpan for upright storage

Extendable Tub & 
Tile Scrubber
12126100

• Great for tubs, tiles, glass, floors and narrow spaces

• Extends from 26 inches to 42 inches with a quick twist

• Anti-microbial head is abrasive for deep cleaning, retains 
water for rinsing

Large Sweep Set 
with Extendable 
Broom
12125800

• Broom extends up to a full-sized broom with a quick twist for 
any sweeping task

• Full sized broom head and large-capacity dustpan perfect for 
sweeping large areas

• When retracted, broom is ideal for sweeping dirt piles into 
dustpan

Extendable Tub & 
Tile Scrubber Refill
12133800

• For use with Extendable Tub and Tile Scrubber (#1126100)

• Great for tubs, tiles, glass, floors and narrow spaces around 
the toilet

• Anti-microbial scrub is abrasive for deep cleaning and retains 
water for rinsing
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Extendable Tub & 
Tile Brush
12166000

• Extends from 26” to 42” with a quick twist to clean without 
climbing or crouching

• Great for tubs, tiles, glass, floors and narrow spaces around 
the toilet

• Sturdy bristles scrub broad surfaces and fit into corners and 
rounded areas

Microfiber  
Delicate Duster
1373380

• Light, fluffy, microfiber head is great for dusting picture 
frames, knick-knacks and other delicate items

• Fine microfiber strands trap and hold dust without the need 
for cleaning chemicals

• Head pops off with the squeeze of the buttons to machine 
wash without touching head

Extendable Tub & 
Tile Brush Refill
12166100

• Great for tubs, tiles, glass, floors and narrow spaces 
around the toilet

• Sturdy bristles scrub broad surfaces and fit into corners 
and rounded areas

• Front bristles shaped to get into corners, recesses and 
grout lines

Microfiber  
Duster Refill
1334680

• Fits OXO Microfiber Duster (#1335180) and OXO 
Extendable Microfiber Duster (#1334580)

• Traps and holds dust without need for cleaning chemicals

• Generous Microfiber head covers a large surface with 
every swipe
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Microfiber Delicate 
Duster Refill
13111400

• Light, fluffy, microfiber head is great for dusting picture 
frames, knick-knacks and other delicate items

• Fine microfiber strands trap and hold dust without the need 
for cleaning chemicals

• Head pops off with the squeeze of the buttons to machine 
wash without touching head

Microfiber  
Hand Duster
1335180

• Traps and holds dust without cleaning chemicals

• Generous Microfiber head covers a large surface with 
every swipe

• Slim profile for easy maneuvering in or around tight spaces.
Replacement head available (#1334680)

Extendable 
Microfiber Duster
1334580

• Traps and holds dust without need for cleaning chemicals; 
Extends up to 54” with a quick twist

• Generous Microfiber head covers a large surface with 
every swipe

• Microfiber head can rotate 270 degrees and lock in 
multiple angles for dusting versatility

Microfiber Under 
Appliance Duster
1245400

• Duster flexes to clean under items and in between tight spaces

• Ideal for kitchen appliances, washer, dryer, Venetian blinds, 
deep cabinets and more

• Two types of microfiber: thin cloth side provides maximum 
contact cleaning
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Microfiber  
Under Appliance 
Duster Refill
1245600

• Fits Under Appliance Microfiber Duster

• Durable microfiber Duster head traps and holds dust without 
the use of cleaning chemicals

• Ideal for under ovens, refrigerators, washer, dryer, Venetian 
blinds, deep cabinets and more

Microfiber Floor 
Duster With Fringe 
Refill
12243300

• Microfiber head attracts and traps dirt and dust

• Fluffy fringe effectively collects dust from corners and hard-
to-reach places

• Duster pivots 360° to easily clean under low furniture

Microfiber Floor 
Duster With Fringe
12243200

• Microfiber head attracts and traps dirt and dust

• Fluffy fringe effectively collects dust from corners and hard-
to-reach places

• Duster pivots 360° to easily clean under low furniture

Long Reach 
Dusting System 
With Pivoting 
Heads
12183600

• Stainless steel pole extends from 3 FT to 8 FT with a twist

• Three interchangeable heads pivot up to 225°

• Machine washable microfiber head gets into nooks and 
crannies
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Microfiber Spray 
Mop with Slide-
Out Scrubber
12170600

• Microfiber mop with detachable scrubber for seamless 
transition between mopping and spot-cleaning

• Microfiber head attracts and traps dirt and dust

• Detachable scrubber slides Out when you step on the pedal 
for quick and easy spot-cleaning

Spray Mop 
Microfiber Refill
12171000

• Microfiber pad replacement for OXO spray mop

• Large microfiber head attracts and traps dirt and dust

• Pad is machine washable

Spray Mop 
Scrubber Refill  
- 2 Pk
12170700

• Scrubber replacement for OXO spray mop

• Textured for quick and easy spot-cleaning

• Pack of two

Spray Mop  
Bottle Refill
12170900

• Bottle replacement for OXO spray mop

• Reusable bottle has clear measurement markings, perfect for 
filling with your own solution

• Attaches securely to mop handle
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Angled Measuring 
Bucket
1367380

• Top-view, angled measuring surface is easy to read 
from above

• Built-in detergent measure eliminates need for additional 
measuring cup

• Mop holder securely holds mop upright for easy 
carrying or storage

Deep Clean  
Brush Set - Blue
1351280

• Set includes: Large Brush and Small Brush with Wiper Blade

• Large Brush is great for grout, shower-door tracks, stove tops 
and more

• Small Brush is perfect for fixtures and other tight spaces

Deep Clean Brush 
Set - Orange
1285700

• Set includes: Large Brush and Small Brush with Wiper Blade

• Large Brush is great for grout, shower-door tracks, stove tops 
and more

• Small Brush is perfect for fixtures and other tight spaces

Butterfly Mop
12171100

• Microfiber layer grabs and traps dirt for thorough cleaning

• Elevated feet keep sponge elevated for improved airflow and 
quick drying

• Comfortable, easy-to-hold handle fully wrings Mop with a 
smooth, simple pull
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Butterfly Mop Refill
12171200

• Refill sponge with microfiber layer for the OXO Butterfly Mop

• Microfiber layer grabs and traps dirt for thorough cleaning

• Wide, absorbent sponge with microfiber layer covers large 
areas with every swipe

Furlifter  
Self Cleaning 
Garment Brush
12168800

• FurLifter Brush combines the effectiveness of a lint brush with 
a self-cleaning base

• Base clears fur from brush with a simple dip and holds fur 
until emptied

• Reusable system requires no refills

Furlifter  
Self Cleaning  
On-The-Go Brush
12168900

• FurLifter Brush combines the effectiveness of a lint brush with 
a self-cleaning base

• Base clears fur from brush with a simple dip and holds fur 
until emptied

• Reusable system requires no refills

Furlifter  
Self Cleaning 
Furniture Brush
12168700

• FurLifter Brush combines the effectiveness of a lint brush with 
a self-cleaning base

• Flexible Handle pivots away from surfaces to give clearance 
between hands and furniture while brushing

• Base clears fur from brush with a simple dip and holds fur 
until emptied
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Grout Brush
37481

• Perfect for cleaning grout, shower door tracks, fixtures and 
other small spaces

• Tough bristles easily scrub away mildew, grime, and soap scum

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle for a secure grip, even  
when wet

Heavy Duty  
Scrub Brush
37581

• Perfect for tubs, tile walls, countertops and floors

• Tough bristles easily scrub away mildew, grime and 
soap scum

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle for a secure grip, 
even when wet

All-Purpose  
Scrub Brush
33881

• Contoured handle absorbs pressure and protects knuckles

• Stiff and gentle bristles scrub away dirt, grime, mildew and 
soap scum

• Soft, comfortable non-slip handle for a secure grip, even 
when wet

Folding  
Sweater Dryer
1327780

• Generous sized mesh surface for fast drying - ideal for 
sweaters and other delicate items

• Legs are offset from corners so Dryer can fit on countertops 
and washing machines. When not in use, legs fold in and 
Dryer folds in half for flat, compact storage

• Items won’t stretch, lose shape or crease
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Extendable  
Twister Snowbrush
1278000

• Extends an additional 11” to reach across windshields

• Brush head twists 90 Degree to easily push away large 
amounts of snow

• Feathered bristle tips protect car’s finish
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FRUIT & VEGETABLE

4



5

FRUIT & VEGETABLE

GG PREP JULIENNE PEELER
11259100

€7.99

GG PREP SERRATED PEELER  
11259000

€7.99

GG PREP Y PEELER
11258900

€7.99

GG LARGE VEGETABLE 
PEELER

11244500
€11.99

GG 3 PIECE ASSORTED PREP 
PEELER SET
11244100

€18.99

GG PREP ASPARAGUS PEELRR
11244600

€7.99

GG PREP CITRUS PEELER
11244200

€7.99

GG LEMON ZESTER
11261400

€10.99

GG Y PEELER
21081
€10.99

GG JULIENNE PEELER
1054751
€11.99

GG PREP CORN PEELER 
11244400

€9.99

GG SWIVEL PEELER
20081
€10.99

GG SERRATED PEELER
1061242
€10.99

GG PRO SWIVEL PEELER
1057966
€18.99

GG PRO Y PEELER
1057967
€18.99



GG GARLIC PRESS
11107400

€22.99

GG SMOOTH POTATO MASHER
34581
€17.99

GG WIRE POTATO MASHER
11282900

€13.99

GG FOOD MILL
1071478
€59.49

GG HERB & KALE STRIPPING  
COMB

11256700

€9.99

GG TABLE TOP SPIRALIZER
11151400

€49.99

GG HAND-HELD SPIRALIZER
11151300

€19.99

GG 3 BLADE HAND-HELD SPIRALIZER

11194200
€26.99

GG APPLE DIVIDER
32681
€12.99

GG CORER
20181
€10.99

GG QUICK RELEASE APPLE 
CORER

11194400
€14.99

GG MELON BALLER
39781
€10.99

GG MANGO SPLITTER
1067504
€13.99

GG CHERRY / OLIVE 
PITTER - BLACK

1071499
€15.99

GG RATCHETING PINEAPPLE 
SLICER

1127580
€13.99

FRUIT & VEGETABLE

6

DWO

NEW
AW20

DWO



GG 3-IN-1 AVOCADO SLICER -
WHITE

1143380
€11.99

GG 3-IN-1 AVOCADO SLICER -
GREEN

1252180
€11.99

GG SMALL CITRUS JUICER
11155800

€12.99

GG 2-IN1 CITRUS JUICER
11263400

€17.99

GG SILICONE LEMON SQUEEZE 
& STORE
11155900

€5.49

GG CITRUS SQUEEZER
1057962
€19.99

GG SALAD SPINNER AND 
SHAKER SET 

11253300
€45.99

GG LITTLE SALAD & HERB 
SPINNER 4.0

1351680
€34.99

GG SALAD SPINNER 4.0
1351580
€39.99

GG SALAD SPINNER 4.0 GREEN
1266080
€39.99

GG LITTLE SALAD DRESSING 
SHAKER – GREEN

1176800
€14.99

GG LITTLE SALAD DRESSING 
SHAKER – BLACK

1268980
€14.99

GG SALAD DRESSING SHAKER 
– GREEN
1105781
€16.99

GG SALAD DRESSING 
SHAKER – BLACK

1188500
€16.99

GG OIL STOPPER / POURER
1151000
€12.99

FRUIT & VEGETABLE

7

DWO

DWO DWODWO



GRATERS, SLICERS, KNIVES & SCISSORS
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GRATERS, SLICERS, KNIVES & SCISSORS

GG NON-STICK CHEESE PLANE 
11240100

€15.99

GG BOX GRATER
1057961
€27.99

GG HAND-HELD MANDOLINE 
SLICER

1119100
€22.49

GG COMPLETE GRATE & 
SLICE SET
1253580
€36.49

GG MINI COMPLETE GRATE & 
SLICE

11223200
€25.99

GG SPIRALIZE, GRATE & SLICE 
SET

11243900
€36.99

GG ONE STOP CHOP MANUAL 
FOOD PROCESSOR

11238000
€39.99

GG SIMPLE MANDOLINE 
SLICER

1273180
€45.99

GG V-BLADE MANDOLINE 
SLICER

1155700
€45.99

GG CHEF’S MANDOLINE 2.0
11194500

€89.99

GG VEGETABLE CHOPPER WITH 
EASY POUR OPENING

11122600
€24.99

GG CHOPPER
1057959
€24.99

GG KITCHEN AND HERB 
SCISSORS
1072121
€20.99

GG PEELER/PARER DUO SET
24080
€15.99

GG PIZZA SERVER
11194300

€16.99

9

DWODWO

DWO

DWO



GRATERS, SLICERS, KNIVES & SCISSORS

GG PIZZA WHEEL
20781
€11.99

GG 4” PIZZA WHEEL
26681
€15.99

10

GG ETCHED GINGER/ 

GARLIC GRATER 

11273000
€13.99

GG ETCHED ZESTER 

GRATER

11215400
€16.99

GG ETCHED MEDIUM 

GRATER

11215900
€18.99

GG ETCHED COURSE 

GRATER

11216100
€18.99

GG ETCHED TWO-FOLD 

GRATER

11216000
€24.99

GG ETCHED BOX GRATER 

WITH REMOVABLE ZESTER

11231700
€44.99

NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20

NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20



CAN & JAR OPENERS
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CAN & JAR OPENERS

GG JAR OPENER
21181
€10.99

GG SOFT-HANDLED CAN OPENER
28081
€19.99

GG SNAP-LOCK CAN OPENER
30081
€18.99

12



EGG TOOLS

13



EGG TOOLS

GG 2-PIECE SILICONE EGG 
POACHING SET

11207000
€15.99

GG EGG SLICER
1271080
€13.99

GG 3-IN-1 EGG SEPARATOR
1147780

€6.99

GG PUNCTUAL EGG TIMER 
WITH PIECER

1243500
€22.99

GG FLIP & FOLD OMELETTE 
TURNER

11282700
€12.49

GG MICROWAVE EGG 
COOKER

11185500
€12.99

14

DWO

DWO



MEASURING

15



MEASURING

GG 6 PIECE MEASURING 
CUP SET - BLACK

11121701
€10.99

GG 7 PIECE MEASURING 
SPOON SET – BLACK

11121901
€8.99

GG 1L SQUEEZE & POUR 
SILICONE MEASURING CUP

11166400
€16.99

GG MINI ANGLED 
MEASURING CUP 

1238480
€5.99

GG 250ml ANGLED MEASURING 
JUG

1050585
€9.99

GG 500ml ANGLED 
MEASURING JUG

1050586
€11.99

GG 1L ANGLED MEASURING 
JUG

1050588
€15.99

GG PRECISION BATTER 
DISPENSER
11231000

€24.99

16

DWO



GRINDERS & SHAKERS

17



GRINDERS & SHAKERS

GG SALT GRINDER
1140600
€28.99

GG PEPPER GRINDER
1140700
€28.99

$

GG ADJUSTABLE SHAKER
11247200

€12.99

18

NEW
AW20



BEVERAGES & BARWARE
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BEVERAGES & BARWARE

GG COVERED ICE CUBE TRAY –
LARGE CUBES

11154200
€16.99

GG COVERED ICE CUBE TRAY –
COCKTAIL CUBES

11154300
€18.99

GG ICE CUBE TRAY
34881
€7.99

GG NO SPILL ICE CUBE TRAY
1132080
€15.99

GG WINGED CORKSCREW 
WITH BOTTLE OPENER 

11245400
€17.99

GG SINGLE SERVE TRAVEL MUG 
300ml - GRAPHITE

11148600
€13.99

GG TEA INFUSER BASKET
11213300

€17.99

GG TWISTING TEA BALL
1410280
€13.99

20

GG 5 PIECE REUSABLE STRAW 
SET – RED/GREY

INCLUDES 2X 10.5”,  2X 8” 
STRAWS AND BRUSH 

1124790
€16.99

NEW

SS20

DWO

DWO
It will be
replaced

by
11284400



THERMOMETERS, MEAT & SEAFOOD

21



GG FLAVOR INJECTOR
11197700

€20.99

GG GOOD GRAVY FAT 
SEPARATOR  1L

11198900
€34.99

GG 500ml FAT SEPARATOR 
1067505
€17.99

GG 1L FAT SEPARATOR 
1060622
€20.99

GG 2 CUP /500ML FAT 
SEPARATOR (VERSION UPDATE)

11273100
€19.99

GG 4 CUP /1L FAT SEPARATOR 
(VERSION UPDATE)

11273200
€24.99

GG MEAT TENDERISER
26191
€16.99

GG MEAT 
TENDERISER

11285000
€18.99

GG DIGITAL 
THERMOMETER

11181400
€22.99

GG OVEN 
THERMOMETER – C

11181300
€15.99

GG SILICONE ROASTING RACK -
2 PACK

11210100
€20.99

GG LITTLE FISH TURNER
11240800

€14.99

GG NUT/SEAFOOD CRACKER
39881
€19.99

22

THERMOMETERS, MEAT & SEAFOOD

DWO

DWO

DWO DWO

NEW
AW20

DWO



UTENSILS & TONGS
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UTENSILS & TONGS

GG NYLON CUT & SERVE 
TURNER

11229000
€5.99

GG NLYON FLEXIBLE TURNER -
BLACK
65191
€8.99

GG NLYON FLEXIBLE TURNER -
RED

1061276
€8.99

GG LARGE NYLON FLEXIBLE 
TURNER
1058984
€10.99

GG LARGE SILICONE FLEXIBLE 
TURNER 
1071534
€12.99

GG SILICONE FLEXIBLE TURNER 
1071536
€11.99

GG SILICONE FLEXIBLE 
OMELETTE TURNER

1071532
€12.99

GG MINI SILICONE FLEXIBLE 
PANCAKE TURNER

1256680
€10.99

GG SILICONE FLEXIBLE 
PANCAKE TURNER

1071533
€12.99

GG NYLON POTATO MASHER
77891
€8.99

GG NYLON SPOON
1190600

€8.99

GG NYLON SLOTTED SPOON
1191300

€8.99

GG NYLON LADLE
1190800

€8.99

GG NYLON SQUARE TURNER
1190300

€8.99

GG NYLON ROUND TURNER
1190200

€8..99

24

DWO DWO 
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UTENSILS & TONGS

GG NYLON 
SPAGHETTI 

SERVER
1190900

€8.99

GG NYLON 
LASAGNE
TURNER
1190400

€8.99

GG 22CM TONGS
28481
€14.99

GG 30CM TONGS WITH 
NYLON HEADS 

1054628
€16.99

GG SMALL SILICONE 

FLEXIBLE TURNER -

PEPPERCORN

11282600
€14.99

GG LARGE SILICONE 

FLEXIBLE TURNER -

PEPPERCORN

11282400
€16.99

GG LARGE 

SILICONE LADLE –

PEPPERCORN

11282200
€16.99

GG SMALL 

SILICONE LADLE –

PEPPERCORN

11282000
€14.99

GG SILICONE CHOP & STIR 

COOKING SPOON -

PEPPERCORN

11281800
€10.99

GG SILICONE 

SLOTTED SPOON -

PEPPERCORN

11281600
€12.99

GG SILICONE SPOON –

PEPPERCORN

11281600
€12.99

NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20

NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20

NEW
AW20

GG MEDIUM 
SILICONE 
SPATULA
11280300

€11.99

GG SILICONE 
SPOON SPATULA

11280800
€11.99

GG SMALL 
SILICONE 
SPATULA
11279800

€9.99

NEW
AW20

NEW
AW20

NEW
AW20

GG WOODEN
LARGE SPOON 

1058024
€7.99

GG WOODEN 
TURNER
1058020

€7.99

GG 22CM TONGS WITH
SILICONE HEADS 

1101880
€16.99

GG 18CM MINI TONGS
11305500

€9.99

GG 22CM TONGS WITH
NYLON HEADS 

1054627
€14.99



COLANDERS

26



COLANDERS

GG 3 PIECE MULTI-PURPOSE 
FUNNEL SET

1047091
€8.99

GG RICE & GRAINS WASHING 
COLANDER
11166900

€12.99

GG COLANDER
38281
€12.99

GG LARGE COLLAPSIBLE 
STRAINER
11208200

€29.99

GG STAINLESS STEEL STEAMER 
WITH EXTENDABLE HANDLE

1067247
€20.99

27

GG SEAGLASS COLANDER 
4.7LTR

11282800
€14.99

NEW

SS20

DWO 
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BAKING

GG 22CM WHISK
74091
€10.99

GG 28CM BALLOOWN WHISK
74291
€13.99

GG HAND HELD MIXER
1126980
€29.99

GG SMALL SILICONE 
SPATULA - RED

11100802
€7.99

GG SILICONE SPOON 
SPATULA - RED

11101002
€9.99

GG SAUCE WHISK
11278500

€11.99

GG CUPCAKE ICING KNIFE
1248980

€7.99

GG BENT ICING KNIFE
73591
€10.99

GG TRIGGER ICE CREAM SCOOP
21291
€14.99

GG 3.8CM PASTRY BRUSH
73881
€7.99

GG SILICONE PASTRY 
BRUSH

1071062
€9.99

GG SILICONE DOUGH ROLLING 
BAG

11211100
€21.99

GG SILICONE BAKING MAT
11211200

€22.99

GG 3-PC WHITE MIXING BOWL SET 
– COLORED HANDLES

1115580
€29.99

29

DWO

DWO DWO

NEW
AW20 DWO
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STEEL
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STEEL

STL SALAD SPINNER
1071497
€69.99

STL CHEF'S MANDOLINE 2.0 
3117400
€109.99

STL WINGED CORKSCREW
3113400
€34.99

31

STL SWIVEL PEELER
50081
€15.99

STL 4IN PIZZA WHEEL
50781
€15.99

STL 9IN WHISK
1050058
€12.99

STL SPOON
59191
€19.99

STL SLOTTED SPOON
59291
€19.99

STL TURNER
59091
€19.99

STL LADLE
59491
€19.99

STL ICE CREAM 
SCOOP
51481
€15.99

NEW

SS20

NEW

SS20

NEW

SS20

NEW

SS20

NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20

STL Expanding Wine 
Stopper (2 pack)

3113600
€11.99

STL Vacuum Wine 
Preserver And 2 Stoppers

3110800
€17.99

DWO

DWO
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FOOD STORAGE 
P33

GREENSAVER PRODUCE 
KEEPERS 

P39

PANTRY & 
COUNTERTOP 

P41



FOOD STORAGE
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FOOD STORAGE

GG SMART SEAL CONTAINER 
170ml

11175500
€3.99

GG SMART SEAL CONTAINER –
0.4L 

11175400
€4.99

GG SMART SEAL CONTAINER –
1.1L 

11175200
€6.99

GG SMART SEAL CONTAINER  
1.2L 

11175100
€7.99

GG SMART SEAL CONTAINER –
2.3L 

11174900
€10.99

GG SMART SEAL CONTAINER 
2 PC MINI SQUARE GLASS SET

11230300
€12.99

GG SMART SEAL GLASS 
RECTANGLE CONTAINER  1.8L

11174000
€19.99

GG SMART SEAL GLASS 
RECTANGLE CONTAINER  0.8L

11174100
€14.99

GG SMART SEAL GLASS 
RECTANGLE CONTAINER 0.4L

11174200
€11.99

GG SMART SEAL GLASS 
RECTANGLE CONTAINER 118ml

1174300
€9.99

GG POP SMALL CEREAL 
DISPENSER 2.3L

11113900
€19.99

GG POP MEDIUM CEREAL 
DISPENSER 3.2L

11114000
€22.99

GG POP LARGE CEREAL 
DISPENSER 4.2L

11114100
€24.99

GG POP SMALL JAR 1.9L
1128680
€15.99

GG POP MEDIUM JAR 2.8L
1128580
€17.99

34
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FOOD STORAGE

GG POP CONTAINER BIG 
SQUARE TALL

11233400
€24.49

GG POP CONTAINER BIG 
SQUARE MEDIUM

11233500
€20.49

GG POP CONTAINER BIG 
SQUARE SHORT

11233600
€18.99

GG POP CONTAINER BIG 
SQUARE MINI

11233700
€13.49

GG POP CONTAINER SMALL 
SQUARE TALL

11233800
€16.49

GG POP CONTAINER SMALL 
SQUARE MEDIUM

11233900
€14.49

GG POP CONTAINER SMALL 
SQUARE SHORT

11234000
€13.49

GG POP CONTAINER SMALL 
SQUARE MINI

11236700
€10.49

GG POP CONTAINER 
RECTANGLE TALL

11234400
€19.49

GG POP CONTAINER 
RECTANGLE MEDIUM

11234500
€18.49

GG POP CONTAINER RECTANGLE 
SHORT

11234600
€14.49

GG POP CONTAINER 
RECTANGLE MINI

11234700
€11.49

GG POP CONTAINER SLIM 
RECTANGLE MEDIUM

11234800
€15.49

GG POP CONTAINER SLIM 
RECTANGLE SHORT

11234900
€13.49

GG POP CONTAINER SLIM 
RECTANGLE MINI

11235000
€10.49

35



FOOD STORAGE

GG POP CONTAINER MINI 
SQUARE MEDIUM

11234100
€13.49

GG POP CONTAINER MINI 
SQUARE SHORT

11234200
€11.49

GG POP CONTAINER MINI 
SQUARE MINI

11234300
€7.49

GG ALL-PURPOSE DISPENCER -
SMALL –750 ml

11247300
€13.99

GG ALL-PURPOSE 
DISPENCER -MEDIUM –1.1L

11247400
€15.99

GG ALL-PURPOSE DISPENCER -
LARGE –1.5L

11247600
€17.99

GG POP ACCESSORIES – 3 
PIECE SCOOP SET

11261700
€9.99

GG POP ACCESSORIES 
FIXTURE – INTERNATIONAL

11258300

GG POP ACCESSORIES – BROWN 
SUGAR KEEPER

11235700
€6.49

GG POP ACCESSORIES –
LABELS

11235300
€6.49

GG POP ACCESSORIES –
DATE DIAL
11235800

€5.49

GG POP ACCESSORIES –
LEVELLER
11235600

€4.49

GG POP ACCESSORIES –
COFFEE SCOOP

11235500
€4.49

GG POP ACCESSORIES –
DUSTING SCOOP

11235400
€5.49

GG POP ACCESSORIES –
HALF CUP SCOOP

11235200
€4.49
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FOOD STORAGE

GG ON-THE-GO LUNCH 
CONTAINER
11139800

€14.99

GG ON-THE-GO SALAD 
CONTAINER
11139700

€17.99

GG ON-THE-GO SNACK 
CONTAINER
11257300

€12.99

GG ON-THE-GO SILICONE 
SQUEEZE BOTTLE – EU 

GRADE 
11152900

€5.99

GG CHEF'S SQUEEZE BOTTLE –
SMALL

11219200
€4.99

GG CHEF'S SQUEEZE BOTTLE 
– MEDIUM
11219300

€5.99

GG CHEF'S SQUEEZE BOTTLE 
– LARGE

11219400
€6.99

GG WIDE BUTTER DISH
11198400

€14.99

GG LARGE REUSABLE 
SILICONE LIDS 

11242500
€17.99

GG MEDIUM REUSABLE 
SILICONE LIDS

11242400
€14.99

GG SMALL REUSABLE 
SILICONE LIDS

11242300
€11.99

GG 3PC REUSABLE 
SILICONE LIDS

11242700
€39.99
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FOOD STORAGE

GG PRECISON POUR GLASS 
DISPENSER 355ML

1124790
€17.99

GG PRECISON POUR GLASS 
DISPENSER 150ML

11278600
€14.99

GG CUT & KEEP PRODUCE 
SAVER – TOMATO

11250000
€13.99

GG CUT & KEEP PRODUCE 
SAVER – ONION

11250100
€13.99

GG CUT & KEEP PRODUCE 
SAVER – LEMON

11249800
€11.99

NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20

NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20

+

GG POP CONTAINER (1L) 
& SCOOP
11299700

€15.99

NEW

SS20



GREENSAVER PRODUCE KEEPERS
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GREENSAVER PRODUCE KEEPERS

GG GREENSAVER CRISPER 
DRAWER INSERT - NEW - 1PC

11212800
€8.99

GG GREENSAVER CRISPER 
INSERT - 2 PIECE

11212900
€14.99

GG GREENSAVER PRODUCE 
KEEPER 1.5L

11139900
€18.49

GG GREENSAVER 
PRODUCE KEEPER 4L

11140000
€23.49

GG GREENSAVER PRODUCE 
KEEPER 4.7L

11140100
€28.49

GG GREENSAVER HERB KEEPER -
SMALL 

11212200
€16.99

GG GREENSAVER HERB 
KEEPER - LARGE 

11212300
€20.99

GG GREENSAVER CARBON 
FILTER REFILLS - 4 PACK

11145300
€15.99
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PANTRY & COUNTERTOP
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PANTRY & COUNTERTOP

GG  STAINLESS STEEL UTENSIL 
HOLDER - BRUSHED

1066734
€29.49

GG EXPANDABLE UTENSIL 
ORGANIZER

1314600
€19.99

GGG LARGE EXPANDABLE 
UTENSIL ORGANIZER 

13153400
€29.99

G

GG 7.6 X 7.6CM INTERLOCKING 
BIN

1353300
€5.99

GG  7.6 X 15.2CM 
INTERLOCKING BIN

1353400
€6.99

GG 7.6 X 23CM 
INTERLOCKING BIN 

1353500
€7.99

GG 7.6 X 30.5CM 
INTERLOCKING BIN

1353600
€8.99

GG 15.2 X 15.2CM 
INTERLOCKING BIN

1353700
€8.99

GG 15.2 X 38.1CM
INTERLOCKING BIN

1353800
€13.99

GG MAGNETIC ALL-PURPOSE 
CLIPS - 4PK - ASSORTED 

13141700
€8.99

GG BAG CLIPS - 2 PK – WHITE
13173300

€8.99
GG  SPOON REST

13245300
€14.99

GG NAPKIN HOLDER
13245100

€19.99
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PANTRY & COUNTERTOP

GG SILICONE OVEN MITT - RED
11220100

€16.99

GG SILICONE POT HOLDER -
RED

11220800
€11.99

GG SILICONE OVEN MITT -
BLACK

11219800
€16.99

GG SILICONE POT HOLDER-
BLACK

11220500
€11.99
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GG EASY CLEAN COMPOST 
BIN – WHITE (6.62L)

13273400
€34.99

GG EASY CLEAN COMPOST 
BIN – CHARCOAL (6.62L)

13294600
€34.99

NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20

GG WHITE COMPOST BIN 
1596000
€20.99

GG CHARCOAL COMPOST BIN 
13175600

€20.99

DWO DWO

GG EASY CLEAN COMPOST 
BIN – WHITE (2.83L)

13295800
€20.99

NEW
AW20

NEW
AW20

GG EASY CLEAN COMPOST 
BIN – CHARCOAL (2.83L)

13295900
€20.99



CLEANING
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UTILITY



SINKWARE & DISHRACKS
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SINKWARE & DISHRACKS

GG KITCHEN DETAIL CLEAN SET 
12155000

€11.99

GG FLEXIBLE VEGETABLE 
BRUSH 
33781
€9.99

GG PANINI PRESS BRUSH 
1312480
€11.99

GG DISH BRUSH 
21691
€6.99

GG BOTTLE BRUSH 
36391
€6.99

GG WATER BOTTLE CLEANING SET 
1329080
€12.99

GG SOAP DISPENSING PALM 
BRUSH 
36481
€7.99

GG SOAP DISPENSING PALM 
BRUSH REFILLS 

1256500
€6.99

GG SOAP DISPENSING DISH 
BRUSH 

1067529
€10.99

GG SOAP DISPENSING DISH 
BRUSH REFILLS 

1062326
€6.99

GG SOAP DISPENSING DISH SCRUB
1062330

€9.99

GG SOAP DISPENSING DISH 
SCRUB REFILL 

1062329
€6.99

GG DISH SQUEEGEE 
2237300

€6.99

GG FLEX EDGE CLEANING 
SCOOP

12226200
€9.99
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SINKWARE & DISHRACKS

GG FOLDAWAY DISH RACK
1473480
€45.99

GG PLASTIC SINKWARE 
CADDY 

13199900
€19.99

GG STAINLESS STEEL SINKWARE 
CADDY 

13192100
€24.99

GG SMALL SINK MAT
13190610

€11.99

GG LARGE SINK MAT
13190530

€14.99

GG SILICONE SINK MAT - SMALL 
13138100

€16.99

GG SILICONE SINK MAT –
LARGE

13138200
€21.99

GG SMALL SINK MAT 
1308010

€9.99

GG SILICONE WINE GLASS 
DRYING MAT

1372100
€14.99

GG LARGE SILICONE DRYING 
MAT 

13265200
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€19.99

GG STRONGHOLD 

SUCTION SPONGE HOLDER

13273500
€12.99

GG STRONGHOLD 

SUCTION SINK CADDY

13273600
€15.99

GG SILICONE SINK 

STRAINER - EU

13289400
€12.99

NEW

SS20
NEW

SS20

NEW

SS20
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UTILITY
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UTILITY

GG FURLIFTER SELF CLEANING 
FURNITURE BRUSH 

12168700
€19.99

GG FURLIFTER SELF CLEANING 
GARMENT BRUSH 

12168800
€15.99

GG FURLIFTER SELF CLEANING 
ON-THE-GO BRUSH 

12168900
€10.49

GG LARGE SWEEP SET W/ 
EXTENDABLE BROOM 

12125800
€39.99

GG UPRIGHT SWEEP SET 
1335280
€30.99

GG DUSTPAN & BRUSH SET 
1334480
€12.99

GG COMPACT DUSTPAN & 
BRUSH SET 

1334280
€9.99

GG CRUMB SWEEPER 
36681
€8.99

GG EXTENDABLE 
MICROFIBER DUSTER 

1334580
€20.99

GG MICROFIBER HAND 
DUSTER 
1335180
€13.99

GG MICROFIBER DUSTER REFILL 
1334680

€7.99

GG ELECTRONICS CLEANING 
BRUSH 

1313180
€8.99

GG DEEP CLEAN BRUSH SET 
1285700

€9.99

GG ALL-PURPOSE SCRUB 
BRUSH 
33881
€9.99

GG GROUT BRUSH 
37481
€8.99
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UTILITY

GG EXTENDABLE TUB & TILE 
SCRUBBER 
12126100

€14.99

GG EXTENDABLE TUB & TILE 
SCRUBBER REFILL

12133800
€6.99
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GG KEYBOARD & SCREEN 
DEEP CLEAN SET

12246300
€12.99

GG SWEEP & SWIPE 
LAPTOP CLEANER

12246100
€12.99

GG ELECTRONIC CLEANING 
BRUSH

12274200
€8.99

NEW

SS20 NEW

SS20

NEW

SS20



BATH
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SQUEEGEES
P52

BATH & SHOWER
ACCESSORIES

P54



SQUEEGEES
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SQUEEGEES

GG STAINLESS STEEL SQUEEGEE
1060619
€15.99

GG HOUSEHOLD SQUEEGEE
36081
€12.99

GG ALL PURPOSE SQUEEGEE
1062122

€9.99

GG WIPER BLADE 
SQUEEGEE
13117300

€11.99
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BATH & SHOWER ACCESSORIES

GG COMPACT TOILET BRUSH –
WHITE

1281600
€19.49

GG COMPACT TOILET BRUSH 
– GREY

12225900
€19.49

GG TOILET BRUSH & CANISTER -
WHITE
36181
€24.99

GG TOILET BRUSH WITH 
RIM CLEANER

12241600
€29.99

GG TOILET BRUSH W/RIM 
CLEANER – REPLACEMENT 

HEAD
12256800

€9.99
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GG STRONGHOLD SUCTION
SHOWER ACCESSORY CUP

13266400
€12.99

GG 3 PIECE SUCTION SET
13268700

€9.99

GG SUCTION RAZOR HOLDER 
1377400

€3.99

GG BATHTUB DRAIN 
PROTECTOR

1395500
€8.99

GG SHOWER STALL DRAIN 
PROTECTOR

1288100
€10.99
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